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EP 0 836 167 A1

Description

This invention is related to a map display device to guide and search a route along which a vehicle is to move based
on the map information, especially this invention relates to the improvement of the display of the map information.

5 A map is shown on a conventional map display device, e.g. a conventional navigation device, a requested destina-

tion is set and an optimal guide route which links this destination and a present position of the vehicle is retrieved and
is shown. Then when another route is required while the vehicle is traveling this route, this other route is searched and
is guided. In the search of this other route, the search cost of the road on which the car travels at present is raised and
the another route is researched by a condition which is differertt from a search condition of the route which is guiding at

10 present. In this way. the road travelled at present is excluded and a new guide route is searched.

Also in the conventional device, when a vehicle deviates from a guide route, new route is automatically researched
from the present position. Or when a re-search key is operated, this research is executed. At this conventional device,

a neighborhood of a present position is searched first and a whole route is searched by a request of a user. In the
search of the neighborhood, a route which returns to a previous route is searched and in a whole route searching, a

15 whole route to the destination is searched.

In the conventional navigation device, one map is shown in a whole screen of a display device. However recently

the price of the liquid crystal display declined and the screens also get wider. Therefore geographical information of a
wider range is displayed, and a more detailed geographical information is shown.

However, in some movement conditions, the wide range geographical information isnt necessary at times. For
20 example when the vehicle (car) approaches the destination, only a geographical relation between the vehicle and the

destination should be shown. The other geographical information isn*t necessary. In this case the necessary geograph-
ical information is sufficientiy displayed in a part of the screen together with unnecessary geographical information. Fur-

ther information which isn't too necessary in some movement situation is sometimes shown in screens with

conventional areas.

25 Moreover when several routes are retrieved from a present position of the car to tiie destination, each guide route

is alternately displayed in one screen and, therefore, the routes cannot be compared sufficientiy with each other. The
routes are not clearly distinguished from each other when several guide routes are displayed at once on one screen and
parts of the routes overlap.

To solve the above problem, in this invention, a screen which displays a map is divided into more than one screen,

30 according to the travel condition of the car. A simple map which shows the geographical relation between a present

position of the car and a destination is shown in a 1 st saeen. detailed map information is shown in a 2nd screen. There-
fore a person can see the direction of the destination immediately and can see detailed geographical information

around the present position of the car at the same time.

Also when tiie car approaches a point where it is to turn to the right or left, a geographical information on the right

35 or left turn on tiie identified route is shown in the 1st screen. Moreover at this time, a detailed map is displayed in the

2nd screen. In this detailed map. an information quantity which is displayed according to a travel condition of thfe car is

adjusted. Therefore the user can know the direction in which the car should progress and receives geographical infor-

mation aroundthe car.

Moreover, an oriented map, i.e. a map whose (upper) margin is north, is displayed in the 1 st screen, and a direction

40 map, i.e. a map whose (upper) margin is the direction of the progress, is displayed in tiie 2nd screen.

Also when another route is searched at the conventional navigation device, based on this otiier new route, it is

guided to the destination. For example this other route is searched according to a request of a user when the route is

congested during traveling. This other route is sometimes a great detour compared to a previous route, but as the pre-

vious route has been erased and cannot be compared to the other route. Further, piural routes which are searched by
45 the different search condition can not be compared with each other.

Moreover the other route is searched when the vehicle deviates from a route or at the time of an indication of a user,

and guidance is executed by the other new route. However when another researched route makes a fairly big round
compared to the previous route, the previous route would be a better guide. However the previous route has been
erased and can not be compared witii the otiier route. Also the route can not be compared by the above neighborhood

50 searching and by the wide range searches.

Moreover, this is also the case in the following situation. The car deviates from the guide route temporarily because
the vehicle deviates from the guide route while traveling and returns to the above guide route after that. For example, it

is to finish a suddenly occurring occupation or to bypass a road which is crowded. However in the conventional naviga-

tion device, a mark of the car (vehide) becomes the center of a map screen, therefore the previous guide route isn't

55 included in the screen and sometimes the guide route isn't shown at all. In this case, a direction and a position of the

previous guide route can not be immediately confirmed in the screen. Therefore it is necessary for the scale of the map
to be reduced and for the previous guide route to be displayed.

Moreover a new guide route which is researched when the car deviates from the guide route is not always a better
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route. Rather it would sometimes be better to return to the previous guide route. When the present position of the car

and the previous guide route aren't displayed in one screen, this return is difficult. Moreover a position oi the car and a
new guide route can not be compared with each other.

Also when the facilities in the neighborhood are dropped during the travel on the guide route, it is not possible to

5 display a return route to this guide route and the neighborhood of the car together in the center of the screen. Moreover,

the information with the retrieving condition which is necessary when a destination or a drop in place is set can be suf-

ficiently shown in a part of a screen, and therefore a wide display screen isnl sufficiently utilized. Also, because a user

switches the screen when he wants to specify a retrieving condition, he must switch the previous screen back or return

to the first input screen when he wants to see a previous specification condition.

10 To solve the above problem, in this invention, the screen which displays a map is divided into more than one screen,

when the car deviates from the guide route, the new searched route is displayed in the 1st screen and the guide route

which was searched previously is shown in the 2nd screen. In the map which is displayed in this 2nd screen, an infor-

mation quantity which is displayed according to a traveling condition of the car is adjusted. Therefore, the direction in

which the car should progress and a geographical information around the car can be seen together.

75 Also a guide route and a map around the present position of the car are displayed in the 1st screen, and the map
and the destination which connects with the guide route of the 1st screen are shown in the 2nd screen. According to

the travel position of the car. the direction of a right or left turn in the guide route, the direction of the destination or infor-

mation about the destination and so on are alternately shown in this 1st screen.

Moreover different guide routes from the preserrt position of the car to the destination are displayed in the above
20 1st screen and the 2nd screen and can be chosen.

Also a whole return route which returns to the guide route and a part of the guide route are shown in the 1 st screen
when the car deviates from the guide route. A map centered on the present position of the car or a re-searched new
guide route is shown in the above 2nd screen. Further the return route of the 1st screen is displayed when guidance
beginning is instructed and is shown at a maximum in a whole screen.

25 Moreover a destination or a drop in place is set the result of a facility retrieving by the 1st retrieving condition is

displayed in the 1st screen and a choice branch of another new retrieving condition is shown in the above 2nd screen.

After this, the result of a facility extraction by a new retrieving condition is displayed in the 2nd screen and a choice

branch of this new retrieving condition is shown in the 1st screen. Therefore, tiie retrieving condition to extract facilities

and the retrieving result are shown in parallel in the divided screen.

30 All the words "destination". **drop-in place" or "guidance ending point" respectively in tiiis application papers include

"destination", "drop-in place" and "guidance ending point". All the words "present position", "start point", "drop-in place"

or "guidance beginning" respectively in this application papers include "present position", "start point", "drop-in place"

and "guidance beginning".

Figure 1 shows a whole circuit of a navigation device.

35 Figure 2 shows a data structure which is memorized in data 38c at an information memory unit 37.

Figure 3 shows data which is memorized in RAM 5.

Figure 4 shows the structure of a road data file F4.

Figure 5 shows a flow chart of a whole processing.

Figure 6 shows a flow chart of a guidance/display processing of 1 st embocfiment.

40 Figure 7 shows a subroutine of single screen display processing of 1st embodiment.
Figure 8 shows a subroutine of screen division processing of 1st embodiment.
Figure 9 shows a screen which is shown in a display 33.

Rgure 10 shows a divided screen of a display 33.

Figure 1 1 shows a subroutine of 3rd screen display processing of 1st embodiment.
45 Figure 12 shows a subroutine of a display processing of a fore route of a 1st embodiment.

Figure 1 3 shows a subroutine of calculation processing of a possible display range of 1st embodiment.
Figure 1 4 shows a screen in which a fore guide route is displayed.

Figure 15 shows a subroutine of display processing of a whole route (fore) of 1st embodiment.
Rgure 16 shows a screen where the remainder of a guide route, i.e. a whole route to a destination is displayed.

so Figure 1 7 shows a simple map which is displayed in a display 33.

Figure 18 shows a circuit which is provided between a image memory 10 and a display 33.

Figure 1 9 shows a flow chart of a guidance/display processing of 2nd embodiment.
Figure 20 shows a divided screen of a display 33 by 2nd an embodiment.
Figure 21 shows a flow chart of a guidance/display processing of 3rd embodiment.

55 Figure 22 shows a flow chart of a guidance/display processing of 4th embodiment
Figure 23 shows a screen of a display 33 before tiie screen is divided.

Figure 24 shows a divided screen of a display 33.

Figure 25 shows a divided screen of a display 33.
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Rgure 26 shows a single screen whose division of a display 33 was canceled.

Rgure 27 shows a flow chart of a guidance/display processing of 5th embodiment.
Rgure 28 shows a screen of a display..33 before a screen is divided.

Rgure 29 shows a divided screen of a display 33.

5 Rgure 30 shows a divided screen of a display 33.

Rgure 31 shows a single screen whose division of a display 33 was canceled.

Rgure 32 shows a divided screen of a display 33.

Rgure 33 shows a divided screen of a display 33.

Rgure 34 shows a flow chart of a guidance/display processing of 6th embodiment
10 Rgure 35 shows a flow chart of a processing of a deviating route.

Rgure 36 shows a flow chart of the initial showing of a 2nd screen of Rgure 35 in 1 st embodiment.
Rgure 37 shows a flow chart of the initial showing of a 2nd screen of figure 35 in 2nd embodiment.
Rgure 38 shows a flow chart of a display adjustment of a 2nd saeen in a guidance/display processing of Rgure 34

of 1 St embodiment.

75 Rgure 39 shows a flow chart of a display adjustment of a 2nd screen rn a guidance/display processing of Figure 34
of 2nd embodiment.

Rgure 40 shows a screen of a display 33 before a screen is divided.

Rgure 41 shows a divided screen of a display 33 immediately after deviation from a guide route.

Rgure 42 shows a state in which a return route 258 is displayed in a 2nd screen.

20 Rgure 43 shows a divided screen of a display 33 when a car leaves a guide route greatly.

Rgure 44 shows a state in which a return route 260 is displayed in a 2nd screen of Rgure 43.

Rgure 45 shows a state in which a return route 260 is displayed in a 2nd screen of Rgure 43.

Rgure 46 shows an example of applying a display of a display 33 immediately after leaving a guide route.

Rgure 47 shows each node of the guide route etc.

25 Rgure 48 shows an area of a display when a map is displayed in a 2nd screen.

Rgure 49 shows a flow chart of setting processing of the nearest facilities.

Rgure 50 shows an example of a genre list.

Rgure 51 shows a state where facilities which correspond to a specification genre are displayed at a divided

screen.

30 Rgure 52 shows a state of a divided screen.

Rgure 53 shows a subroutine of extraction of facilities along a route.

Rgure 54 shows a subroutine which calculates tiie shortest straight line distance between retrieved facilities and a
guide route.

Rgure 55 shows tiie position relation between retrieved facilities and a guide route.

35 Rgure 56 explains processing of a step SX36.
Rgure 57 explains calculation of the shortest straight line distance.

Rgure 58 shows postcode choice data 50.

Rgure 59 shows contents of street list data 55.

Rgure 60 shows contents of facility genre list data 60.

40 Rgure 61 shows contents of street shape data 65.

Rgure 62 shows contents of facility list data 70.

Rgure 63 shows contents of area shape data 75.

Rgure 64 shows a flow chart of destination setting processing (a step SA3).

Rgure 65 shows a subroutine of a representative point map display and destination setting.

45 Rgure 66 shows a subroutine of a display of a sti*eet name and destination setting.

Rgure 67 shows a subroutine of a genre list display and destination setting.

Rgure 68 shows a screen of a postcode and an item choice

Rgure 69 shows a display example in a specification area.

Rgure 70 shows a street list

50 Fxqure 71 shows a state in which a street is displayed.

Rgure 72 shows a display example of a genre list.

Rgure'73 shows a state where facilities which con-espond to a specification genre and facilities which correspond

to a specific brand are displayed at a divided screen.
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PRO(S) . : PROCESSING (S) , DIR. : DIRECTION,
DIS(S) . :DISTANCE{S) , DISS. :DISTANCES, CLA. : CLASSIFICATION,
POS. :POSITION, No(s) . :NUMBER<S) , IDN. : IDENTIFIED,
IND. : INDICATE, INDD. : INDICATED, INDN. : INDICATION,

INSC (S) . : INTERSECTION (S) , . INSCG. : INTERSECTING,
PRED . : PREDETERMINED , PAR . : PARTICULAR, DES (S ) . : DESTINATION,
DET . : DETERMINE , DETG . : DETERMINING , DETD . : DETERMINED

,

DETN . : DETERMINATION , OVE . : OVERLAPPED , PER . : PERIPHERAL

,

DELG • : DELETING , DEL . : DELETE , DELD . : DELETED

,

REPR. : REPRESENTATIVE, ST: STREET, FAC. rPACILTIES, RED. : REDUCED,

CON. : CONNECTION.

1 . Summary of the embodiments

(1) When a single screen (a 1st screen) is divided (step SC4). a direction map or an oriented map is shown in one
part of the screen (a 2nd screen) which was divided (Steps SC20. SC22). The present position of a car and the

25 distance to a direction, and the destination etc. are shown in the other part of the divided screen (a 3rd screen)
(step 8024). This is a simple map with the necessary minimum information. After this, an other guidance/display

processing is executed (step SC18).

(2) When a single screen (a 1st screen) is divided (stei^ SB10. SB12), the fore route is displayed (step SB18) or

the whole route with the remainder is shown (step SB22) in one part of the screen (a 2nd screen) which was
30 divided. All the words "fore" in this application papers indude Iront" and "fonward". A map which was displayed in

a single screen (a 1st screen) before division is shown in the other part of the divided screen (a 3rd saeen) (step

SB14). After this, an other guidance/display processing is executed (step SB8).

(3) When another route is searched (steps SL4. SL8). a angle screen (a 1 st screen) is divided (step SL10). A guide
route which was searched at a N-th is displayed in one part of the screens (a 2nd screen) which was divided and

35 a guide route which was searched at a (N-1)th is shown in the other part of the divided screen (a 3rd screen) (step

SL12). A guide route in a 2nd screen or in 3rd a screen es selected after this (step SL30).

(4) When a car deviates from a guide route (step SQ2), a processing to deviating route is executed (step SQ4). and
a return route is searched (step SR14) and a single screen (a 1st screen) is divided (step SRI 6). A return route

which includes a car is shown in one of the screens (a 2nd screen) which were divided (step SRI 6B). A map which
40 was displayed in a screen (a 1st screen) before division Is shown in the other which divided screen (a 3rd screen)

(step SQ28).

(5) When a genre selection is directed (step SX2), a list for a genre choice is shown in a screen before division (step

SX4). When one genre is chosen and specified, a single screen (a 1 st screen) is divided (step 3X10) and all facil-

ities corresponding to a specified genre are shown in one of the screens (a 2nd screen) which were divided (step

45 SX12). A list of an sales article which is the following selection condition is shown in the other screen (a 3rd screen)
which is divided (step 8X14). If fecilities are chosen and specified after this, screen division is canceled and spec-r

ified facilities are set as drop-in places (step SX28).

2. Overall Circuitry

so

Figure 1 illustrates the overall circuitry of the navigation device. A central processor 1 controls the operation of the

whole iiavigation device. The central processor 1 comprises with a CPU 2, a flush memory 3. a RAM 5. a ROM 4, a
sensor input interface 7. a communication interface 8. an image (picture) processor 9, an image (picture) memory 10.

a voice processor 1 1 and a clock (clock generator) 6. The CPU 2 and the devices up to the clock 6 are connected
55 together through a CPU local bus 1 5. and the data are exchanged among these devices.

A flash memory 3 is composed of a memory (EEPROM) etc. by which it can to be erased electrically and stored.

Computer programs 38b which are memorized at an information memory unit 37 (a outside storage media/means) are

copied and are memorized (Installed/transfen-ed) in this flash memory 3 (an inner storage media/means). Also pro-

BNSDOCID: <EP 0836167A1 J
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grams 38b which are sent through a data sending and a data transmitter/receiver (sending/receiving) unit 27 from an
outside system are copied and are memorized in a flash memory 3. These programs 38b correspond to different

processing in each flow chart explained later and are executed in CPU 2. For example, these programs 38b correspond

to a display control of information and a guidance control by sound (voice) and so on.

5 This installation (transferring/copy) is automatically executed when an information memory unit 37 is set in this nav-

igation device, and is also automatically executed when the power of this navigation device is turned on or is executed
by an operator. This information memory unit 37 can be replaced with the other information memory unit 37 and it is

replaced with a newer one or the latest one in the above program and data. As a result, the latest navigation system is

supplied by this replacement.

10 The flush memory 3 stores a variety of parameters required for the programs. The ROM 4 stores figure data to be
displayed and various general-purpose data. The figure data to be displayed are used for route guidance and map
showing on the display 33. The general-purpose data include voice waveforms recording synthetic or human voice for

voice guidance, and are used for the navigation operation.

The RAM 5 stores data input from external units, a variety of parameters used for the arithmetic operation, the oper-

15 ation results and programs for navigation. The clock 6 comprises a counter, a battery backed-up RAM or EPROM. etc..

and outputs time data.

The sensor input interface 7 comprises an A/D converter circuit or a buffer circuit. The sensor input interface 7
receives analog or digital sensor data from the sensors 21 to 24 of a present position detector 20. The present position

detector 20 includes an absolute direction sensor 21 . a relative direction sensor 22. a distance sensor 23 and a vehicle

20 speed sensor 24.

The absolute direction sensor 21 is, for exanple. a terrestrial magnetism sensor and detects terrestrial magnetism.
The absolute direction sensor 21 outputs data indicating a south-arrd-north direction which serves as the absolute
direction. The relative direction sensor 22 is. for example, a steering angle sensor and detects the steering angle of the
wheel based upon a gyroscope such as optical fiber gyroscope or piezo-electric vibration gyroscope. The relative direc-

ts tion sensor 22 outputs a relative angle of a direction of progress of the car with respect to the absolute direction

detected by the absolute direction sensor 21

.

The distance sensor 23 comprises a counter or the like interlocked with, for example, an odometer. The distance

sensor 23 outputs data indicating the distance travelled by the car. The vehicle speed sensor 24 comprises a counter
or the like connected to a speedometer The vehicle speed sensor 24 outputs data that vary in proportion to the running

30 speed of the car.

An I/O data bus 28 is connected to the communication interface 8 of the central processor 1. To the I/O data bus
28 are connected the GPS receiver unit 25. the beacon receiver unit 26 and the data transmitter/receiver unit 27 of the

present position detector 20. To the I/O data bus 28 are further connected a touch switch 34 and a printer 35 of the

input/output unit 30, and an information memory unit 37. That is, a variety of data are exchanged between the external

35 accessory equipment and the CPU local bus 15 through the communication interface 8.

The present position detector 20 outputs data for detecting the present position of the car. In other words, the abso-
lute direction sensor 21 detects the absolute direction. The relative direction sensor 22 detects the relative direction with

respect to the absolute direction. Furthermore, the distance sensor 23 detects the distance travelled. The vehicle speed
sensor 24 detects the running speed of the car. The GPS receiver unit 25 receives GPS (Global Positioning System)

40 Signals to detect position data such as the longitude and latitude of the car. The GPS signals are microwaves transmit-

ted from a plurality of satellites orbiting round the earth.

Similarly the beacon receiver unit 26 receives beacon signals from a data offering system such as VICS (Vehicle

Information and Communication System) or the like, and the received data and the corrected data of GPS are outputted
to the I/O data bus 28.

45 The data transmitter/receiver unit 27 exchanges a variety of information related to the present position or the road
-conditions near the car relative to the bi-directional present position information offering system or the ATIS (advanced
traffic information service), etc. by utilizing a cellular phone, FM multiplex signals or a telephone circuit. This information

is used as an information to detect the car position or a support information of movement. The beacon receiver unit 26
and the data transmitter/receiver unit 27 need not be provided, as for this data sending and transmitter/receiver unit 27.

50 a radio receiver, a television receiver, a carrying telephone, a pager or the other radio communication machine can be
' used.

The input/output device 30 comprises a display 33. a tran^arent touch panel 34, a printer 35 and a speaker 13.

The display 33 displays guide data during the navigation operation. The touch panel 34 is constituted by a plurality of

transparent touch switches an-anged in the form of a matrix on a plane, and adheres to the screen of the display 33. By
55 using the touch panel 34. data necessary for setting the destination, such as the start point, destination, passing points,

drop-in places, etc. are inputted into the navigation device.

A printer 35 is used for printing a variety of data such as the map and guide routes to facilities outputted through
the communication interface 8. Information of various kinds is transmitted by voice to the user from the speaker 13. The

6
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printer 35 may be omitted.

The display 33 may be a CRT, a liquid crystal display or a plasma cfisplay. and dsplays pictures. Desirably, however,
the liquid crystal display is preferred as a display 33 because it consumes only small amounts of electric power, pro-

vides very clear pictures, and is light in weight. In this embodiment (invention), the display 33 is a liquid crystal display

5 having a wider screen.

Furthermore, this display 33 may be composed of more than 2 liquid crystal displays which can be separated. Then
each liquid crystal display is connected with an image processor 9 respectively with an independent video signal cable

and is placed in the same or a different position to each other.

An image memory 10 such as DRAM (dynamic RAM) or dual port DRAM is connected to the image processor 9
10 that is connected to the display 33. The picture data are written into the image memory 10 by the image processor 9.

Furthermore, being controlled by the image processor 9. the data are read from the image memory 10 and are dis-

played on the display 33.

Depending on the division of the screen of a display 33, an image memory 10 is also divided into an area for a 2nd
screen and an area for a 3rd screen and independent image data is written in each. Depending on this division, an

15 address of each memory element of a image memory 10 is also divided within a 2nd screen and a 3rd screen.

In accordance with a drawing command from the CPU 2. the image processor 9 converts the map data and char-
acter data into picture data for display and writes them into the image memory 1 0. At this moment, the peripheral picture

on the screen is also formed and is written into the image memory 10. Therefore the peripheral picture can be also
readily displayed upon scrolling.

20 When the saeen of the display 33 is divided, a memory area of image memory 10 is divided corresponding to the
divided screen. And image data which are different each other are written into each divided memory area of image
memory 10.

A voice processor 1 1 is connected to the speaker 1 3. The voice processor 1 1 is connected to the CPU 2 and to the
ROM 4 through the CPU local bus 15. The voice wavefbrmdata for voice guidance read out from the ROM 4 by the CPU

25 2 are inputted into the voice processor 1 1 . The voice wavefiorm data are converted into analog signals by the voice proc-

essor 1 1 . and are outputted from the speaker 13. The voice processor 1 1 and the image processor 9 comprise general-

purpose DSPs (digital signal processors) or the like.

The information memory unit 37. is connected to the I/O data bus 28 through the data transmitter/receiver 39. In a
nonvolatile manner, disk management information 38a. programs 38b and data 38c such as road map data necessary

30 for the navigation operation are stored in the information memory unit 37. The disk management information 38a is

related data or programs stored in the information memory unit 37. for example version information of the programs
38b. The information memory unit 37 is provided with a data transmitter/receiver 39 for reading data written into the

information memory unit 37 and outputting them onto the I/O data bus 28,

The information memory unit 37 may be an optical memory (CD-ROM, etc.), a semiconductor memory (IC memory.
35 card. etc.). or a magnetic memory (opto-magnetic disK haid disk, floppy disk. etc.). The data transmitter/receiver 39 is

equipped with a data pickup adapted to tiie recording medium so as to be adapted to a change in the data recording

medium. When, for example, the recording medium is a hard disk, a core head is provided.

A part -or all of the atx)ve programs 38b may be stored in an area center which is different from the navigation

device, data which was sent from ttie navigation device to the area center through the data sending and data transmit-

40 ter/receiver unit 27 is processed based on these programs 38b. This processed data may be sent from the area center

to tills navigation device through the data sending and data transmitter/receiver unit 27.

The data 38c of the information memory unit 37 stores map data, intersection data, node data, road data, photo-
graphic data, destination data, guide point data, detailed destination data, destination road data, house shape data, as
well as other data and programs that are necessary for the navigation operation as the data 38c. In accordance witii

45 these programs, the navigation operation is executed by using tiie road map data stored in the information memory unit

37. The program for navigation is read by the data transmitter/receiver 39 from the information memory unit 37, copied ,

and written into the flush memory 3. Other data include incfication guide data, voice guidance data, picture data showing
simple guide routes, etc.

The data 38c of the information memory unit 37 stores map data of a plurality of reduced scales or one scale. In

so other words, the data 38c have map data of a plurality of reduced scales of tiie same region. Or. the data 38c have map
data of an one scale of the same region. When the map of a large scale is to be shown on the display 33, tiie map data
storedJn the information memory unit 37 is shown on a reduced scale. In this case, not only the lengths of tiie roads,

etc. are shortened but also signs and data representing buildings and facilities are reduced,

55 3. Data 38c of information memory unit 37

Figure 2 is a diagram illusti-ating the contents of data files stored in the data 38c of tiie information memory unit 37.

A map data file F1 stores the map data such as road maps of the whole of tiie counti-y, road maps of a district, and
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house maps. Each lane of a main turnpike, an expressway and a bacWane and so on and a target (facilities and so on)

on the ground are shown in a road map. A diagram which shows an outward form of a building on the ground and so on

and a road name and so on are shown in a house map. For example, in the case of a backlane. the road width is nar-

rowed below a specific value, and a municipal road and a driveway, except for a national highway, or a local road, are

5 not used during route search processing of Figure 5 which is mentioned later.

An intersection data file F2 stores the coordinates of geographical positions of the intersections and data related to

the intersections. A node data file F3 stores geographical coordinate data of the nodes utilized for searching a route on

the map. A road data file F4 stores data related to the positions and kinds of the roads, number of the lanes, connec-

tions among the roads, etc.. A photographic data file F5 stores photographic image data of places where a visual dis-

10 play is required such as of various facilities, sightseeing spots, major intersections, etc..

A destination data file F6 stores data related to the positions and names of various facilities that may be destina-

tions. The facilities may be sightseeing spots, buildings, sites, companies and offices listed in a telephone book. A guide

point data file F7 stores guide data of points that require guidance. TTie points may be the contents of information

boards and branch points. A detailed destination data file F8 stores detailed data related to destinations stored in the

15 destination data fOe F6. A road name data file F9 stores name data of principal roads among the roads stored in the

road data file F4. A branch point name data file F10 stores name data of principal branch points. An address data file

F1 1 stores a list of data allowing the destinations stored in the destination data file F6 to be identified from the

addresses.

A file F12 of a list of toll numbers and local office numbers stores only the toll numbers and local office numbers of

20 the destinations stored in the destination data file F6. A registered telephone number file F13 stores telephone number
data of clients inputted by the user. A landmark data file F14 stores data related to positions and names of points that

serve as landmarks while driving and of the places that should be remembered and are inputted by the user. The point

data file F15 stores detailed data of landmark points stored in the landmark data file F14. A facility data file F16 stores

data related to positions and descriptions of destinations such as gas stations, drug stores, parking lots and positions

25 of places where the driver may wish to drop in. in addition to the destinations.

4. Contents which are memorized in RAM 5

Rgure 3 illustrates some of a group of data stored in tiie RAM 5. The present position data MP represent the

30 present position of the vehicle and are detected by a present position detector 20. The absolute direction data ZD rep-

resents the south-north direction relying upon the terrestrial magnetism and are found based upon the data from an

absolute direction sensor 21 . The relative direction angle data D e represents an angle of the direction in which the vehi-

cle is traveling with respect to the absolute position data ZD and are found based upon the data from a relative direction

sensor 22.

35 The traveled distance data ML represent a distance traveled by the vehicle and are found based on the data from

a distance sensor 23. The present position data PI are related to the present position and are inputted from a beacon
receiver 26 or the data fransmitter-receiver 27. The VICS data VD and ATIS data AD are inputted from the beacon
receiver 26 or the data transmitter-receiver 27. The VICS data VD are used for correcting an error in the position of the

vehicle detected by a GPS receiver 25. The ATIS data AD are used for determining traffic regulations and traffic jam-

40 ming in the areas.

The inputted destination data TP are related to the coorcfinate positions and names of the destinations and are

inputted by the user. The start point of route data SP are map coordinate data of a point from where the navigation oper-

ation starts. The end points of route data ED are map coordinate data of a point where the navigation operation ends.

The start point of route data SP utilize node coordinates on a guide route closest to the present position of the vehi-

45 cle or to the point of departure. This is because the present position of the vehicle may be on a site such as golf course

or parking lot. but may not necessarily be on the guide route, ^milarly the end point of route data ED utilize node coor-

dinates on a guide route closest to the inputted destination data TP. This is because often the coordinates of the input-

ted destination data TP are not on the guide route.

The guide route data MW stored in the RAM 5 represent an optimum route or a recommended route up to the des-

50 tination. and are found by processing for searching a route that will be described later. Specific road numbers are

- attached to the individual roads in the road map stored in the data 38c of the information memory unit 37. The guide

route data-MW are constituted by the road numbers or by the link numbers described later, from the start point of route

data SP to the end point of route data ED.

Mode set data MD is used in processing to set a later desaibed destination by a touch switch 34 integrated in a

55 display 33 in a product layer by a laminate. Mode contents which are displayed on display 33 are decided by this mode
set data MD. Drop in place data DP shows facilities in which the car drops in on the way of a guide route. A screen con-

dition data GJ shows a display condition of a display 33 and shows whether a display screen is in a division condition

or the single (non-division) condition. A screen condition data GJ is rewritten every time a display condition of a display
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33 is changed.

Crossing point data CSP Is used by processing of a display of a fore route and so on which is described later, and
indicates an end point geographical coordinate of a guide route which is displayed in one of the above divided screens,
it makes this crossing point CSP a start point and therefore the guide route is shown in the other divided screen.

5 A reduced scale WDA of a 1 st screen shows a reduced scale of a nnap which is displayed in a single screen before
division of a display 33. A reduced scale WDB of a 2nd screen shows a reduced scale of a map which is displayed in a
divided screen of the display 33 which is near an assistant's seat after division. A reduced scale WDC of 3rd a screen
shows a reduced scale of a map which is displayed in a screen which is near a cfa-iver's seat after division. Therefore the
2nd screen is situated on the side of the assistant's seat and the 3rd screen is situated on the side of the driver's seat.

10 Furthermore, these screens may replace each other.

A horizontal distance XLM shows a geographical maximum straight line distance which can be displayed in a hor-
izontal direction of the map screen of display 33. A perpendicular distance YLM shows the geographical maximum
straight line distance which can display in a perpendicular direction of the map screen of display 33.

A point node NDP is used by the program performing "a calculation processing of a possible display range" which
15 is described later and is the coordinate value of the node of the guide route which is displayed at the edge of the divided

screen,

5. Road Data.

20 Figure 4 is a diagram illustrating some road data of the road data file F4 stored in the information memory unit 37.
The road data file F4 includes data related to all roads wider than a predetermined width in all the areas stored in the
map data file. When the number of roads contained in the road data file F4 Is n. the road data related to the roads of a
number n are stored in the information memory unit 37. Each road data is constituted by road number data, object-of-
guide flag, road attribute data, shape data, guide data and l^gth data.

25 The road number data are discrimination numbers attached to all roads contained in the map data of the informa-
tion memory unit 37, the roads being sectionalized by the branch points. The object-of-guide flag becomes "1" in the
case of a guide road and becomes '*0*' in the case of a non-guide road. The guide road is the one whose width is wider
than a predetermined width, such as a nrrain trunk road or a general road, and may be selected as a route. The non-
guide road is a road(bacWane) nan-ower than a predetermined width, such as footpath or lane, and is seldom selected

30 as a route.

The road attribute data represent road attributes such as elevated road, underpass, speedway or toll road. The
shape data represent the shape of a road and are constituted by coordinate data of start points and end points of the
roads, and of the nodes between the start point and the end point.

The guide data are constituted by intersection name data, caution point data, road name data, road name voice
35 data and connection data. When the end point of a road is an intersection, the intersection name data represent the

name of the intersection. The caution point data represent caution points on the road such as railway crossing, tunnel
entry, tunnel exit, point where the width of the road decreases, etc. - The road name voice data are voice data of road
names, and are used for guidance by voice.

The connection data refer to a road that connects to the aid point of tiie above-mentioned road, and are constituted
40 by a number k of connections and data of the connections. The data for each connection are constituted by connection

road number data, connection name data, connection name voice data, connection direction data and travel guide data.
The connection road number data represent tiie number of a connecting road. The connection name data repre-

sent tiie name of a road tiiat is connected. The connection name voice data store voice data for guidance by voice
based on tiie name of connection. The connection direction data represent the direction in which tiie road of connection

45 runs. The fravel guide data include guide data for guiding the driver to enter tiie right lane or the left lane of the road to

proceed to a connecting road, or to travel on the center lane. The lengtii data represent a length from the start point to

the end point of a road, the length from tiie start point to tiie nodes, and tiie length between the nodes.

6. Overall processing

so

Figure 5 is a flow chart of tiie overall processing executed by a CPU 2 in the navigation device according to the
present invention. The processing starts upon closing the power source circuit and ends upon breaking tiie power
source circuit. The power source is turned on or off as the powa- source of the navigation device is turned on or off, or
as the engine start key (ignition switch) of the vehicle is turned on or off.

55 First, the processing for initiation is executed (step SA1). In this processing, a program for navigation is read from
the data 38c of the information memory unit 37, copied into a flush memory 3. and is executed. The CPU 2 clears the
general-purpose storage areas in the RAMs. such as work memory of a first RAM 5 and an image memory 10.

Then a present position processing (step SA2). a destination-setting processing (step SA3), a route search
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processing (step SA4). a guide/display processing (step SA5) and another processing (step SA6) are cyclically exe-

cuted.

Furthermore, a destination-setting processing (step SA3) and a route search processing (step SA4) are not exe-

cuted again when a destination is not changed or the car does not leave a route.

5 Then a processing for detecting the present position (step SA2) and the subsequent processing are executed. The

processing for detecting the present position (step SA2) detects the geographical coordinates (latitude, longitude, alti-

tude, etc.) of an overland moving body, i.e.. of a vehicle mounting the navigation device. That is, a GPS receiver 25

receives signals from a plurality of satellites orbiting around the earth, detects coordinate positions of the satellites, the

times at which the electromagnetic waves are emitted from the satellites and the time at which the electromagnetic

10 waves are received by the GPS receiver 25, and calculates the distances to the satellites. The coordinate position of

the vehicle is calculated from the distances to the satellites, to detect the present position of the vehicle. The thus found

geographical coordinate data of the vehicle are stored in the RAM 5 as present position data MR The present position

data MP are often corrected by the data Input through a beacon receiver 26 or the data transmitter/receiver 27.

In the processing for detecting the present position (step SA2), furthermore the absolute direction data ZD, relative

75 direction angle data Dd» and the traveled distance data ML are simultaneously found by using an absolute direction

sensor 21 , a relative direction sensor 22 and a distance sensor 23. The absolute direction data ZD. relative direction

angle data D 6 and traveled distance data ML are processed to determine the position of the vehicle. The thus deter-

mined position of the vehicle is collated with map data stored in a data 38c of the information memory unit 37, and the

present position on the map screen is corrected and is indicated more correctly. Therefore, the present position of the

20 vehicle is correctly indicated even when the GPS signals are not received for instance when traveling through a tunnel.

In setting the destination(step SA3), the geographical coordinates of the destination desired by the user are stored

as inputted destination data TP. For example, a coordinate position is specified by the user on a road map or on a house

map shown on a display 33. The destination is selected by the operator from a list of destinations shown on the display

33. Thereafter, a central processing unit 1 stores the data related to the geographical coordinates of the destination in

25 the RAM 5 as inputted destination data TP.

Present position data MP is set as the above guidance beginning point data SP or a node data of the guidable road

which is near present position data MP is set. All the words ^beginning" and '^begin" in this application papers include

"starting" and "start**. Furthermore, when the car deviates from the guide route, an optimal route from this deviating

position to an end point of guide route is automatically re-searched. This is an auto re-route mode. If this auto re-route

30 mode is not set the re-search of the route is not done. Further when a drop-in place is set» the guide route which goes

via the drop-in place is sometimes searched.

In the processing for guiding and displaying the route (step SA5), the guide route identified by the above-mentioned

processing for searching a route (step SA4) is shown on the display 33 with the present position of the vehicle as a

center. The guide route is displayed on the map in a manner that it can be easily discriminated. For example, the guide

35 route and the non-guide route are indicated In different colors, so that the two can be discriminated from each other.

Furthermore, guide information is given by voice from a speaker 13 or is shown on the display 33 at all times, so that

the vehicle is alJowed to travel favorably along the guide route. The image data of the guide route are the road map data

around the present position or are the house map data around the present position stored in the data 38c of the infor-

mation memory unit 37.

40 The road map data and the house map data are switched depending upon the conditions such as the distance from

the present position to a guide point (destination, place to be dropped in or intersection), traveling speed of the vehicle,

the size of the area that can be displayed, or the switching operation by the user. Near the guide point (destination,

place to be dropped in or intersection), the map is shown on an enlarged scale on the display 33. Instead of displaying

the road map. a minimum amount of necessary data only may be displayed, such as the guide route, direction of the

45 destination or the place to be dropped in and the present position, but omitting geographical data.

Furthermore, as described later, the screen of display 33 is divided in 2 by the operation of the operator or auto-

matically and an information of the map etc. is shown. Then a variety of guidance information and road information is

shown in these two screens by processing and the operation which was independent, respectively

After the guide/display processing of step SA5. the other processing (step SA6) is executed. In "the other process-

so ing" of this step SA6. nearest facility.processing Is sometimes executed. A drop-in place (the facilities and so on) except

for the above entry destination data TP is retrieved and is specified by this nearest facilities processing. Data about this

drop-in jplace is set, using the map or each item information etc. which is displayed in display 33. This nearest facilities

processing is executed in the same way as the destination-setting processing of the at>ove step SA3.

For example, in the above other processing it Is determined whether or not the traveling position of the car moves
55 along a calculated guide route. Also, it Is determined whether or not the destination is changed by the switch operation

of the operator and so on. After processing of step SA6. processing is repeated from **the present position processing''

(step SA2). Furthermore when the car reaches a destination, the guide/display processing of the route is ended and

processing returns to step SA2 once again. In this way. the processing of step SA2 to step SA6 Is repeated in this order.
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7. Guide/display processing of 1st embodiment

This guide/display processing is the processing to report the information to make the car travel along the guide
route. In other words, a guide route is searched and this searched guide route is shown in display 33. This guide route

5 is displayed for the car to be always in the screen center and information atxjut points at which it should turn right or left

in the guide route is reported at any time. In this guide/display processing, various information is reported and is shown
at any time for the car to travel along a guide route smoothly.

Rgure 6 shows the flow chart of the guide/display processing. Rrstly it is determined whether a display screen of

display 33 is divided or not (step SB2). In the division of the display screen of this display 33. for example, the display

10 screen is broad, the screen is divided into the right and the left at the about center. Furthermore this screen may be
divided into the top and the bottom. Then an independent map is shown at each divided screen. In this embodiment,
the divided screen of the side of the assistant's seat is a 2nd screen and the screen of the side of the driver's seat is the
3nj screen. Therefore in the car with the steering at the right side, the 2nd screen Is on the left side and in a car with

the steering at the left side, the 2nd screen is on the right

15 It is determined whether a screen division cancellation is required or not (step SB4), if the screen is divided (step

SB2). This request is executed by the operation of tiie specific switch of touch switch 34. Furthermore the touch switch

34 may be replaced with a push switch etc. which ts provided for the lower part of the screen of display 33.

If a cancellation of the screen division is required, display processing of a single screen of the subroutine is exe-
cuted (step SB6), In the display processing of the single screen, at the reduced scale of the 1 st screen before the divi-

20 sion. a map is shown in the whole screen of display 33. This "display processing of a single screen" is described later

in detail. Then the "other guide/display processing" of the subroutine is executed and the flow returns to the overall

processing (step SB8). Each information about the guide route which the car travels is displayed and reported at any
time in this step SB8. On the other hand, if the cancellation of tiie screen division isn't required at step SB4, "display

processing of the 3rd screen" of the subroutine is executed (step SB1 4). This "display processing of the 3rd screen" is

25 described later.

Further. It is determined whetiier screen division is required or not when the screen of display 33 isn't divided in the
above step SB2 (step SB10). The request of tiiis screen division is also based upon an operation of a switch which is

set by touch switch 34. When screen division isn*t required, the "other guide/display processing" of step SB8 is exe-

cuted. However when screen division is required, "screen division processing" of the subroutine is executed (step

30 SB12). In this "screen division processing", tiie screen of display 33 is divided at the center and a map or a guidance
information which is independent is shown in each divided screen. This "screen division processing" is described later

in detail.

When "screen division processing" of step SB12 is executed, subroutine "display processing of the 3rd screen" is

further executed (step SB14). In this "display processing of the 3rd screen", an information which is displayed in tiie 3rd
35 screen is changed according to the traveling condition of tiie car. This "display processing of the 3rd screen" is

described later.

Next if a display mode for the fore route is selected (step SB16) by tiie operator, "display processing of tiie fore

route" of a subroutine is executed (step SB18). In this processing, a guide route which connects with the upper end
(crossing point CSP) of the guide route which is displayed in the 3rd screen is shown in the 2nd screen. This "display

40 processing of the fore route" is described later in detail. Then the "other guide/display processing" of step SB8 is exe-

cuted and the flow retums to "the overall processing" of Rgure 5.

On the other hand, "display processing of the whole route" of the subroutine is executed (step SB22). if a display

mode of tiie whole route isn't selected (step SB16) and a display mode of a whole route Is selected (step SB20). The
selection of the display mode of the whole route is executed by operation of a specific switch which is set by touch

45 switch 34. When the display mode of whole route isnt selected, the "other guide/display processing" of step SB8 is exe-

cuted.

In the above "whole route display processing", a guide route to the destination which is connected with a upper end
of a guide route in the 3rd screen is shown in the 2nd screen. Furthermore, tiiis subroutine "display processing of the
whole route" is described later in detail. After this, the "other guide/display processing" of step SB8 is executed and the

50 flow returns to "the overall processing" of Rgure 5.

8. Display processing of a single screen

Figure 7 shows a subroutine of the "display processing of a single screen". In this processing, the divided screen
55 of display 33 is returned to a single screen. Rrstly. the so-een condition GJ of RAM 5 is read (step SH2). This screen

condition GJ indicates a display condition of a map which is displayed in tiie divided 3rd screen.
For example, when tiie map which includes a bacWane is displayed in the divided 3rd screen, the information which

shows the display condition is memorized as tiie screen condition GJ in RAM 5. Then a map is shown in the screen in
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which division was canceled based on this screen condition GJ. Therefore, when the map which includes a bacWane is

displayed in the divided 3rd screen, the map which includes abacWane is shown in the 1st screen after division cancel-

lation (combination). Furthermore, the 1st screen nrieans the whole single screen of display 33 which isn't divided.

If a backlane is included in the map which was displayed in the 3rd screen based on the screen condition GJ that

5 was read (step SH4). "the reduced scale WDC of the 3rd saeen" of RAM 5 is read (step SH6), based on the screen

condition GJ. a map with reduced scale WDC is shown in the whole screen of display 33 (step SH8) and a map which

includes a backlane is shown in the 1st screen which isn't divided.

On the other hand, when the map which includes a backlane isn't displayed in the 3rd screen, "the reduced scale

WDA of the 1 St screen" of RAM 5 is read (step SH10) and a map with reduced scale WDA is shown in the whole screen
10 of display 33 (step SHI 2) based on the screen condition GJ. Furthermore, when a simple map is displayed on the

divided 3rd screen, a display condition is memorized as the screen condition GJ. Therefore this simple map is shown
in the 1st screen after division cancellation. When screen div^ion of display 33 is canceled in step SH8 or step SHI 2,

the flow returns to the guide/display processing of Rgure 6.

75 9. Screen division processing

Rgure 8 shows a flow chart of subroutine "screen division processing" of Rgure 6. In this screen division process-
ing, the whole screen of display 33 is divided and a 2nd screen and a 3rd screen are formed. Furthermore, in this

screen division, a memory area of image memory 10 is divided to correspond to the divided screen and map informa-

20 tion which are different from each other and are written into each memory area of the divided image memory 10 by
image processor 9. The display screen of display 33 is thereby divided into two and different map information is shown
in both screens. Furthermore, in this embodiment, the screen is divided approximately in the center but may be divided

on the right side of the center or on the left side of the center.

At the beginning of screen division processing, the display condition of the 1st screen, i.e. the screen before the

25 division is detected (step SC2), and if the road map which includes a backlane is displayed on the 1st screen (step

SC4), a road map which excludes the backlane is shown after the division on the 2nd screen (a screen at the side of

an assistant's seat) (step SC6). A road map which is the same as the one in the 1st screen before the division is shown
on the 3rd screen (the screen on the side of the driver's seat) after the division (step SC8). This road map which is

shown in the 3rd screen includes the backlane.

30 On the other hand, when a road map which doesnl include a backlane is displayed on the 1st screen before the

division, a road map which includes a backlane is displayed on the 2nd screen (a screen on the side of an assistants

seat) (step SCI 8) and a road map which does not include a backlane is displayed in the 3rd screen (step SC20). In this

way. a different map from the one in the 1st screen before the division Is di^layed In the divided 2nd screen and the

same map as the one In the 1st screen before the division Is shown in the divided 3rd screen.

35 After this, a display condition of the road map which is displayed in the 3rd screen Is memorized as the screen con-

dition GJ in RAM 5 (step SCIO). If a road map which includes a backlane is displayed in the 3rd screen, the data which
indicates a condition is set as the screen condition GJ. Furthemrore, a display condition of the simple map or a display

condition of the figure which shows only a turn to the right or left and so on are also set as this screen condition GJ.

Also, when a road map except the simple map is displayed in the 3rd screen, the geographical coordinate of the

40 guide route which breaks off at the edge of the screen is detected and is stored as crossing point CSP in RAM 5 (step

SCI 2). Furthermore, this crossing point CSP designates a point ahead of the present position of the car on the guide

route and a point in the guide route which breaks off from the displayed map in the 3rd screen. All the words "front" in

this application papers include "fore" and "forward".

Then a reduced scale of the 1st screen before division is stored as "the reduced scale WDA of the 1st screen" to

45 RAM 5 (step SCI 4) and is copied as "the reduced scale WDB of the 2nd screen" and "the reduced scale WDC of the

3rd screen" into RAM 5 (step SCI 6). Immediately after the screen of display 33 is divided, a map with the same reduced
scale is shown in the 2nd screen and the 3rd screen. If each reduced scale of the 2rKl screen and the 3rd screen
changed, each value of reduced scales WDB and WDC is changed. After this, the flow is returned to the guide/display

processing of Rgure 6.

50 Rgure 9 shows the map of cfisplay 33 before the division, i.e. the 1st screen. Symbol 100 in this map designates
the present position and the traveling direction of the car. Only the principal turnpike 102 is shown in this screen 104.

Symbol Ii30 shows the north which is an absolute azimuth, and a numerical value "132" of this symbol 130 indicates a
reduced scale of the map which is displayed in the screen 104. This Figure 9 shows that a reduced scale is 1/400 in

numerical value 132.

55 Rgure 10 shows that the display screen 104 of the display 33 which is shown in Rgure 9 is divided into the right

and the left. The symbol 1 12 of Rgure 10 designates the present position and the traveling direction of the car. A prin-

cipal turnpike 102 and a backlane 1 16 are displayed in a 2nd saeen 108 and only the principal turnpike 102 is shown
in a 3rd screen 110. In this way. the same road map as in the 1st screen before the division is shown In the 3rd screen.
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The symbols 134 and 138 of Figure 10 designate the north of an absolute azimuth, numerical value 136 shows a
reduced scale of the 2nd screen, numerical value 140 shows a reduced scale of the 3rd screen and numerical value

136 is stored as a table. Furthermore, in the division proces^ng of the above screen, a different map from the one in

the 3rd screen is displayed in the 2nd screen but the same map as the one in the 3rd screen may be shown in the 2nd

5 screen.

10. Display processing of 3rd screen

Figure 1 1 shows a flow chart of a subroutine of ^'display pwocessing of the 3rd screen" of Figure 6. In this "display

10 processing of the 3rd screen", a reduced scale of a road map which is displayed in the 3rd screen is changed.
Firstly, if a distance between a present position of the car and a next turning point to the right or the left of the guide

route becomes less than a specific value and the car approaches the next turning point in the guide route (step SD2).
a simple map with the turn to the right or the left relative to the traveling direction of the car is shown in the 3rd screen
(step SD4). and the data which indicates a display condition of this 3rd screen is stored as the screen corxjition GJ in

15 RAM 5 (step SD22). After this, the processing returns to the flow chart of Rgure 6.

Further if a change of a reduced scale of the map which is displayed in the 3rd screen is required, when the dis-

tance between the car and the next turning point to the right or the left becomes more specific (step SD6). a map with

changed reduced scale is displayed in the 3rd screen and the changed reduced scale is stored as "the reduced scale

WDC of the 3rd screen" in RAM 5 (step SD8). The change of this reduced scale is executed by operation of a specific

20 switch provided for touch switch 34. When a road map which bicludes a t^addane in the 3rd screen is displayed before

change of this reduced scale, and if the reduced scale is changed such that the bacWane is insufficiently displayed, a
road map which excluded the backlane is shown in the 3rd screen.

After this, if a speed of the car is less than a specific value (0 Km (stop) or a small value of Km per hour) (very slow

speed) and the car goes slowly and stops (step SD10). a road map which includes the backlane is shown in the 3rd

25 screen (step SD12). Also, if the speed of the car becomes more than a specific value, a road map which excludes the

backlane is shown in the 3rd screen (step SD14).

After this, if the car moves in a specific distance (step SD16). "scroll processing of the screen" of a subroutine is

executed (step SD18). In this scroll processing of the screai. a displayed map is scrolled and the present position of

the car is shown in the center of the 3rd screen. After the screen is scrolled (step SD18) or the car doesn't move in the

30 specific distance (step SD16), a geographical coordinate of the guide route which was displayed in the 3rd screen is

detected at the side of the screen (step SD20). In other woncfe, the guide route which is displayed in the 3rd screen
breaks off at the side of the screen and this breaking point Is detected.

A coordinate value of this detected point is stored in RAM 5 as crossing point CSP and data which shows a display

condition of the 3rd screen is stored in RAM 5 as the screen condition GJ (step SD22). After this, the processing is

35 returned to the guide/display processing of Figure 6.

1 1 . Display processing of fore route

Figure 12 shows a flow chart of a subroutine "display processing of fore route" in the guide/display processing of

40 Figure 6. In this display processing of fore route, a remaining guide route which continues from the guide route which
was displayed in the 3rd screen is shown in the 2nd screen.

Firstly, if the map which is displayed in the 2nd screen is not in the display condition of the fore route (step SE2). it

is determined whether a front display is required or not (step SE12). This request for front display is executed by oper-

ation of a specific switch provided for touch switch 34,

45 If the front display isn't required (step SE12), the "display processing of fore route" is ended and processing is

returned to the guide/display processing of Rgure 6. On the c4her hand, if the front display is required (step SE12). "cal-

culation processing of the possible display range" of a subroutine is executed (step SE8).

Further, if a change of the reduced scale isnt required (step SE4) when the 2nd screen is not in a condition of front

display (step SE2), "calculation processing of the possible dfeplay range" of a subroutine is executed (step SE8). Con-
so versely if a reduced scale change is required, the value of the data with "reduced scale WDB of the 2nd screen" of RAM

5 is changed (step SE6). Furthermore, this change of reduced scale is also executed by operation of a specific switch

provided,for touch switch 34.

Point node NDP is found by calculation processing of the possible display range and a guide route is shown in the

2nd screen using this point node NDP and crossing point CSP. Furthermore, the point node NDP is a value of a geo-
55 graphical coordinate of an end point of the guide route which can be to shown by the above reduced scale WDB.

In other words, a guide route from crossing point CSP to point node NDP is shown on the map which is displayed

in reduced scale WDB.
A halfway point of each east longitude coordinate of crossing point CSP and point node NDP is located on a central
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perpendicular line of the 2nd screen, and crossing point CSP 'is situated on the bottom tip of the screen. A road map
which includes the guide route is shown in the 2nd screen (step SE1 0). When a remaining guide route of the guide route
which was displayed in the 3rd screen is displayed in the 2nd screen in this way. the flow returns to the guide/display
processing of Figure 6.

12. Calculation processing of the possible display range

Rgure 13 shows a flow chart of the subroutine "calculation processing of the possible display range" which was
shown in Figure 12. Firstiy a geographical range of a map which can be displayed in the 2nd screen in reduced scale
WDB is calculated (step SF2). Here in the case that a map with reduced scale WDB is displayed in the 2nd screen, a
straight line distance of a horizontal direction of a screen map which can be shown on the screen is calculated and is

stored in RAM 5 as horizontal distance XLM. Similarly, a straight line distance of a perpendicular direction of a screen
map which can be shown is similarly calculated and stored in RAM 5 as perpendicular distance YLM.

Next, the processing of step SF6-SF1 0 is repeated until it is satisfied the condition of step SF1 2. By this processing,
the crossing point CSP of the guide route is made a start point and the guide route is effectively shown in the 2nd
screen. In other words, if the crossing point CSP is a basic point, tiie guide route which can be shown by the reduced
scale WDB is in an area of a rectangle which is composed of the above horizontal distance XLM and perpendicular dis-
tance YLM.

And tiien, it is checked as to whetiier a coordinate value of each node on tiie guide route is in the square composed
of tiie crossing point CSP as one of the corners formed by the horizontal distance XLM and perpendicular distance
YLM. Therefore, value N with the number of times of step SF4 indicates a N-th node on the guide route, whose starting
point is the crossing point GSR Then each processing of step SF4 to SF22 is repeatedly executed based on value N
with the number of times that is increased one by one.

Moreover, value N witii the number of times is initialized by "1 interval XN is initialized by "0" and the coordinate
value of the east longitude of crossing point CSP is stored as the horizontal XP (step SF4). Next, a coordinate value of
the N-tii node of the guide route which connects with crossing point CSP is read from road data file F4 and node data
file F3. and is stored in RAM 5 as point node NDP (step SF6). The value of the north latitude of crossing point CSP Is

subfracted from the value of the nortii latitude of tiiis point node NDP and this subtraction result is stored in RAM 5 as
perpendicular value YM (step SF8).

Moreover, the value of the above horizontal XP is subtracted from the east longitude value of point node NDP and
an absolute value of tiie subtraction value is stored in RAM 5 as horizontal value XM (step SF10). Next, if the horizontal
value XM is bigger than the interval XN (step SF1 2). the horizontal value XM is substituted for inten^al XN (step SF1 4).

On the other hand, when tiie horizontal value XM is less than tiie interval XN. the east longitude value of a (N-1)-
th node of the guide route is stored as the horizontal XP (step SF20). Then, interval XN is cleared to 0 (step SF22). At
these steps SF12, SF20 and SF22. it is detected that the guide route curves to tiie east and west

In otiier words, tiie crossing point CSP is displayed in the lower margin of the 2nd screen and when the guide route
has a curved part in tiie east and west direction, the guide route which includes the curve part must be efficientiy shown
in the 2nd screen. Therefore, the curve part of the guide route is made as a new basic point (tiie horizontal XP) and
subsequentiy tiie point node NDP which is ttie end of the displayed guide route is retrieved.

Next, the horizontal value XM, perpendicular value YM, each horizontal distance XLM and perpendicular distance
YLM which is found by tiie above steps SF8 and SF1 0 are conpared witii each other as follows.

XM > XLM (A)

0 > YM > YLM (B)

In otiier words, it is determined by expression (A) that the horizontal value XM is bigger than the horizontal distance
XLM. Further, it is determined by expression (B) that the perpendicular value YM is smaller tiian "O" or is bigger than
the perpendicular distance YLM.

If the processing of this expression (A) or (B) is completed, a series of processing of steps SF6 to SF22 is ended.
Then the flow returns to the display processing of fore route of Rgure 12. However if expression (A) reaching (B) is not
concluded,, "1

" is added to the value N with the nuriiber of times and a next node of the guide route is processed (step
SF18).

H V

By tiie processing of above steps SF6 to SF22, the crossing point CSP is made as a starting point and the coordi-
nate value of an end point of ttie guide route which is efficiently displayed in the 2nd screen is stored as point node NDP.
Furtiiermore, a part of the crossing point CSP of the guide route which is displayed in the 2nd screen points in a per-
pendicular direction.

Rgure 1 4 shows the 2nd screen in which a fore part of the guide route is displayed by tiie display processing of fore
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route of Figure 1 2. A guide route 1 44 of the 2nd screen is connected with the crossing point CSP of the guide route 1 46
which is displayed at 3rd screen 1 10. Then, when the road ntap whidi includes the guide route 144 is displayed in the
2nd screen by reduced scale WDB. a point on the guide route which can be displayed is point node NDR Further, a
curve part 148 in an east and west direction of the guide route is detected by steps SF12 to SF22 in the Rgure 13. In

other words, an east longitude value which is stored newly as the horizontal XP by the step SF22 is a coordinate of this

curve part 148.

13. Display processing of the whole route ahead (fore)

Rgure 15 shows the subroutine of the display processing of whole route (fore) at Rgure 6. In this processing, the
whole remaining guide route to a destination to crossing point CSP at a end of the guide route which is displayed in the
3rd screen is shown in the 2nd screen. Moreover, the display in reduced scale can be changed and a wider road map
which includes the remaining guide route can be shown in the display processing of whole route (fore).

Firstly, if a whole route is displayed in the 2nd screen (step SG2), it is determined whether a reduced scale change
was required or not (step SG4). This reduced scale change is executed by the user's operation of a specific switch
which is provided for touch switch 34.

When the reduced scale change is required, the value of reduced scale WDB is changed (step SG6) and a map is

shown in the 2nd screen at the changed reduced scale WDB (step SGS). Furthermore, when this reduced scale
becomes bigger and a whole guide route to a destination from the crossing point CSP can not be displayed in the 2nd
screen, the processing which is the same as the display processing of fore route of Rgure 12 is executed.

In other words, a display position of the guide route is ac^usted and the guide route is most efficiently shown in the
2nd screen.

Also, when the reduced scale change isn't required (step SG4). the processing of Rgure 15 is ended and the flow
returns to the guide/display processing of Figure 6. Moreover when the whole route isnl displayed in the 2nd screen
(step SG2). it is determined whether a display of a whole route is required or not (step SG10). The request for a display
of a whole route is executed by operation of a specific switch which is set by touch switch 34.

When the display of the whole route isnl required, the processing of Rgure 1 5 is ended and the flow returns to the
guide/display processing of Figure 6. On the other hand, when the display of the whole route is required, with ail nodes
of the guide route from the crossing point CSP to a end point of guide route data ED, then maximum latitude, minimum
latitude, maximum longitude and minimum longitude are detected (st^ SGI 2). A reduced scale with all maximum lat-

itude, minimum latitude, maximum longitude and minimum longitude values which can be held in the 2nd screen is

found (step SGI 4). in the calculation of this reduced scale, a change table of numerical values which was beforehand
determined may be used.

A road map which includes the guide route by the found reduced scale is displayed in the 2nd screen (step SGI 6)
and the reduced scale which is found by the step SGI 4 is stored in RAM 5 as the "reduced scale WDB pf the 2nd
screen** (step SGI 8). After this, change processing of a reduced scale since the step SG4 is executed.

Figure 1 6 shows the 2nd screen 1 08 where the guide route from crossing point CSP to destination 1 52 is displayed
by the display processing of this whole route (fore). In this way, in the display processing of the whole route (fore), a
whole guide route in front of the crossing point CSP which is an end of the guide route of the 3rd screen is shown in the
2nd screen.

When screen division instruction according to the atxjve embodiment is given, a map information which is neces-
sary for travel is displayed in the 3rd screen and a map information which isnt so necessary for travel is shown in the
2nd screen. For example, when the car approaches an intersection where it is to turn right or left, the information which
indicates a right or left turn is more necessary than the information of the whole guide route, and therefore the informa-
tion which indicates a right or left turn is shown in the 3rd screen, then a road information which isnt so necessary is

shown in the 2nd screen. In this case a general road map which includes the guide route is shown in the 2nd screen.
Furthermore, when the car is not approaching a point to turn right or left, the map which includes a backiane and

the map which doesn't include a backiane are automatically shown. For exanrple. when the speed of the car exceeds a
constant value, the road map which includes a backiane is not important to a driver, therefore a road map only for the
main turnpike is displayed in the 3rd screen and a road map which includes a backiane is shown in the 2nd screen.

Furthermore, the 3rd screen in the atxjve embodiment is situated on the right side of the divided screen of display

33 in a car with the steering wheel on the right side and is situated on the left side of the divided screen of display 33 in

the case of a car with the steering wheel on the left side. The 3rd screen is a divided screen near the driver.

Therefore more important guidance infonnation is displayed with priority on a divided screen near the driver and
supplementary guide route information is shown in a divided screen near the assistant's seat. Furthermore, an orien-

tated map may be shown in addition to the direction map in the 1st. the 2nd and/or the 3rd screen of the above embod-
iment. In the direction map, the direction of travel of the car always points upwards in the screen map and in the
orientated map, the north direction as the absolute direction always points upwards in the screen map.
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Rgure 1 7 shows the simple map which is displayed in the screen of display 33. The symbol 120 which designates

the absolute direction (the north direction of the terrestrial magnetism), the symbol 126 which designates the present

position of the car, the arrow 1 22 which designates the direction to the destination, and characters 1 24 which designate
the distance to the destination are shown in screen 1 04. Such a simple map may be shown in either of the 1 st. the 2nd

5 and/or the 3rd screen.

Furthermore, this simple map isn't limited to the one of Rgure 17, e.g. a traveling direction of the car may always

point upward in the screen 104. In this case, the symbol 120 which designates the absolute direction is turned on
screen 104 according to the relative azimuth data D 8.

Rgure 18 shows a part of a circuit composition of the above image processor 9 which is inserted between image
10 memory 1 0 and display 33. When the screen of display 33 is divided as in Rgure 1 0, the circuit of this Rgure 1 8 is also

used. An output terminal of image memory 10 is connected with a palette RAM 204 and a palette RAM 208 in parallel

and the same image data is inputted into the palette RAM 204 and the palette RAM 208. An output terminal of palette

RAM 204 is connected with a terminal 222 of digital switch 214. an output terminal of palette RAM 208 is connected
with a terminal 224 of switch 214 and an output terminal of switch 214 is connected with a digital/analog converter

75 (DAC)218.

An analog video signal which is outputted from DAC 218 is irputted into a display control circuit of display 33 and
various control signals to drive a liquki crystal display are gen^Bted. A control signal 202 of image processor 9 is input-

ted into image memory 10. A switching control signal 216 of digital switch 214 is generated by image processor 9.

Furthermore, although it isn't illustrated, the other circuit of the image processor 9 is connected with the palette

20 RAM 204 and 208 and data of a change table is written into said RAM. The data of a change table which is written in

the palette RAM 204 and data of a change table which is written in the palette RAM 208 are different from each other

and this different part is data about a display color of the baddane. For exanople. data in which a color of the backlane

is different from a background color of the screen is stored in the change table of the palette RAM 204 and data a color

of the backiane is the same as or resembles the background color of the screen and is stored at the change table of

25 palette RAM 208.

A color of the other one which was displayed in the map is made almost identical by the change table of each pal-

ette RAM 204. Digital image data which is read from the image memory 10 is changed into serial/parallel and inputted

into the address terminals of each palette RAM 204 and 208. A digital color signal which is outputted from palette RAM
204 and 208 is inputted into switch 21 4 and the switching control of this switch 214 is done by image processor 9. When

30 this switching is done in a division part of the 2nd screen 108 and the 3rd screen 110 and an image data of the 2nd
screen 108 is read from image memory 10. the switch 214 is switched to a side of the palette RAM 204. Therefore a

color signal which is outputted from palette RAM 204 is inputted into DAC 218.

Also, when the image data of the 3rd screen 1 10 is read from image memory 10. the switch 214 is switched to a

side of the palette RAM 208. As mentioned above, data which displays the backlane is written in the change table of

35 the palette RAM 204 and data which does not display the backlane is written in the change table of palette RAM 208.

Therefore, as shown in Figure 10. the backlane is displayed in the 2nd screen 108 and the t>acklane is not shown in the

3rd SCTeen 110.

Furthermore, only palette RAM 204 or 208 is shown in Figure 18 but this palette RAM is conrposed of three palette

RAMs of red. green and blue colour.

40

14. Guide/display processing of 2nd embodiment

Rgure 19 shows a flow chart of the guide/display processing of the 2nd emlxxJimerrt. In this 2nd embodiment, as
in the 1st embodiment, the display screen of display 33 is divided, an image in the orientated map is shown in one

45 screen of the divided screen and an image in the direction map is shown in the other screen. In the orientated map. the

north is always in the uppermost part of the screen and in the direction map, the direction of travel of the car is always

towards the top of the screen.

In the processing of Figure 1 9, first, if the display of a sketch is chosen by the user (step SK2). the sketch is shown
on the whole screen of display 33 (step SKI 6). This sketch is the same as the 1st embodiment and is shown in Figure

50 1 7. A direction of this sketch display is executed by operation of a specific switdi of touch switch 34. When the sketch

display is not chosen (step SK2). and if the division display of the screen is not selected (step SK4), the other guide/dis-

play processing of step SKI 8 is executed- Various information about the guide route where the car travels is displayed

and reported at any time at this step SKI 8.

On the other hand, when the division display of the screen is selected (step SK4), a display condition of the 1st

55 screen before the division is detected (step SK6). TTiis display condition indicates the orientated screen or the direction

screen and so on. When the direction map is displayed in the Ist screen before the division, the orientated map is dis-

played in the 2nd screen (step SK8) and the direction map is shown in the 3rd saeen (step SK10).

Furthermore, when the travel direction map is not displayed in the 1st screen before the division (step SK7). tiie
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travel direction map is displayed in the 2nd screen (step SK12). the orientated map is displayed in the 3rd screen (step
SKI 4) and the map which was displayed before the division rs always shown in the 3rd screen. Then the map which is

different from the 3rd screen is shown in the 2nd screen. After this, the other guide/display processing is executed (step
SKI 8), the subroutine of Figure 19 is ended and the flow returns to the overall processing of Figure 5.

Furthermore, as with the 2nd screen and the 3rd screen in the 1st embodiment, the divided screen on the driver's

side is the 3rd screen and the divided screen on the side of the assistant's seat is the 2nd screen.
Figure 20 shows a divided screen of this 2nd embodiment
A direction nnap is shown in the 1st screen before the cffvision as depicted in Rgure 9. When division instruction is

given, the orientated map is displayed on the 2nd screen 108. In this 2nd screen 108. a symbol 120 which shows an
absolute azimuth points upwardly and a symbol 100 which shows the direction of travel of the car points to the left

Also, the direction map is displayed in the 3rd screen 1 10 and. a symbol 100 which designates the direction of travel
of the car points upwards in the 3rd screen and a symbol 122 which designates a northern direction points to the right

in the 3rd screen.

15. Guide/display processing of the 3rd embodiment

Figure21 designatestheflowchartof the guide/display processing of the 3rd embodiment. In this 3rd embodiment,
an identical mark is put to the processing which is the same as the 2nd embodiment In this 3rd embodiment, the display
screen of display 33 is divided, the map which was displayed before the division is shown just as it is in one of the
screens which are divided and the sketch is shown in the other screen.

When a sketch display is first chosen (step SK2) in the processing of Figure 21. the sketch is shown on the whole
screen of display 33 (step SKI 6). This sketch is the same as the 1 st embodiment and is shown in Rgure 1 7. The direc-
tion of this sketch display is executed by operation of the specific switch by touch switch 34.

When the sketch display isnt chosen (step SK2) and. if the screen division is not selected (step SK4), the other
guide/display processing of step SKI 8 is executed. Varioie information about the guide route which the car travels is

displayed and reported at any time in this step SKI 8.

On the other hand, when screen division is seiected (sl^ SK4). the display condition of the 1st screen before the
division is detected (step SK6). when the travel direction (head up) map is displayed in the 1st screen, the travel direc-
tion (head up) map is displayed on the 2nd screen (step SK20) and the simple map of Rgure 17 is shown on the 3rd
screen (step SK24).

Furthermore, when the travel direction (head up) map is not displayed in the 1st screen before the division, the ori-

entated (north up) map is displayed in the 2nd screen (step SK22) and the simple map like Rgure 17 is shown in the
3rd screen (step SK24). In other words, the map which was displayed in the 1st screen before the division is always
shown in the 2nd screen and minimum guidance information tike the direction of the destination and so on is ^own in

the 3rd screen. After this, the other guide/display processing is executed (step SKI 8). the subroutine of Figure 21 is

ended and the execution returns to the overall processing of Rgure 5.

Furthermore, as with the 2nd screen and the 3rd saeen in the 1st embodiment, the divided screen on the side of
the driver's seat is the 3rd screen and the divided screen on the side of the assistant's seat is the 2nd screen.

16. Guide/display processing of the 4th embodiment

Figure 22 shows a flow chart of the guide/display processing of the 4th embodiment of this invention. In this embod-
iment, in addition to tiie guide route which is identified first, another guide route is newly searched according to the
request of the operator (the user). Then, the newly found guide route and the earlier found guide route are shown each
on one of the two divided screens. Also, another guide route newly searched upon further search instruction, a newly
identified guide route, is shown on one of the screens, and one of the otiier guide routes is shown on the other screen.
Therefore, the previous route, the new route or the various other routes are conrpared with each other in ttie divided
screen and the operator can select the guide route which agrees with the request, by conti-asting them.

In the flow chart of Figure 22, firstiy. it is determined whether the screen of display 33 is divided or not (step SL2).
If it is in a division condition, a different guide route which is searched independently is shown in each screen. When a
decision of the guide route isnt inputted even if a re-search is ordered by the operator in this embodiment, the whole
subroutine of Figure 22 is repeated, the division condition of the screen of display 33 is maintained until a decision
regarding the guide route is made by tiie operator. In other words, when the decision regarding the guide route by the
operator is not made after the re-search is ordered, tiie processing of Rgure 22 is ended and the flow returns to tiie

main processing of Rgure 5. If the subroutine of Figure 22 is again called, the processing which was executed just

before is repeated once again.

When the search of another route isn't ordered (step SL4) and if tiie screen is not divided (step SL2), "the other
guide/display processing" is executed (step SL38). In "the other guide/display processing", based on the guide route
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which was found first or based on the chosen guide route with re-search, various sound information and image infor-

mation is reported for the car's smooth driving. After this, the guide/display processing of Fgure 22 is ended and the

flow returns to the overall processing of Figure 5. The direction of the beginning of a search for the other route is exe-

cuted by a touch by the operator to an icon in "the re-search** or "another route** etc. which was displayed in display 33.

5 On the other hand, in case of the instruction of the search for another route (step SL4), number N of the routes is

initialized by **1'* (step SL6). The number N of routes means the nunnber of the identified guide routes. Furthermore, for

example, the instruction to search for another route is given by an operator touching a place of the letter in "another

route" (Rgure 23) which is displayed in the screen of display 33. Then, when the instruction for search of another route

is given, a guide route from the present position of the car to the entry destination is searched newly (step SL8). This

10 searched other guide route is different from the present guide route.

In the searching of another route of this step SL8. processing like the route search processing of Figure 5 is exe-

cuted. The route which connects from the present position of the car to the end point of guide route using each road

data and each intersection data which is stored to information memory unit 37 is searched. For example, when the car

is on the guidable road, an intersection at the end of the guidable road is retrieved based on the road data and the inter-

ns section data. Then, the next intersection which approaches the destination is retrieved and the road which reaches a
destination by the shortest distance is searched from each road which connects from this intersection, this processing

is repeated in the irxlicated order and the guide route is searched.

In the following, the searching processing of the guide route is simply explained. Information about the road is

stored, for example, as 1 unit for a road which links two forks (intersection etc.), at information memory unit 37 (Rgure
20 4). The information about each road includes length data of the road, shape data which indicates the direction etc. of

the road and road attribute data which indicates the classification etc. of the road. Therefore, a search cost to convert

the length of the road to these data values is set. For example, the wider the width of the road is, the smaller the value

of the searching cost becomes. Concretely, if the number of tenes of the road is 3. the searching cost of "1 0" is given,

and conversely if the number of the lanes is 1 the searching cost of "30" is given. Therefore the searching cost becomes
25 small when the road width is wide, the searching cost becomes big when the road width is narrow.

Similarly, a searching cost is also set to the road attribute data, the shape data and so on. The direction (the geo-
graphical direction) of the connection at this road is determined by the connection direction data which is included in the

previous data of the road connecting with the present road. Therefore, the more accurately this connection direction

data points to the destination, the smaller the searching cost becomes. Furthermore, the searching cost may be also

30 set about the local road, the municipal road, the national highway and so on. and the general road may be primarily

selected.

Furthermore, in the computation of this searching cost, a beforehand set table for the numerical value calculation

is used. In the case of the above-mentioned number of the lanes, the numerical value correspondence tables (the table)

such as the searching cost is *'10" at 3 lanes, the searching cost is "30** at 1 lane, is stored in information memory unit

35 37 or in ROM 4.

Then, the searching cost which corresponds to the value of the attribute, the connection direction of the road and
so on respectively is found by each table. The total of these thus found searching cost is the synthetic searching cost

(hereinafter refen-ed to as total searching cost) of this road. Furthermore, the length of the road may be used as the

searching cost just as it is and may be multiplied by a coefficient. In other words, a coefficient value which is principally

40 set by the length of the road is multiplied by the value of the length and the result is the searching cost for length. Fur-

thermore, this coefficient may be also calculated by the numerical value correspondence tatile (the table), and a corre-

spondence table with the coefficient which is principally set according to the length of the road is stored in the

information memory unit 37 or the ROM 4.

For example, the coefficient "1.0" is given if the length of the road is less than 10 km. the searching cost for this

45 length is 10 x 1 .0 = 10. The coefficient "3.0" is given if the length of the road is longer than 10 km and is less than 20
km. The searching cost for this length becomes 20 x 3.0 = 60. In this way. a coefficient according to the length of the

road is given in order and a comparison of the size with searching cost according to a relative length with distance

becomes easy. Furthermore, these values are one example and this invention isn't limited to this numerical value and
the calculation of these searching costs may be executed using the computation expression.

so In this way, the total searching cost of each road is calculated. Then the total searching cost of each of these roads
is found if the number of the connecting roads at the starting point (the node or the irrtersection) of the searching is more
than onerThen the thus found value of the total searching cost of the each road is separately added to the total search-

ing cost of each road in the searched route, the road which has the smallest value of the total searching cost is selected

as the optimal route.

55 A road with the smallest value of total searching cost is selected in order in the same way as the road which con-

nects with this selected road. The road which continues from the starting place (guidance beginning point) to the des-

tination (guidance ending point) which is searched in this way Is stored in RAM 5 as the guide route data MW. in the

above-mentioned case, the road which points to the destination and is wider is primarily selected.
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Also, when the roads are connected to each other in the intersection by a right or left turn, the searching cost of the
route may become bigger. Thus, a right or left turn in the intersection is excluded from the guide route as much as pos-
sible. Similarly, the searching cost may fluctuate with the existence or non-existence of the traffic signal in the intersec-

tion or the existence or non-existence of the name of the intersection and so on. For exanrtple. the searching cost value

5 at the intersection which do not have a traffic signal is bigger than that at the intersection which has traffic signal.

Therefore, an intersection in better conditions to be passed more smoothly is primarily selected as the guide route.

Furthermore, in the foregoing explanations, the total searching cost of the road in the better condition becomes smaller.

However, the total searching cost of the road in better conditions may become bigger. In tfiis case, the searching cost
value of the shorter road becomes bigger and the coefficient value which is multiplied by the value of length is in inverse

10 proportion to the value of length. Similarly, the searching cost of tiie wider road becomes bigger.

For example, the coefficient "3.0" is given if the length of the road Is less than 10 km and the searching cost for the
length of the road is 1 0 x 3.0 = 30. the coeffident "0.1 - is given if the length of the road is longer than 10 km and is less
than 20 km and the searching cost with the length of the road is 20 x 0. 1 = 2. In this case, the searching cost of the road
of shorter length becomes big.

15 Furthermore, when the car is not on the guidaWe road, a node on the guidable road which is in the specific distance
and is nearer to the car is selected as the starting point of the search. If this node of the guidable road which is near the
car is more than one. the node which is nearer to the destination is referred to as the guidance beginning point. This is

the same in the searching processing of another route of step SL8 {Rgure 22) arxJ the route search processing (Figure
5) of step SA4.

20 Also, the road of the guide route which was searched in the route search processing of Figure 5 or the present
guide route is less likely than the new guide route to be selected in the above step SL8. For example, a new search cost
is added to the road which has already been used for the previous guide route. The numerical search cost value ''SO"

is added extra to each road which composes the guide route that was searched In the route search processing of Figure
5. Therefore, the selection of the road which has already been used as the guide route becomes difficult, and the selec-

ts tion of the road becomes difficult in the search of a new guide route.

The new guide route which was searched in the step SL8 in this way is stored in tiie RAM 5 as the N-th guide route.

The display screen of display 33 Is divided into the righrt and the left side (step SL10). the left side of the divided screen
is referred to as a 2nd screen and the right of the divided screen is referred to as a 3rd screen.

Then, tiie N-th guide route which is identified by the above step SL8 is displayed in the 2nd screen (step SL12) and
30 (N-l)-th guide route is shown in tiie 3rd saeen (step SL12). This (N-l)-th guide route is the first guide route which was

Identified in the route search processing of Rgure 5 or a route with guidance at present and it is N - 1 = 0. For example,
the this N=0 route is the route which was searched when the destination and so on are set before the beginning of guid-
ance by the navigation system, or is the new guide route which is re-searched in the guide/display processing of Rgure
22 and is selected or is the route which is re-searched on the travel and with guidance at present

35 But when the re-searching of the guide route is repeated, the latest guide route is shown on the 2nd screen and a
guide routesearched immediately before the lastest one is shown on tiie 3rd screen.

Next, when a icon. i.e. a "RETURN" key which is displayed in display 33 is pushed (step SL16). each of tiie guide
routes displayed in the 2nd saeen and the 3rd screen is turned into the previous guide route.

By the way, after the instruction for the search of another route in the guide/display processing of Figure 22 is

40 repeated, a N piece of the guide route is searched. Then, as mentioned above, the latest N-th guide route is displayed
in the 2nd screen and the (N-l)-th guide route is shown in the 3rd screen.

When the return key is pushed iri this conditioa the (N-1)-th guide route is displayed in the 2nd screen and (N-2)-

th guide route is shown in the 3rd screen. In this way. after the return key is pushed, the display condition of display 33
returns to the previous one. A series of tiiese processings is executed by steps SL12 to SL20.

45 That is. "1" is subtracted form the N number of routes (step SL1 8) and when tiie N number of routes is not smaller
than "1 *• (step SL20). the program returns to tiie step SL1 2 again and the searched previous guide route is displayed in

the 2nd screen and the former guide route which was searched before the previous one is shown in the 3rd screen.
Conversely, when the value of tiie N number of routes is smaller tfian "1" (step SL20), there is no identified route

which is older than the N=0 guide route. Therefore, the first route which was searched in the route search processing
so of Figure 5 or the present guide route is selected (step SL22). In this case, the division of the screen is canceled and

the map which was displayed before the division is shown without changing to a reduced scale (step SL23). After tiiis,

the otiier guide/display processing is executed (step SL38) and the guide/display processing of Rgure 22 is ended.
Furthermore, when tiie N number of routes becomes smaller than "1

" (steps SL22 and SL23). another route which
was re-searched first may be displayed in tiie 2nd screen and tiie previous route may be shown in the 3rd screen. In

55 this case, when either one of the routes of the 2nd screen and the 3rd saeen is selected, the division of the screen is

canceled.

Furtiiermore, when a screen is divided and the subroutine of the guide/display processing of Figure 22 is called,

the processing of step SL16 is also executed. In other words, it is determined whetiier or not the return key is pushed
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when a screen is divided or whether or not a route decision key which is described later is pushed. In the case of an
instruction of search for another route, the screen of display 33 is divided. Here, this division condition continues until

the guide route of the 2nd screen or the 3rd saeen Is chosen by the operator, or the "RETURN" key is repeatedly

pushed and the N number of routes becomes "0". *

However this division is canceled, a divided screen is combined and guidance processing is executed on the basis

of the guide route as soon as the guide route is chosen or the "RETURN" key is repeatedly pushed until the N number
of routes becomes "0". Furthermore the guide/display processing of Rgure 22 is repeatedly executed until the car

reaches an end point of the guide route. But a search instruction for another route is permitted only when the car stops

or goes slowly.

To several N routes "1" is added (step SL24) when a return key. i.e. "RETURN" key isn't pushed in the step SL16
and another route key is pushed (step SL28). Then, a new guide route Is searched once again and a searched new
guide route is stored in RAM 5 as the N-th guide route (step SL26). Furthermore, also in the case of searching the guide

route of this step SL26, the road which was previously used as the guide route is made difficult to be chosen. In other

words, when a road with the smaller total searching cost is selected, a new searching cost Is added to the road which
was already selected as the road which composes a guide route. Various guide routes which are composed by the dif-

ferent roads are searched.

Furthermore, the searching condition of the guide routes in this step SL8 or SL26 may be different from the search-

ing condition of the 1st guide route. For example, the 1st guide route is a toll road (expressway) primarily, the 2nd guide
route doesn't use a toll road at all. Also, the 1 st guide route is the shortest distance to the destination and the 2nd guide
route is a wide road primarily. In this way, in the case of the repeated searching of a guide route, a searching condition

of each route is changed.

The guide route which is searched by the step SL26 is displayed in the 2nd screen and the guide route which was
displayed in the 2nd screen is shown in the 3rd screen (step SL12). Furthermore, the guide route which was searched
first in the route search processing of Figure 5, or the guide route with guidance at present may be always shown in the

3rd screen. In other words, the latest guide route which is searched every time the "another route" key is pushed is

shown in the 2nd screen. On the other hand, the route with guidance at present is always shown in the 3rd screen.

Therefore, the previous guide route and the re-searched new guide route can be directly compared.
Furthermore, when the N number of route is "1". a route except the guide route which is searched in the route

search processing of Figure 5 is shown on the 3rd screen. In other words, when the route which was searched newly

at the guide/display processing of Rgure 22 is selected as the guide route, this new guidance road is referred to as a
basic guide route. When a new guide route is used on account of the instruction for search of another route, this new
guide route is shown in the 3rd screen.

"The other guide/display processing" of the step SL38 is executed and the processing of Rgure 22 is ended when
another route key isn't pushed in the step SL28 of Rgure 22 and a route decision key (icon) isn't pushed (step SL30).

Conversely, when a route decision key is pushed, it is determined which one of the guide route (icon) of the 2nd screen

or the 3rd screen was chosen (step SL32). If the guide route of the 2nd screen is chosen, the screen division of display

33 is canceled. Then, the guide route which was displayed in the 2nd screen is shown in the single screen (the 1st

screen) after division cancellation (step SL34). Then, "the other guide/display processing" is executed and the informa-

tion according to the chosen guide route is displayed and reported and so on (step SL38).

Also, when the guide route of the 3rd screen is chosen, screen division by display 33 is also canceled. Then, the

guide route of the chosen 3rd screen is shown in the combined single saeen (step SL36). Moreover "the other

guide/display processing" is executed and the information according to the chosen guide route is displayed arxJ

reported and so on (step SL38). After this, the processing of Rgure 22 is ended and the processing returns to the flow

chart of Figure 5.

Rgure 23 shows the display screen of display 33 before the division. The first guide route 162 which is searched

by the route search processing of Rgure 5 is shown in screen 104, the symbol 100 which designates the present posi-

tion and the direction of travel of the car which is traveling on this guide route 1 62 is shown and the "another route" icon

160 which is to be determined in the step SL4 is shown in screen 104.

Rgure 24 shows the divided screen of display 33 and shows the screen of the display 33 immediately after the

process of the step SL8 of Rgure 22 is executed for the first time. The new guide route 170 which is searched by the

route search processing of the step SL8 is shown in the 2nd screen 108. the guide route 162 which is displayed as

depicted;in,Figure 23 is shown in the 3rd screen 110. Further icons 1 64. 1 66 and 1 68 are shown in the 2nd screen 1 08
and the 3rd screen 110, icon 164 designates "another route", icon 166 designates the "route decision" which is to be
determined in step SL30. icon 168 designates the "RETURN" key which is the determine object of the step SL16. i.e.

a return key.

^ Rgure 25 shows the display screen of display 33 immediately after execution in the processing of the step Sl_26 of

Figure 22. The guide route 172 which was searched newly in step SL26 is shown in the 2nd screen 108. The guide

route 1 70 which was displayed in the 2nd screen of Rgure 24 is shown in the 3rd screen. Furthermore, icons 164, 166
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and 1 68 are the same as the icon of Figure 24.

Figure 26 shows the screen of the display 33 which is returned to the single screen by the step SL36 of Rgure 22.
For example, screen division is canceled when icon 166 is pushed in the Figure 25 and the guide route 170 of the 3rd
screen 1 10 is chosen, the guide route 1 70 is shown on the whole single 1st screen 104. Furthermore, icon 160 is also
shown on the screen 104 after screen division cancellation.

The route which is displayed in each of the 2nd screens and the 3rd screens at the 4th embodiment may be freely

selected. In other words, when another route are searched N times, an optional one of the N pieces of the another
routes is shown in the 2nd screen. Likewise, the other optional one of the other routes may be shown in the 3rd screen.

Moreover, the route which is displayed in the 2nd screen or the 3rd screen may be fixed, for example, the previous
route immediately before another route is re-searched may be always shown in the 3rd screen. The reduced scale of
the map which is displayed in the 2nd screen and the 3rd screen isn1 especially limited. In order to display the whole
route from the present position of the car to the destination in each portion of the divided screen, the reduced scale may
be automatically adjusted. When using the reduced scale before the screen division, the map of each divided screen
may be shown.

17. Guide/display processing of the 5th embodiment

Figure 27 shows a flow chart of the guide/display processing of the 5th embodiment. When the car deviates from
the guide route during the guide, at the guide/display processing of this 5th emtKxiiment. a return route which returns
to the guide route and another route which is searched newly or the previous route are shown respectively at the divided
screen.

Firstly *The other guide/display processing" is executed (step SP42) and information according to the guide route
is reported and displayed and so on, if the car doesnt deviate from the guide route and the car is traveling on the guide
route (step SP2). After this, the processing of Figure 27 is ended and the processing is returned to the flow chart of Rg-
ure 5- In the detection of the deviations from the guide route of the step SP2. a present position information PI which is

stored in RAM 5 and a geographical coordinate of the road which composes the guide route dataMW are compared.
However when the car deviates from the guide route, if the screen is divided (st^ SP4), two of already searched

guide routes are shown in both the right and the left screens. In this case, when the return key is pushed or the route
identity key is pushed, and if the screen is divided, the processing of step SRI 8 is executed.

However, if the screen is not divided, it is determined whether or not a re-searching instruction is inputted (step
SP6) and it is determined whether a re-searching of the route which returns to the guide route on guiding is instructed
or not. This re-searching instruction is executed by the operator's touch of the icon such as "re-searching" or "another
route" which is displayed in the screen of display 33 and this touch is based on on/off of the touch switch 34.

When this re-searching is not ordered, the map in which the car deviated from the guide route is continuously
shown in the display 33. Furthermore, in this case, an information also warns that when the car deviates from the guide
route it may be reported at any time. Moreover, if the re-searching is ordered, number N of the routes is initialized by
''I" (step SP8) and a route which returns to the guide route from the present position of the car is searched. A searching
of this return route is a search processing of surrounding routes and a road which approximates the guide route is pri-

marily selected. For example, in the case of a road of opposite direction to that of the moving of the car. a fixed search-
ing cost is added to the total searching cost and the total searching cost becomes big. Similarly, a specified value is also
added to the search cost of the road which leaves the guide route and the search cost becomes big. As the result, a
road which approaches the guide route is primarily selected.

After this the return route which is identified is set as the N(N=1)-th route (step SP10) and the screen of display 33
is divided (step SP12). The N-th guide route is shown on the divided 2nd screen (step SP14). Here N=1 and the return
route to the present guide route is shown in the 2nd screen. Further this N-th guide route is shown in a different color,

etc. from the one of the previous guide route from which the car deviates and the previous guide route can be distin-

guished from the return route.

Furthermore, the (N-l)-th guide route is shown in the 3rd screen. Here N-1=0. this (N-1)-th guide route is the first

guide route which was identified witii the route search processing of Rgure 5 or is the guide route when tiie car devi-

ates. Next if the "RETURN" icon (the return key) which was displayed in the screen of display 33 is pushed (step SP1 8).

the guide route which is displayed in the 2nd screen and the 3rd screen is changed to the immediate previous guide
route respectively. Furthermore, if the search processing of whole route in step SP30 which is described later is

repeated, the N piece of the guide route is identified. Immediately before the above return key is pushed, the latest N-
th guide route is showing on the 2nd screen and the (N-l)-th guide route is showing on the 3rd screen. The push of the
icon of the above "RETURN" (the return key) depends on tiie on/off position of the touch switch 34.

Then, if the return key Is pushed, the (N-l)-th guide route is shown in tiie 2nd screen and (N-2)-th guide route is

shown in the 3rd screen. In this way, when the return key is pushed, the display condition of display 33 is returned to

the immediate previous condition. A series of these processings is executed by steps SP14 to SP22.
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That is, when the "RETURN" key is pushed, "1" is subtracted from the value of number N of routes (step SP20).

When the value of number N of routes is not smaller than "1
" (s^ SP22), step SP1 4 is again returned to. and the guide

route which was searched once before is shown in the 2nd screen and the guide route which was searched twice before

is shown in the 3rd screen.

5 When the value of number N of routes is smaller than "I" (step SP22). because there is no identified route before

the guide route of N=0, the guide route which was guided when the car deviated is selected (step SP24). Then the

Image before the division is shown, and the previous route and the car which deviated from this route are shown in one

map screen (step SP25). After this, the other guide/display processing is executed (step SP42) and the guide/display

processing of Figure 27 is ended. In this case, the guidng processing of a route isn't executed.

10 Moreover, if the •RETURN" key is pushed when the number N of routes is "1". division isn't canceled. The return

route is shown in the 2nd screen and the guide route from which the car deviated may be continuously shown in the 3rd

screen. In this case, when 2nd screen or 3rd screen route is chosen, screen division is canceled. Moreover if the

"RETURN" key is pushed when the number N of routes is "1", the return route of the 2nd screen may be compulsorily

selected, and it is determined that a return to the previous guide route is required.

15 Furthermore, when the car deviates from the previous guide route, the screen is moreover divided and the subrou-

tine of the guide/display processing of Rgure 27 is called, and the processing of step SP18 is also executed first. In

other words, when a screen was divided, it is determined whether the return key is pushed or not or it is determined

whether the route identifying key etc. which is described later is pushed or not. Moreover, once re-search instruction is

inputted, the screen of display 33 is divided. Then, if the guide routes of the 2nd screen or the 3rd screen are not chosen

20 by the operator or the return key (RETURN) isn't repeatedly pushed until the number N of the routes becomes "0", this

division is continued. However, if the guide route is chosen, the division is canceled and the screen is restored to its

undivided state and the guiding processing by the identified gisde route is executed.

Furthermore, the guide/display processing of Rgure 27 is repeated until the car reaches the end point of guide

route. Furthermore, the reduced scale of the map which is displayed in the 2nd screen and the 3rd screen isn*t espe-

25 cially limited to this embodiment. When another re-searched route is displayed, the whole route may be shown on the

screen. Or in case of the reduced scale of the map which was cfisplayed in the 1st screen before the division, the map
of the 2nd screen and the 3rd screen may be shown.

To the number N of routes "1" is added by (step SP28) and a new guide route is searched when the return key is

pushed, i.e. the "RETURN" key is not found in step SP18 to have been pushed and the research key is pushed (step

30 SP32). An identified new guide route is stored in the RAM 5 as the N-th guide route (step SP30). Furthermore, in the

searching of the guide route in this step SP30. the road which is used as guide route and was identified before is difficult

to be selected. In this case, the new searching cost is added to the already selected road which composes the guide

route and plural guide route which was composed by the differ^ road is searched. In the whole route searching at this

step SP30. processing as in the step SL8 etc. of the above Rgure 22 is executed.

35 Further, the searching condition of the guide route in this step SP30 may be different from the searching condition

of the first guide route. For example, the first guide route is a toll road (expressway) primarily and the second guide route

doesn't use a toll road. Moreover, the first guide route is the shortest cfistance to the destination and the second guide

route is a wide road primarily. In this way, each route search coTKlition may be changed in repeated guide route search-

ing.

40 The guide route which is searched in the step SP30 is delayed in the 2nd screen and the guide route which is

displayed in the 2nd screen is shown in the 3rd screen (step SP14). Furthermore the guide route which was searched

first by the route search processing of Figure 5 or the present guide route may be always shown in the 3rd screen. In

other words, the latest guide route which was searched every time the "re-searching" key is pushed is shown in the 2nd

screen. The guide route from which the car has deviated is shown in the 3rd screen. Thus, the previous guide route and

45 the new guide route of every search processing executed can be directly compared.

Moreover each route which is displayed in the 2nd screen and the 3rd screen may be freely specified and be shown

by number N of the routes. In other words, when re-searching is executed in the N time, one of the N pieces of routes

is selected and may be shown by each of the 2nd and the 3rd screens.

Furthermore, when the N number of routes is
**^ ", a route except the guide route which was identified by the route

50 search processing of Figure 5 is shown in the 3rd screen. In other words, when the new route which is searched at the
' guide/display processing of Rgure 27 is selected as the guide route, this new guiding road is referred to as a basic

guide route. Therefore while guiding processing is executed bythe new guide route which is searched by the re-search-

ing, the new guide route is shown in the 3rd screen if re-search is instructed once again.

Further, when a re-search key isn't pushed in the step SP32, it is determined whether a guidance beginning (route

55 identifying) key is pushed or not (step SP34). Furthermore, when the search processing of the surrounding route of the

step SP10 is executed, a return route is displayed in the 2nd screen and the previous guide route is displayed in the 3rd

screen, but the car is not on this guide route. Therefore, when gukJance by the guide route of this 3rd screen is required,

the guiding can be executed using the return route of the 2nd saeen. Then when a return route is displayed in the 2nd
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screen, the icon "guidance beginning" is displayed in the 2nd screen and it is determined whether this guidance begin-
ning key is pushed or not in the step SP34.

Further, if a 3rd screen (the deviations from the guide route) is chosen when the number N of the routes is "1 noth-
ing may be guided. In this case, this screen is returned to the single screen before the division, the guide route from

5 which the car have deviated and the car is displayed and similar processing to the processing (steps SP24 and 25)
when the "RETURN" key is pushed is executed when the number N of the routes is

"1
".

However when whole route searching in step SP30 is repeated, as in the 4th embodiment, the icon of "route iden-
tifying" is shown in the screen of display 33. Then, if the guidance beginning (the route identifying) key isn't pushed (step
SP34). "the other guide/display processing" of step SP42 is executed and the processing of Rgure 27 is ended. When

10 the route identifying key is pushed, if the guide route of the 2nd screen is chosen (step SP36). the screen division of
display 33 is canceled, the guide route which is displayed in the 2nd screen is shown in the 1st screen after division
cancellation (step SP38), "other guide/display processing" is executed and information according to the chosen guide
route is displayed and reported and so on (step SP42). The above "route identifying", i.e. the choice of the guide route
also depends on the on/off position of the touch switch 34.

75 Further, the screen division of display 33 is also canceled when the guide route of the 3rd screen is chosen, the
guide route which is chosen is shown in the single screen of display 33 (step SP40), "other guide/display processing"
is executed and information according to the chosen guide route is displayed and reported and so on (step SP42). After
this, the processing of this Rgure 27 is ended and processing returns to the flow chart of Figure 5. Furthermore, the
reduced scale of the map after this division cancellation may be the same as or be different from the reduced scale of

20 the map before the division.

Figure 28 shows the screen of display 33 before the division. The first guide route 162 which is searched by the
route search processing of Figure 5 is shown in screen 104. the symbol 100 which shows the present position and the
direction of the travel of the car that has deviated from this guide route 1 62 is shown in screen 1 04 and the icon 1 74 of
"re-searching" which is to be determined in the step SP4 is shown in screen 104,

25 Rgure 29 shows the divided screen of display 33 and shows the screen of the display 33 immediately after the step
SP10 of Rgure 27 is executed. The return route 178 which is identified by the search processing of the sun-ounding
route of the step SP10 is displayed in 2nd screen 108 and the guide route 162 which is displayed in Rgure 28 is shown
in 3rd screen 1 10. Further icons 174. 176 and 168 are shown in the 2nd screen 108 and the 3rd screen 1 10. the icon
1 74 designates the "re-identifying" key and the icon 1 76 designates the "guidance beginning" which is to be determined

30 in the step SP34 and the icon 1 68 designates "RETURN" key which is the object of determination of the step SP1 8. i.e.

a return key.

Rgure 30 shows the screen of the display 33 immediately after the step SP30 of Figure 27 is executed. The guide
route 180 which is identified newly in the step SP30 and the guide route 162 which is identified for the first time are
shown at 2nd screen 108 and the return route 178 which was displayed in the 2nd saeen of Rgure 29 is shown in the

35 3rd screen. Furthermore, icons 1 74 and 1 68 have a function which is the same as that of the icon of Rgure 29 and icon
166 is a route identifying key and corresponds to the "guidance beginning" icon of Rgure 29. Further two guide routes
are displayed in the 2nd screen 108 of Rgure 30 but only guide route 180 may be shown.

Figure 31 shows the screen of the display 33 which is returned to the single screen in the step SP40 of Rgure 27.
For example, if icon 1 66 is pushed in Rgure 30 and the return route 1 78 of 3rd screen 1 1 0 is chosen, the screen division

40 is canceled and the return route 1 78 and the guide route 162 are shown wholly in the single 1st screen 104. Further-
more, the icon 1 74 is also shown in tfie saeen 104 after this division cancellation.

Figure 32 shows the other example of Rgure 24 and F^ure 25 of the 4th emtxxliment and Figure 30 of the 5th
embodiment. In this example, a distance and time information 186 are shown with the guide route. This distance and
time information indicates a distance and the required time to tiie end point of guide route. For example this distance

45 and time information are the distance according to the route and the required time to travel ttiis distance at the pre-
scribed speed, when the guide route 182 is travelled to the end point of guide route in Rgure 32.

The travelling distance to the end point of the guide route 184 and traveling time are also shown in the 3rd screen
1 10 of Rgure 32 as tiie distance and time information 186. Rgure 33 shows the guide route which is changed from Rg-
ure 32 when the step SL26 etc. of Rgure 22 is executed. The distance and time information 186 of this Rgure 33 indi-

50 cate the travelling distance and tiie required time to tiie end point of the guide route 188, Furtiiermore. the 3rd screen
1 10 of Figure 33 is copied from the 2nd screen of Rgure 32.

Furtiier in the Figures 32 and 33 tfie distance and time information 186 may include the VICS information (con-
struction information or information at the congestion road in ttie route etc.) which is received by data sending and data
transmitter/receiver unit 27 and may include tiie number of right or left turns in this route and so on. This VICS informa-

55 tion can include congestion information at a parking lot around the route and so on.
Moreover, names of central roads (name of national highway and prefecture road, etc.) which composes the guide

route and names of main intersections (intersection having a name) may be shown. These road name and intersection
names, etc. can be shown in list form, when the icon key of "route information" is pushed. This is displayed on the
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screen. In this case, the detailed information (road name and so on) of each guide route which is displayed in the 2nd

and the 3rd screen, for example, the distance and the required time of the guide route to the destination and VICS infor-

mation, etc. are shown. In this way, more information which contributes to choose the route is displayed and therefore

the comparison and the examination of each route become easy.

5 Further in each "search processing of another route", "search processing of surrounding route" and "search

processing of the whole route" of 4th and the 5th embodiment the traffic information of VICS. etc. which is received

from outside may be taken into account in the searching cost

Therefore, the road which is crowded becomes difficult to be chosen based on the congestion information and the

route which goes around the congestion road is searched. Further, in the 4th and in 5th embodiment the travel direction

10 image and the north image of each divided screen may point to the right, the left or down.

18. Guide/display processing of 6th embodiment

Figure 34 shows the flow chart of the guide/display processing of the 6th embodiment. In the 6th embodiment the

75 screen is divided when the car deviates from the first guide route. The road map which includes the part of the deviating

guide route and the present position of the car is shown on the divided 2nd screen. The previous guide route which is

displayed before the division or the new re-searched whole guide route to the destination is shown on the divided Srd

screen. The previous guide route from which the car deviates is searched by the route search processing (step SA4) of

Figure 5 or the whole route re-searching (step SR20) which is described later.

20 Further the return route which returns to the previous guide route isn't shown in the 2nd screen immediately after

the division. However if the operator orders the guidance on the return route, the return route is shown on the screen.

Furthermore, the reduced scale of the displayed map of the 2nd screen is adjusted and the whole return route is shown

in the 2nd screen.

If the car is first on the guide route (step SQ2) and the screen of display 33 is divided (step SQ14), single screen

25 processing is executed (step SQ1 6). the screen division of display 33 is canceled and the map which is displayed in the

3rd screen is shown in the whole screen of display 33.

Furthermore the determination processing of the above step SQ2 is executed as follows. Present position informa-

tion PI and guide route data MW are read from RAM 5. it is determined whether or not the coordinate which is indicated

by present position information PI almost agrees with tiie geographical coordinate of the road which composes a guide

30 route data MW. If the two agreed with each other, the car is traveling on the guide route and if they do not agree with

each other, it is not tiie car deviates from the guide route. Furtiier determination processing of tiie above step SQ14 is

executed as follows. Screen division of this display 33 is stored in the RAM 5 as the screen condition GJ and it is deter-

mined whether display 33 is divided or not by the data of this screen condition GJ.

Moreover, when the car is on tiie guide route (step SQ2) and ttie screen is divided (st^ SQ14). the car deviates

35 from tiie guide route once and returns to the guide route again. In other words, when the car deviates from the guide

route, ttie screen is divided. However when tiie operator doesnl instruct to search a route or change a route, etc. and

the car returns1o tiie previous guide route, tiie processing of steps SQ2. SQ14 and SQ16 is executed.

In the case of an unforseen visit to the facilities in the route neighborhood while the car is traveling the guide route,

the car deviates from the guide route temporarily, and returns to tiie guide route again after the visit is finished. By tiie

40 way. when a auto re-route mode is set in the conventional navigation device, if the car deviates from the guide route, a

new guide route from the present position to the destination is automatically re-searched. However, this new guide route

is always the shortest distance to ttie destination. Rattier, if the car returns to the previous guide route, the car can

sometimes reach tiie destination more quickly. In this case, the guide route is not automatically re-searched and it is

better that tiie car is returned to the previous guide route by the operator. Then, in the condition in which the auto re-

45 route mode isn1 set, when the car returns to the previous guide route again, the processing of the above steps SQ2.

SQ14 and SQ16 is executed. Furtiiermore. in tiie auto re-route mode, it is detected that tiie car deviates from the route

in guidance and a route from the present position of the car to the destination is automatically re-searched.

If the screen isnl divided in the Figure 34 (step SQ14) or the screen division is canceled (step SQ16). the otiier

guide/display processing is executed (step SQ26) and various information is displayed and reported and so on accord-

so. ing to the chosen guide route. For example, when the car approaches an intersection at which it is to turn right or left,

a distance,to the intersection is shown in display 33. After this the processing of Rgure 34 is ended and the flow returns

to the overall processing of Figure 5.

On the other hand, when the car deviates from the guide route (step SQ2), if the return route is the guide route (step

SQ3), the single screen choice and tiie display processing of the 2nd screen and tiie 3rd screen since step SQ20 are

55 executed. In tiiis step SQ3 based on the return route which is identified by "processing to deviating route" which is

described later, it is determined whettier this is done during the return to the previous route or not When the processing

of Figure 34 is repeatedly executed, tiie determination of this step SQ3 is executed to prevent "processing to deviating

route* from being executed by mistake. Furthermore, the processing since this step SQ20 Is described later.
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When the return route is not processed during guide processing, a subroutine "processing to deviating route" is

executed (step SQ4). In this processing, the screen of display 33 is divided at the center into the right and the left sides
in the beginning, the screen on the left side of the screen becomes a 2nd saeen and the screen in the right side
becomes a 3rd screen. In this case this video memory is divided into two areas, independent image data is written in

£ each division area and the display screen of display 33 is divided. Furthermore, the display 33 may be originally com-
posed of two display devices.

After a saeen is divided into two. the return route which returns to the route which was the guide route before devi-

ation is searched. Furthermore, when a road map around the present position of the car is displayed in one of the
screens (the 2nd screen) formed as result of the division, this return route is used. If the navigation device is set in the

10 auto re-route mode, a route from the present position of the car to the end point of guide route is automatically re-

searched. Furthermore, a return route isnl displayed in the 2nd screen immediately after the division and a road map
around the present position of the car is shown.

Rgure 40 shows the condition of the display 33 immediately after the car has deviated from the guide route 146
which is searched first. Symbol 100 designates the present position and the traveling direction of the car. The screen

15 of display 33 before this division is a 1st saeen. Icons 250. 256 and 252 with the letter "reduction", "magnification" and
"whole route" and so on are shown in the lower part of the 1st screen. When the "reduction" icon 250 is touched by the
operator, the reduced scale of the map which is displayed in the 1st screen ts made smaller and a wide area map is

shown.

Further, when the "magnification" icon 256 is touched by the operator, the reduced scale of the map which is dis-

20 played in the 1st screen is enlarged and a detailed map or a house map is shown. Moreover, when "whole route" icon
252 is touched by the operator, a guide route from the present position of the car to the end point of guide route is re-

searched.

Further, Figure 41 shows the display screen of the display 33 immediately after the "processing to deviating route"
is executed. The car which deviated from guide route 146 and the guide route 146 is shown as symbol 100 in the 2nd

25 screen 108. The map which was displayed in the 1 st screen which is the screen before the division is shown in the iden-
tical reduced scale in the 3rd screen 110. Furthermore, in the lower part of the 2nd screen 108. the "whole route" icon

252. the "guidance beginning" icon 255. the "reduction" icon 250 and the "magnification" icon 256 are shown. The
"guidance beginning" icon 255 is used for the instruction that guidance by the return route should begin.

When "processing to deviating route" of the subroutine is executed at Figure 34 and the return route or the whole
30 route is searched, it is determined whether the pushing of the guidance beginning key is detected or not (step SQ6).

This guidance beginning key is shown as the icon of letter "guidance beginning" in tiie 2nd screen which is described
above. Then it is determined by a switch signal which is outputted from the touch switch 34 whether a display part of

this "guidance beginning" is touched by the operator or not
It is decided by the pushing of this "guidance beginning" key whether the guiding process by the return route which

35 returns to the previous guide route is executed or not. Therefore processing since step SQ18 of Rgure 34 is executed
if the "guidance beginning" key is pushed. In other words, a return route is displayed In the 2nd screen and specified

guiding processing is executed. However, if the pushing of the "guidance beginning" key is not detected (step SQ6), the
determination of the following condition is executed. That is, it is determined whettier a whole route which is re-

searched from the present position of the car to the destination is specified or not (step SQ8). The re-searching of this

40 whole route is executed when the auto re-route mode is set or the re-searching is ordered by the operator.

When this new whole route is chosen, the guide route for which the guiding processing has been executed is stored

as a new guide route in the RAM 5 (step SQIO). Moreover, the division of depfay 33 is canceled and this new guide
route is shown on the whole screen (step SQ12). In other words, the screen which was divided into two is restored to

one screen and a new guide route is shown in this single screen. After this, "Other guide/display processing" by which
45 information along the new guide route is reported and displayed is executed (step SQ26). Then, the processing of Rg-

ure 34 is ended arxi the flow is returned to the overall processing of Rgure 5. Furthermore, a reduced scale before the
division (the 1st screen) is used as the reduced scale of the new guide route which is displayed in the single screen.

On the other hand, when the "guidance beginning" key is pushed (step SQ6), the return route which is searched
when the screen was divided is shown in the 2nd screen (step SQ18). Next it is determined whether this return route

so is displayed in one screen or not (step SQ20). In this determination, it is determined whetiier the icon of "division can-
cellation" (example) which is displayed in the screen of display 33 is touched or not by the operator. Single screen
processing is executed if screen cancellation is chosen (step SQ12).

In this single screen processing, screen division by display 33 is canceled and a return route and the previous guide
route are shown in the single screen. Further, the reduced scale of the map which was displayed in the 2nd screen or

55 the reduced scale of the map which was displayed in the 1 st screen before the division is used as the reduced scale of

the return route which is displayed in this single screen. After single screen processing, the other guide/display process-
ing (step SQ26) is executed and the processing of Figure 34 is ended.

Further, when the display of the return route isn't chosen witii tiie single screen (step SQ20). subroutine "display
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adjustment of 2nd screen" showing the movement of the car is executed (step SQ22). In this "display adjustment of 2nd
screen", the position of the car which is displayed or the reduced scale of the map in the 2nd screen is adjusted. In other

words, the return route and the car are shown by the following two display ways in the 2nd screen. The return route

where the car is in the center is shown on the whole 2nd screen by the 1 st way of displaying. A return route is displayed

5 at the whole 2nd screen by the 2nd way of displaying and is shown for the car to move on the return route. In other

words, in the 2nd way of displaying, the display position of the car moves on the 2nd screen as the car travels. Further-

more "display adjustment of 2nd screen" by this 1st or 2nd way of displaying is described later.

After '•display adjustment of 2nd saeen", the subroutine "display processing of 3rd screen" is executed (step

SQ23). in this subroutine "display processing of 3rd screen", the map which was displayed in the 1st screen before the

10 screen division is shown in the 3rd screen. Furthermore, a displayed map is also scrolled on this 3rd screen as the car

travels. After this, "guide processing of chose route" is executed and sound information, etc. by the return route are

reported (step SQ24).

Furthermore, the orientated or travel direction map which is executed in the 2nd embodiment is shown in the 3rd

screen. After the above step SQ24 Is executed, the "other guide/display processing" is executed (step SQ26). Then the

75 processing is returned to the main flow chart of Figure 5. Furthermore, the reduced scale of the map of the above 3rd

screen may change with the traveling position of the car. 19. Processing to deviating route of 6th emtxxiiment
Figure 35 shows the flow chart of the subroutine "processing to deviating route" of Rgure 34. First it is determined

whether or not the car which deviated from the guide route is traveling the return route which returns to this route (step

SR2). Then after the processing series of Figure 35 is executed, the return route is already identified, if the route isn't

20 chosen by the operator, the processing of Figure 35 is repeatedly executed. Further "searching processing of return

route" is executed when the car isn't traveling on the return route (step SR4).

Furthermore, the condition that the car is not traveling the return route which has been identified also includes the

condition that a return route is not searched (identified) at all. This is the condition immediately after the car deviates

from the previous route. But if the car is travelling on the already identified return route, the searching of the return route

25 isn't executed- In this "search processing of return route", the processing which is the same as the search processing

of surrounding route of the 5th embodiment of the above guide/display processing is executed.

In other words, the route which connects to the guide route from which the car has deviated is searched. Moreover,

in the case of this return route searching, weight is put on the selection of the road which connects to the previous guide
route and this road has priority in the selection.

30 For example, in the case of the opposite road to the direction of the moving of the car. a fixed searching cost value

is added to the total searching cost and the total searching costs become big. Similarly, in the case of the opposite road

to progresses direction of the road which connects to the guide route, a specified value is added to the searching cost

to become big. As a result, a road which runs to the guide route is primarily selected.

Then, the shortest route which links the intersection nearest to the destination which is the nearest point of the

35 guide route from which the car has deviated and the present position of the car is searched. But when the route whidi
links the present position of the car and the above intersection can not be discovered, the route which links the inter-

section that is next nearest to the destination and the car is searched. In this way. the return route which links the

present position of the car and the intersection of the previous guide route that is nearest to the destination at the point

at which the car has deviated from is searched.

40 If a return route is searched or the car is traveling on a return route already, it is determined whether the screen of

display 33 is divided or not (step SR6). If tiie screen isnl divided, the screen division processing of display 33 is exe-

cuted (step SR8). In other words, the ar^a of the image memory in which tiie displayed image data is written is divided

and the display screen is divided. In this case, as with the at^ove embodiments, the center of display 33 is made a
boundary and the screen is divided into the right and the left sides.

45 Then the screen on the left side is made the 2nd screen and the screen in the right is made the 3rd screen. Fur-

thermore, the screen before the division is tine 1 st screen. If display 33 is divided, the screen division processing of step

SR8 isn't executed (step SR6). In other words, the screen of display 33 is divided once the car deviate from the guide

route and the processing of Figures 34 and 35 is executed. After that, when the choice of a route and so on is not made,
the screen division is maintained. In this case the screen division processing of this step SR8 isnl executed.

so When the screen is divided by the processing of step SR8. the subroutine "initial showing of 2nd screen" is exe-

cuted (step SR10). In this "initial showing of the 2nd screen", the car and the guide route from which the car deviated

are shown jn the optimally reduced scale on the 2rxl screen. In otfier words, the car and the connection point (the inter-

section and so on) of the return route which is identified by the step SR4 and the previous guide route are shown in the

optimally reduced scale in the 2nd screen. Furthermore, in this Initial showing on the 2nd screen", tiie return route itself

55 is not displayed. But if the guidance beginning key isn't pushed in the step SQ6 of Rgure 34. the return route isn't shown
in the 2nd screen. This "initial showing of 2nd screen** is descnlDed later.

After the "initial showing of 2nd screen", it is determined whether the navigation device of this embodiment is set in

an auto re-route mode or not (step SR12). If the auto re-route mode is set. it is determined whettier the present position
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of the car is on the re-searched route or not (step SRI 6). In the processing of the steps SRI 2 and SR1 6. when the nav-

igation device is set in the auto re-route mode, and the route isn t specified by the operator after the new whole route is

re-searched, the processing of Rgures 34 and 35 is repeated. Therefore it is prohibited that the new whole route is re-

searched by repeating the processing of the step SRI 6.

5 When the car isn't traveling the re-searched route, this can also mean that the whole route isn't re-searched at all.

Therefore if the car isn't traveling the re-searched new route, the whole route to the end point of guide route from the

present position of the car is re-searched (step SR20). Then, the re-searched new whole route is shown in the 3rd

screen. Furthermore, the previous guide route from which the car deviates nnay be also shown in this 3rd screen. The

reduced scale display of this 3rd screen may be the same as the reduced scale display of the 1 st screen before the divi-

10 sion. When the new whole route is displayed, the reduced scale is adjusted and the whole route may be shown on the

screen. When this newer whole route is displayed, as in Rgure 32 and 33 of the 5th embodiment, the peculiar informa-

tion in the newly searched route also may be also showa In other words, the information of the distance with the full

length of the route from the present position of the car to the destination, the expected required traveling time, the name

of the principal road, the name of the principal intersection and so on may be shown together. The peculiar information

75 in tiiis new route may be shown in the list form according to the operator's choice.

When the re-searched whole route is displayed in the 3rd screen, the processing of Rgure 35 is ended and the flow

is returned to the processing of Rgure 34. Further, when the auto re-route mode (step SR12) Is not set. the map which

is displayed in the screen (the 1st screen) of display 33 before the division is shown in the 3rd screen (step SR14). In

other words, the car that has deviated from the previous route is shown in the center of the map of the 3rd screen. Fur-

20 thermore. the reduced scale of the nnap before the division is used as the reduced scale of the dsplayed map of this

3rd screen. Moreover, the map which includes the car, the destination and the previous guide route nnay be shown in

this 3rd screen. In other words, the reduced scale of the map may be adjusted and the previous whole route may be

shown. Or the map may be shown in the 3rd screen at the reduced scale which is the same as the reduced scaJe of the

map which is displayed in the 2nd screen.

25 When the display of the map of the 3rd screen ends (step SR14). it is determined whether the whole route key is

pushed or not (step SR18). The on/off position of this whole route key is determined by the operator's touch of the icon

"the whole route" which is displayed in display 33. This touch or non-touch is determined by the detection signal of touch

switch 34. "Re-searching processing of whole route" which is mentioned above is executed if the "whole route" key is

pushed (step SR20). After this, the re-searched whole route is shown in the 3rd saeen (step SR22). If the whole route

30 key isn't pushed, the processing of Figure 35 is terminated and the flow is returned to the processing of Figure 34.

20. 1st embodiment of initial showing of 2nd screen

Figure 36 shows the 1 st embodiment of the "initial showing of ttie 2nd screen" of Rgure 35. In tiie "initial showing

35 of 2nd screen" of Rgure 36, a map is displayed in tiie 2nd screen at the reduced scale where the whole return route

can be displayed and the present position of the car become the screen center.

This return route is searched as the map information to return to the previous route. But, the return route itself is

not shown in the 2nd screen.

The node coordinate values of the roads which compose a return route and a part of the previous route from which

40 the car has deviated is read from the node data file F3 eta (step ST2). From the coordinate values of each node which

was read in step ST2, the maximum value (Emax, Nmax) and the minimum value (Emin. Nmin) of the east longitude

direction and the north latitude direction are retrieved (step ST4). The maximum and the minimum value of the direction

of this east longitude and the north latitude are explained below using Rgure 47.

For example, the route PCIO which is linked with node P24 from node P20 at Rgure 47 is a part of the previous

45 guide route and the route PCI 2 of tiie dotted line and the route PC11 of the chain line are the return route. In other

words, the point (the estrangement point, the leaving point) where the car deviated from the previous route is node P22.

The junction (the return point) of tiie identified return route and the previous guide route is node P12. From tiie present

position P10 of the car to node PI 2 at the confluence is an un-traveiled part in the return route. Further, a route PC1

1

to the present position PIO of the car from the node P22 of the leaving points is supposed to be the journey on which

£0 the car has deviated from the previous guide route. Furthermore, the destination of the previous guide route is in the

direction of node P24. The north which Is a absolute azimuth points to the upper margin of Rgure 47. Furthermore,

when the car deviates from the previous route, the return route is searched at once. Therefore, actually route PC1 1 also

is a pjart of the return route. Here for convenience of the explanation, it is supposed that the car moved to the present

position PI 0 on the return route.

55 When the return route of this Rgure 47 is displayed in the 2nd screen, the route which joins the whole return route

of route PCI 2 and route PC1 1 and each of the following nodes is shown. The previous route which links node P28 on

the side of the starting place and node P24 on the side of the destination on the botti sides of node PI2 at the junction

is shown together witii the return route on tiie 2nd screen. Further in the showing of the return route in this 2nd screen.
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the whole return route and the previous route from the node P22 of the leaving point to node PI 2 at the confluence may
be shown in the 2nd screen.

By the way. in the return route (route PC1 1 and route PC12) of Rgure 47, the node which has the maximum east

longitude becomes node P24. Therefore, the coordinate value of the east longitude of node P24 is stored in the RAM
5 5 as Emax. Similarly if the node which has the maximum north latitude is node P12. the coordinate value of the north

latitude of this node P12 is stored in the RAM 5 as Nmax.
Further if the node which has the minimum value of the east longitude is node P14. the coordinate value of the east

longitude of this node PI 4 is stored in the RAM 5 as Emin. If the node which has the minimum value of the north latitude

is node PI 6. the coordinate value of the north latitude of this node P16 is stored in the RAM 5 as Nmin.

10 Furthermore, when the previous route is also displayed in the 2nd screen, this route may include the following node
and a route. That is. the previous route which links the node P24 on the side of the destination from the confluence P12
and the node P26 on the side of the starting place from the node P22 of the leaving point may be shown in the 2nd

screen together with the return route. In this case, the node P24 has the maximum of the east longitude, the node P20

has the maximum of the north latitude, the node P26 has the minimum of the east longitude and node P1 6 has the min-

15 imum of the north latitude. Then, the coordinate value of each node is stored in the RAM 5 as the maximum (Emax.

Nmax) and minimum value (Emin, Nmin) of the east longitude and the north latitude.

As mentioned above, the following expression is computed based on the coordinate (GX. GY) of the present posi-

tion P10 of the car when the maximum values (Emax, Nmax) and minimum value (Emin. Nmin) are detected.

20 |GX-Emax| (1)

|GX - Eminj (2)

An absolute value is found by the expressions (1) and (2), Then the bigger vakie of the computation result of

25 expressions (1) and (2) is stored in the RAM 5 as east longitude width WE (step ST6).

Moreover the following expressions are computed.

|GY - NmaxI (3)

30 |GY - NminI (4)

An absolute value is also found by the expressions (3) and (4). Then the bigger value of the computation result of

the expressions (3) and (4) is also stored in the RAM 5 as north latitude width WN (step ST8).

Then, the reduced scale of the map which can display the above east longitude width WE and north latitude width

35 WN is found using the numerical value calculation table etc, which is stored in the information memory unit 37. Ih other

words, the road map which includes a return route with the car being situated on the center of the screen is shown in

the 2nd screen. The reduced scale of this displayed road map is found using the numerical value calculation table (step

ST10).

It is concretely explained using Figure 48. Divided display 33 is shown in Rgure 48. TTie area which can be effec-

40 tively displayed in this 2nd screen 108 is a range according to the horizontal width HC6 and the perpendicular height

HC14. Then the road map which includes the return route etc. is shown in the area which is about 5 percent smaller

than the area of this effective display.

The area which is about 5 percent smaller has the horizontal width HC4 and the perpendicular height HC10. The
reduced scale of the map is found for the above east longitudinal width WE to be settled within width HC2 of the half

45 with this horizontal width HC4 and for north latitudinal width WN to be settled within height HC8 of the half of perpen-

dicular high HCIO. In this way, the area which displays the map which includes the return route is made smaller than

the area of the effective display, i.e. the largest display area and therefore important information is prevented from being

displayed at the end of the screen. When the important information is displayed at the end of the screen, it is difficult to

see the information.

50^ The value of the east longitudinal width WE and north latitudinal width WN and each reduced scale value of the

map are rnade to con'espond to each other and are stored in the numerical value calculation table. The reduced scale

value which con^esponds to the east longitude width WE and north latitude width WN is found from the numerical value

calculation table after the east longitudinal width WE and the north latitude width WN are found by each of the above

expressions. Furthermore, this map of reduced scale may be found by the calculation of the proportional expression

55 and so on.

For example, if the map of reduced scale is "MSA**, the geographical distance of the map which can be displayed

with the actual size of the 2nd screen is proven. Therefore, the vertical geographical distance of the map which was dis-

played in the 2nd screen becomes "MYA" and the lateral side geographical distance becomes "MXA** when the map of
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reduced scale is "MSA". If the geographical distance which can be shown is proven in these maps of reduced scale, the
proper reduced scale to display a road map with the above east longitudinal width WE and north latitudinal width WN
is found by the following expression.

5 MSAxWEA/IXA
(5)

MSAxWN/MYA (6)

The high value (the reduced scale In which the wide area map can be displayed) of the reduced scales which is

w found by the expression (5) and (6)is selected as the proper reduced scale. The reduced scale of the map that is cal-
culated from the east longitude width WE and north latitude width WN by the expression (5) and (6) is storetf in the
above numerical value calculation table. Furthermore, when an orientated map is displayed in the 2nd screen/the cal-
culation by the expression (5) and (6) is executed.

When a travel direction map Is displayed, the following value is calculated in the revision by each east longitude
75 width WE and north latitude WN. In other words, the cosine value of the relative azimuth data D e which indicates an

angle to the direction of the moving of the car to the absolute azimuth is found. Then, the above cosine value Is multi-
plied by the distance of the oblique side of the triangle which consists of the east longitude width WE and north latitude
width WN. The map of reduced scale in which this nrujitipilcation value Is settled within the width HC2 and the height
HG8 of Figure 48 is found.

20 The "whole route", "guidance beginning" icons and so on are shown In interval HC12 of the lower part in the 2nd
screen of Rgure 48. The road map and so on may be also displayed In the background of the icon in this interval HC12
and the map information is perhaps not shown. Further, the area where a return route is displayed isn't limited to the
area which is about 5 percent smaller than the effective display area of the 2nd screen. In other words, it maybe smaller
than 5 percent or may be 1-5 percent smaller than the effective display area.

25 When a map of reduced scale is found in the step STIO of Figure 36. the map which Includes the return route In

this reduced scale is shown in the 2nd screen (step ST12) with the car being in the center of the screen. Furthermore,
here the return route itself is not yet shown. After this, the flow Is returned to In Figure 35 and the display processing
and so on of the 3rd screen is executed.

Furthermore when the retum route PC12 is displayed In the 2nd screen in the above embodiment a previous party
30 route linking nodes P28 and P24 in the both sides of the node PI 2 of a confluence is also shown. However the return

route PC12 may be shown in the 2nd screen only for node PI 2 at the confluence to be displayed. Moreover the map In

the range which includes the whole return route from the node P22 of the leaving point to confluence P12 may be
shown in the 2nd screen.

55 21 . 2nd enrt)Odiment of "initial showing of 2nd screen"

Figure 37 shows the flow chart of the 2nd embodiment of "initial showing of 2nd screen" of Figure 35. At the 2nd
embodiment of this "initial showing of 2nd screen", the present position of the car doesnt always become the center of
the screen. In other words, the map which Includes the whole return route which was found first is displayed as a whole

40 in the 2nd screen and this display Is maintained. Therefore, it Is shown for the car moving on the map which is displayed
in the 2nd screen.

Firstly the node coordinate values of each road which compose the return route are read (step SU2). The maximum
(Emax, Nmax) and minimum value (Emin. Nmin) of the east longitude and the north latitude are retrieved from the coor-
dinate values of each node which is read in the step SU2 and the coordinate values of the present position of the car

45 (step SU4). This processing is the same as the step ST4 of Rgure 36. Furthermore, In this embodiment the return route
is also composed of route PC1 1 and route PCI 2. Further, when the map which includes the return route is displayed in

the 2nd screen, a part (Rgure 47) of the previous route between node P28 and P24 is also shown.
Furthermore, the previous route between this node P28 and P24 doesn't have to be shown and the map in the

range which Includes only route PCI 2 to the node P22 of the leaving point or the present position PIO of the car from
so node P12 at the confluence may be shown. Moreover the map in the range which Includes the whole return route and

the previous route to node P24 from node P26 as in the case of the "initial showing of 2nd screen" of the 1st embodi-
ment may be shown in the 2nd screen. The case In which the previous route between the above node P28 and P24 and
the return route to node P12 at the confluence from the node P22 of the leaving point Is displayed in the 2nd screen is

explained below.

55 For example. In the return route (route PC1 1 and route PC12) of Figure 47. node P24 has the maximum east lon-
gitudinal value. Therefore the coordinate value of the east longitude of the node P24 is stored in the RAM 5 as Emax.
Similarly, node Pi 2 has the maximum north latitudinal value. Therefore the coordinate value of the north latitude of the
node P12 is stored in the RAM 5 as Nmax.
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Node PI 4 or node P22 has the minimum east longitudinal value. Therefore the coordinate value of the east longi-

tude of node P14 is stored in the RAM 5 as minimum value Emin. Node P16 has the mininnum value of the north lati-

tude. Therefore the coordinate value of the north latitude of node P16 is stored in the RAN/I 5 as minimum value Nmin.

Then, the following expression is computed based on each maximum and minimum value of each east longitude

5 and north latitude (step SU6).

Emax - Emin = XE (7)

Nmax - Nmin = YN (8)

70

Then the reduced scale in which the map in the interval XE of this east longitude and the interval YN of the north

latitude can be displayed in the screen is found using the numerical value calculation table which is beforeharxJ stored

in information memory unit 37 (step SU8). The map of reduced scale in which the interval XE of the east longitude is

settled within the horizontal width HC4 and the interval YN of the north latitude is settled within the perpendicular height

75 HC10 of Figure 48 is found by the numerical value calculation table as in the case of the Initial showing of the 2nd
screen" according to the 1st embodiment.

Furthermore, when the interval XE of east longitude and the interval YN of the north latitude are supplied, the

reduced scale value by which the return route and the part of the previous route can be correctly displayed in the display

area of the 2nd screen which is defined by horizontal width HC4 and the perpendicular height HCIO is stored in the

20 numerical value calculation table. In other words, the reduced scale value which corresponds to the interval XE of the

east longitude and the interval YN of the north latitude is stored in the numerical value calculation table. Furthermore,

this reduced scale value may be directly found for by calculation. For example, when a map is displayed in the 2nd
screen at the optionally reduced scale, a geographical distance i.e. a distance of the direction of the east longitude and
a distance of the direction of the north latitude are proven from the actual size of the 2nd screen. Therefore, the map of

25 reduced scale where the interval XE of the specific east longitude and the interval YN of the north latitude are correctly

shown in the 2nd screen can be calculated by a proportional expression. Correspondence relation among the map of

reduced scale and the interval YN of the north latitude and the interval XE of the east longitude is stored in the above
numerical value calculation table.

Furthermore, the areas defined by the horizontal width HC4 and the perpendicular height HC10 are about 5 per-

30 cent smaller than the effective display area as in the case of the Initial showing of 2nd saeen" of the 1 st embodiment.
A map in the range which includes the return route is shown in the 2nd screen (step SU10), in the reduced scale which

was found in the step SU8. for the east longitude coordinate (Emin+ XEy2) and the north latitude coordinate

( Nmin + YN/2 ) and is the screen center. After this the flow is returned to Figure 35. Furthermore, in this 2nd embodi-

ment the map which includes the return route is shown in the oriented condition.

35 Rgure 41 shows the state of display 33 immediately after the car deviates from the guide route. In other words, the

previous route 146 and the present position 100 of the car are shown in the 2nd screen 108. But the searched retum
route itself isn't shown and the guiding of the route based upon the return route isnt executed. Furthermore, icons 252
and 255 are shown together. Icon 252 designates the switch which instructs the re-search processing of the whole route

of Figure 35 to be begun. Further icon 255 designates the switch by which the instruction of the beginning of guidance

40 by the return route is given. Icons 250 and 256 are switches to change the map of reduced scale of the 3rd screen man-
ually.

Rgure 42 shows the state in which the return route 258 is displayed in the 2nd screen. This Figure 42 shows the

state of the display 33 when a guidance beginning key (icon 255) is pushed in the display condition of Rgure 41 . In other

words, the return route is shown by dotted line 258 in the condition in which the return route isn't displayed as shown in

45 Figure 41 . Furthermore, in the actual display screen, the return route is displayed in a different color from or the same
color as the previous guide route 146. Furthermore. Figures 41 and 42. also show the previous guide route linking the

node on the side of the starting place of the guide route which is next to the leaving point (the intersection point 261 of

Figure 42) and the node on the side of the destination of the guide route which is next to the confluence (the intersection

point 259 of Figure 42).

50 Rgure 43 shows the state in which the car has deviated farther from the guide route than in the state in the display

- condition of Figure 41 . In other words, in the condition of Rgure 41 . the return route is searched once. After this, when
the car deviates from this return route once again, a new return route is searched by the processing of steps SR2 and
SR4 of Rgure 35. Then the road map which includes this new return route is shown in the 2nd screen 108. But because
the guidance beginning key isn't pushed in this Figure 43. the return route isnl displayed and tiie route guidance based

55 on the return route isnt executed. \Nhen tiie guidance beginning key is pushed in the condition of tiiis Rgure 43. the

return route is shown by dotted line 260 as shown in Rgure 44.

Rgure 44 shows the state of the return route which is displayed by dotted line 260 in the 2nd screen. This Figure

44 shows the state of the display 33 when the guidance beginning key (icon 255) is pushed in the display condition of

30
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Figure 43. In other words, the return route is shown by dotted line 260 from the condition in which the return route isn't
displayed as shown in Hgure 43. Furthermore, in the actual display screen, the return route is displayed on the different
color from or the same color as the previous guide route 146.

Figure 45 shows an application example of return route 260. In other words, when the guidance beginning key is

pushed, only the retum route 260 which joins confluence 263 and the present position (position of symbol 100) of the
car and the guide route 146 to the destination from confluaice 263 are shown in the 2nd screen. Therefore the unnec-
essary part of the guide route, i.e. the part already traveled and so on aren't shown in the 2nd screen.

22. 1 st embodiment of "display adjustment of 2nd screen" (step SQ22 of Figure 34)

Figure 38 shows the flow chart of the display adjustment (step SQ22) of the 2nd screen of the 6th embodiment (Fig-
ure 34). In "the display adjustment of the 2nd screen" of Figure 38. the display position of the return route of the 2nd
screen is adjusted during the travel of the car. In other wwds. when the car travels along the return route, the return
route from the present position of the car to the confluence and the guide route etc. in the confluence neighborhood is
shown by the maximum in the 2nd screen. Furthermore, in "the display adjustment of the 2nd screen" of Figure 38. in
the road map which includes the return route the car is in the screen center and is shown.

Firstly each road data which composes a remaining route in the return route i.e. an un-travelled route is read from
the information memory unit 37. Then each node coordinate value of the read road data is read from node data file F3
etc. (step SV2). The maximum (Emax. Nmax) and minimum value (Emin, Nmin) of the east longitude and the north lat-
itude are retrieved (step SV4) from the coordinate value of the each node which is read in the step SV2.

The processing of this step SV4 is the same as in step ST4 of Figure 36. Then the following expression is computed
based on the present position coordinate (GX. GY) of the car and each maximum (Emax. Nmax) and minimum value
(Emin. Nmin).

|Gx - EmaxI
(9)

|GX-Emin| (10)

Furthermore, in the expressions (9) and (10). the absolute value of the computation result is found. Then the bigger
one of the computation values of the expressions (9) and (10) is stored in the RAM 5 as east longitude width WE (step
SV6).

Moreover the following expression is computed.

|GY-Nmax| (11)

|GY-Nmin| . (12)

Furthermore, in expressions (1 1) and (12). the absolute value of the computation result is found. Then the bigger
one of the computation value of the expressions (1 1) and (12) is stored in the RAM 5 as north latitude width WN (step
SV8).

Further, the reduced scale KAP of the map which is displayed at present at the 2nd screen is distinguished (step
SV10). Then, the geographical distance RE in the direction of the east longitude and the geographical distance RN in
the direction of the north latitude which can be displayed by the discriminated reduced scale KAP are found (step
SV12). Furthermore, these distances RE and RN may be found using the numerical value calculation table which is
stored in the infonnation memory unit 37 or in the ROM 4 and may be found by proportional arithmetic expression etc..
This numerical value calculation table is the same as the numerical value calculation table which is explained in the
above "initial showing of the 2nd screen". In other words, when a map is displayed in the 2nd screen by each reduced
scale, the geographical cfistance which can be shown in the perpendicular direction and the horizontal direction of the
2nd screen coresponds to the above reduced scale and is stored. Then the above distances RE and RN are found
using this numerical value calculation table (step SV12).

Next, the comparison between the east longitude width WE and the distance RE and the comparison between the
north latitudinal width WN and the distance RN are executed. Then if the east longitudinal width WE is longer than the
distance RE or the north latitude width WN is longer than the distance RN. the reduced scale KAP is changed into the
value by which the map can be displayed in the wider geographical range (step SV16). In other words, when the remain-
ing return route cannot be displayed on the 2nd screen by the movement of the car. the processing of the step SV1 6 is

executed.

However when the east longitudinal width WE is shorter than the distance RE and the north latitudinal width WN is

shorter than the distance RN. it is determined whether the east longitudinal width WE and the north latitudinal width WN
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can be appropriately displayed by the reduced scale KAP (step SV1 8). In other words, it Is determined whether the east

longitudinal width WE is shorter than the distance RE or the north latitude width WN is shorter than the distance RN or

not The East longitudinal width WE « the distance RE or the north latitudinal width WN« the distance RN Indicate

that the geographical range in the return route which should be displayed in the 2nd screen became narrower than the

5 moving car. In this case, a reduced scale KAP value is changed to the value by which the map can only display the nar-

rower geographical range (step SV20). In other words, a map of reduced scale is exchanged for a detailed map to be
displayed in a bigger scale.

When the reduced scale KAP is adjusted by the steps SV16 and SV20, determination processing by the steps

SV14 and SV18 is executed once again. In other words, the value of the reduced scale KAP is fluctuated for the east

10 longitude width WE and the north latitude width WN to be shown most appropriately. Then when the proper reduced
scale KAP is found in the steps SV14 and SV18. the remaining part of the return route is shown In the 2nd screen (step

SV22) with the car being in the saeen center. After this, the processing is returned to the guide/display processing of

Figure 34. After guidance by the return route is chosen in this way. when the car travels, the remaining part of the retum
route to the confluence decreases. Therefore at the 1st embodiment of "the display adjustment of the 2nd screen", the

15 map reduced of scale is adjusted according to the decreasing remaining part of the return route. For example, when the

remaining part of the return route becomes short and the geographical range to be displayed becomes narrow, the

reduced scale of the displayed map of the 2nd screen is made small. As the result, a more detailed map is shown at the

2nd screen.

Furthermore, the reduced scale KAP of the map may be found using the table which is beforehand recorded in the

20 information memory unit 37. The reduced scale KAP in which the car becomes the center of the 2nd screen and the

remaining return route is efficiently shown on the map may be directly found using the numerical value calculation table

which is stored in the information memory unit 37 and so on. Furthermore, the reduced scale KAP becomes the value

by which the remaining return route etc, can be appropriately displayed in the area which is a little smaller than the

effective display area of the 2nd screen. This is the same as in the case of the processing of "initial showing of 2nd
25 screen" in Figures 36 and 37.

23. 2nd embodiment of "display adjustment of 2nd screen" (step SQ22 of Rgure 34)

Rgure 39 shows the flow chart of the 2nd embodiment of "display adjustment of 2nd screen". The 2nd embodiment
30 of this "display adjustment of 2nd screen" conresponds to the "initial showing of 2nd screen" of Figure 37. In other

words, the remaining part of the return route decreases as the car travels and the map of reduced scale by which this

remaining part is displayed efficiently in the 2nd screen is found at any time. Data of un-travelled road to the confluence

in the return route from the present position of the car is read from the information menrory unit 37 in Rgure 39. The
node coordinate values of each road which compose a route in the confluence neighborhood of the previous guide

35 route and this remaining return route is read from the node data file F3 (step SW2). The coordinate values of each node
which are read in the step SW2 and the maximum (Emax. Nmax) and minimum values (Emin, Nmin) in the direction of

the east longitude and the direction of the north latitude from the coordinate value of the present position of the car are

retrieved (step SW4). This processing is the same as in the step SU4 of Figure 37.

Then the following expression is computed based on the maximum and minimum value in the direction of east lon-

40 gitude and the direction of the north latitude (step SW6).

Emax - Emin = XE (13)

Nmax - Nmin = YN (14)
45

Then the reduced scale of the map which can display the horizontal distance XE and the perpendicular distance

YN is found using the numerical value calculation table which is beforehand recorded in the information memory unit

37 (step SW8). In other words, the reduced scale by which the remaining part of the return route is appropriately dis-

played in the 2nd screen is found. Furthermore, the calculation of this appropriate reduced scale is the same as "initial

so showingjof 2nd screen" of Figure 37. The map which is displayed in tfie 2nd screen is fixed on tiiis embodiment and tiie

- car moves on the return route of the displayed map. But as the car moves the reduced scale of the map sometimes
changes: -

.

When a reduced scale for the map is found in the step SW8. the un-traveMed return route and the part of the previ-

ous guide route which is centered on the confluence are shown in the 2nd screen (step SU10). and in this display the

55 east longitude coordinate (Emin + XE/2 ) and the north latitude coordinate (Nmin + YNy2 ) become the screen center.

Then the flow is returned to Figure 34. Furthermore, when the return route which is displayed in the 2nd screen is dis-

played by the "initial showing of 2nd saeen" of Figure 27, "display adjustment of 2nd screen" of this embodiment is exe-

cuted as the step SQ22 of Figure 34. Further when the map which includes tine return route is displayed by the
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processing of "initial showing of 2nd screen" of Rgure 37. "display adjustment of 2nd screen" of Figure 39 doesn't have
to be executed. In other words, the reduced scale of the map which includes the return route etc. which is displayed first

in the 2nd screen is fixed and the adjustment of the map of reduced scale doesn't have to be executed as the car moves.

Figure 46 shows an application example of the display of the 2nd saeen. For example, the return route is shown
5 by an-ow 268. Further when the return route isn't displayed in the 2nd screen, only the confluence which the return route

and the previous route cross may be shown by mark 262. Further, the confluence may be also shown by mark 262 when
the return route is displayed. Moreover, the direction of the destination in the previous guide route may be shown by a
direction mark 264 of the destination.

The display processing of the above direction mark 264 of the destination is simply explained below. The intersec-

70 tion point of the previous guide route displayed in the 2nd screen and the edge of the map screen which is displayed in

the 2nd screen 108 of display 33 is computed. In this processing, the road data which is included in the coordinate
range which is displayed in display 33 is read by image processor 9 from each road which composes the above guide
route data MW. Then the road which is the nearest entry destination TP is found from the road data. In this way.the road
number data which Is linked to the entry destination from the guidance beginning point is arranged in the order, in which

15 the guide route data MW is composed. Therefore the road number which has this highest order (address number) indi-

cates the road which is nearest to the entry destination.

Moreover the node in the coordinate range which is displayed in display 33 is read from the node which composes
the road. Then node ND1 which has the highest order (the address number) is selected in each of these nodes. Coor-
dinate data in the intersection point of the straight line which links this node ND1 and the node ND2 of the following

20 address number and the screen edge of display 33 is found. This coordinate data is stored in RAM4 as the intersection
point data CP.

Next, the processing which find the direction of the destination of the guide route which is displayed in display 33
is executed. This various processing is also thought of.

For example, the inclination corner (Tan 91 ) to the absolute azimuth of the straight line which links the coordinate
25 of the above intersection point data CP (or the coordinate of node ND1) and the coordinate of the above node ND2

becomes the direction of the destination.

Next, the processing to display the direction mark 264 of the destination which shows the direction of the destina-
tion in the computed intersection point CP is executed. For example, this processing is executed as follows. The char-
acter pattern data of the arrow which is used for the direction mark of the destination is stored in the information

30 memory unit 37 or the ROM 4. Then the character pattern of the arrow is used to show the above direction of the des-
tination according to the above intersection point data CP. This diaracter pattern data is sent to image processor 9 and
is changed into the image data. Therefore the direction mark of the destination 264 is shown in the coordinate which is

designated by the intersection point data CP. Actually as the tip of the arrow agrees with the coordinate of the intersec-
tion point data CP. a deviation to the intersection point data CP is provided for the coordinate of the direction mark of

35 the destination.

As the above explanations show, when the car deviates from the guide route in tiie 6th embodiment of the
guide/display processing, the return route to tiiis guide route is searched once. Then a road map in the neighborhood
of tiie car is shown by tiie reduced scale in which the return route and so on are appropriately displayed in the 2nd
screen. Then guidance processing to the previous guide route using the return route according to the operator s choice

40 is executed. Further, in the guidance processing of this return route. 2 screens or 1 screen is shown according to the
choice of the operator. Moreover when the return route doesnl fit the request of the operator, tiie whole route searching
is executed according to the direction of the operator and a guide route to the destination is searched newly. In other
words, it is possible to choose the guide route according to the traveling position of the car.

Furthermore, the operation such as the guidance beginning, searching the return route and identifying the route
45 etc, of each of the above embodiments is possible only when the car stops or travels at a very slow speed.

According to this above described embodiment, even if the car deviates from the guide route and travels temporar-
ily in accordance with the intention of the operator, the road map which includes the previous guide route and the car
neighborhood is shown in one of the screens of divided display 33. The road map in this car neighborhood is shown by
the appropriately reduced scale when the return route to the point at which tiie previous route was deviated from is dis-

50 played. This return route is a recommended route to the recommended confluence of the previous guide route at the
point at which the previous route was deviated from or the present position of the car and is automatically searched by
the navigation device.

Then even if the car deviates from the guide route in accordance with tiie intention of the operator, the necessary
map information with tine position relation etc, of the present position of the car and the previous guide route can be

55 quickly confirmed. Moreover, if a guidance beginning is instructed, the guidance processing to retum to the previous
route is begun together with the display of the return route. Therefore while the car is traveling tiie guide route, even if

the car deviates temporarily from tiie route for urgent business, tiie car can return to the guide route quickly
Further the map which was displayed before the division is shown at the same reduced scale in the other one of
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the Hiv/ided screen and therefore a confusion which accompanies a changing of the map display is prevented. In other

l^'rdtwfen't^"^^^^^^

displayed present position of the car and the displayed map information therefore

crrppn As a result there is no lack of attention ahead of the vehicle. Further because the map which was displayed

So^ thtdVisfon is ^own ?n t^ other screen after the division just as it is. lack of attention to the above screen «

"'ToSiver when the map around the present position of the car is displayed in the
^^^f^TcSififoSr j;;r^'

guide route sometimes disappears completely from the screen with some d-sP'^V '"^^duced scale^ In om^^^^^^

when the detailed map is diSfSayed in the screen before the division, the gu.de route disappears sometimes from the

Irren as tJec?3s tar frori the guide route. In this case, it doesn't understand the direction <rfthe previous guide

f^l?romre?r^em W)sition of this car and the previous route can not be quickly returned to. Further in such a case

even i^m^ S^d'e^^eSSie present position ofthe car to the destination is re-searched, it takes more t-e to travel

rtheniv guide route and it is sometimes better to return to the previous guide route.
H<«:f^«[,^'=«'.^^'"V°

e'mTilmTnt'because the relative posWon of the deviating previous route and the car

.J.^^^^^^
divided screens, the position and tiie direction of the previous guide route from the present position o the car can be

c!3ly grasped. InSher words, the comparison between the condition in the case the previous route is returned to

ciallv limited and the displayed map may be the road map and the house map. Furthermore the house nrapis the road

nipwSSndudes information oTthe Llities such as the buildings and so oa Moreover in

^l^l^^^^^^';^^
of reduced scale of the 2nd screen is decided as the value by which the whole return route is displayed fully, but it

^ Se a vaLtr* i hther or lower, in other

S^shown in the 2nd screen. Moreover the route may be searched based on the
''^'«"^^ZrlrTTS>no£i^^6

nation) which is transmitted from outside and so on in the searching of the return rou^e. Therefore, a congested road

ion t se ected as the return route based on tiie irrtormation of the road congestion Gam) and so on.

K^7a fravelim^o^^^^ is cumulatively stored after tine car deviates from the previous route and the map wh^h

includefme^tongToiSe a^^ the return route may be shown in the 2nd screen. In other wo«is. after the opt-onaltime

^^ses aft^TeS deviates from the previous route, it isnt always traveling the return route which was s^rched

KmiiaX«e^^SL'^^^^^^
, previous route, the change of the present position of the car is sequerrtially stored

'"^^^^^^^i^^^^^^^^
dinate of the east longitude and the north latitude. Then the above change is stored as the maximum ^"^^^^^^
Setrtmii^cSd^linthedirectionofthee^^^

in the direction of ttie north latitude. In other words, ttie geographical movement range of thecar is stored as^^"^
Tr^^ aiSThe rSni^m v^ue in the direction of the east longitude and the north latitude. Then «h«n *e map wh^

; Sudesle return route and so on in the 2nd screen is displayed, the map may be
f
°wn

Sel?,?^^^^^
Si range in which ttie car has moved to the present posrtion from the point at which it deviated from the previous route.

24. Setting processing of nearest facilities

0 F.gure49 showstheflow chart of the setting processing of nearest facilities of the 7tt,

The setting processing of nearest facilities is executed wittn the destination-setting processing or the o^he Proc^-nS

^mfSe 5 in ttie^nearest facility processing, the retrie^^ng and the cho^

tination are executed These facilities are in ttie neighborhood of ttie present position of the car or ttie way of tiie guide

oTThed^^^^^^^^^
s banks, post offices or supermarkets for ttie purchase and so on. In ottier words tiney are faclrties except ttie last dest.

nation and ttiey are various facilities to finish a necessary o<xupation in the daily We.

AAftien the setting processing of ttie nearest facflities of Rgure 49 s required, ttie genre to SP^'2,„fj!" „

facility's sSn in dfsplay 33. T^en one genre is specified using this genre list. The *a<='''*^,«»;'*
^^f^^^

genre are shown on ttie map of ttie 2nd screen. At ttiis time, ttie list ofttie

"^^J^^^^. ^e^Sd frim
. is'a condi?on for squeezing of the retrieving facilities is shown in ttie 3rd 7;""^^'^^^^^^^^

the list of the name of the sales article of ttie 3rd saeen. ttie list of ttie name of ttie above sales article is snown

M^^er only ttie facilities which correspond to ttie name of this safes article

screen. When specifying drop-in facilities in ttiis way. ttie spectfication^changed ^^^^

ss narrower category. Moreover ttie rettieving result achieved by this '."^^^^^

ally a retrieving result or a retrieving condition achieved by ttie category which is specified immediately beiore

^""Text. Figure 49 is explained. Firstly rt is determined whettier the choosing of the genre is requested by ttie operator
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or not (step SX2). By that the icon "drop-in place setting* «c. which is displayed in display 33 is pushed, the request of
the genre choosing is inputted. The processing of Rgure 49 is ended when genre choosing isn't required and then the
flow is returned to the overall processing of Figure 5. However if genre choosing is required, the list for the genre choos-
ing is shown in the screen of display 33 (step SX4).

Figure 50 shows the example of the genre list which is cfisplayed in the 1st screen 104 of display 33. The name of
the genre is shown in each column of the list 270 which is shown in Figure 50. For example this genre comprises drug-
stores, restaurants and gasoline stations and so on.

When the genre list is displayed, it is determined whether one genre is chosen from this genre list or not (step SX6).
When the choosing of a genre isn*t executed, in other wortfe. if the operation of touch switch 34 isn't executed during a
specified time, the processing of Figure 49 is conrpulsorily ended (step SX6), Then the flow is returned to the overall
processing of Figure 5. However when a specific genre is specified, the facilities which con-espond to the specified
genre in the area with a specified distance from the present position of the car are retrieved from facility data file F16
(step SX8). In other words, only the facilities which con-espond to the specified genre of each facility in facility data file

F16 are retrieved. A geographical straight distance between the present position of the car and the facilities is calcu-
lated based on east longitude coorcfinate SEO and north latitude coordinate SNO of each retrieved facility.

The discriminating number of the facility by which this calculated straight distance is smaller than the specified dis-
tance is temporarily stored in the RAM 5 as retrieving fadfity number GBn. When the extraction of the facilities which
con-esponds to the choosing of the genre ends, the division processing of the display screen of display 33 is executed
(step SXIO). Then each of the facilities which are extracted in the step SX8 are shown on the map of the 2nd screen
(step SX12). Moreover, the list of the names of the sales article and the brand name are shown in the 3rd screen. For
example, if a gasoline station in the genre is chosen in the 1st screen which is shown in Rgure 50. the list of the brands
(the names of the goods) of the gasoline stations, i.e. the names of the sales articles, is shown in the 3rd screen as
shown Figure 51 (step SX14). Further if a bank is specified as the genre, the list of the name of each bank is shown in
the 3rd screen by the processing of step SX14. Furtherniore, before the list of the shop name of each restaurant is dis-
played when a restaurant is specified, the list of the kind. i.e. Chinese food, Japanese cuisine or Western dish may be
previously shown. In this case, the pile (the 18th prize step SX) of the retrieving condition to be described later is
repeated.

Figure 51 shows the condition where the screen of display 33 is divided. The facilities which correspond to the
genre which is specified by the 1st screen are extracted and shown on the map which is centered on the car of 2nd
screen 108. Further, the list 272 of the brands (the name of the sales articles) of the gasoline station which is specified
in the 1st screen is shown in the 3rd screen.

Next, it is determined whether a return to the screen is requested or not (step SX16). As a result of this return
request the contents which have been displayed on the previous screen are returned to from the information which is

shown in display 33. When a return request is inputtd (step SX16), the display of the genre list of the step SX4, is

returned to i.e. the 1st screen of Figure 50. Furthermore, when the above return request is inputted, the genre list which
is displayed in the 1st screen of Figure 50 may be shown in the 2nd screen or the 3rd screen of Figure 51 , Further, the
input of the return request depends on whether or not the icon which is displayed in display 33 is pushed.

If the return isn1 required, it is determined whether the to-ands of the gasoline station, i.e. is the sales articles, are
specified or not using the list 272 which is displayed in the 3rd screen (step SX18).

Furthermore, the specification of step SX18 corresponds to the retrieving condition which is used in the 2nd retriev-
ing. The squeezing of the specific facilities is executed by the

In this way, at the specification of the fadlities such as the drop-in place and so on in the setting processing of the
nearest facilities of Rgure 49, as is done by the name of the genre and the brand (the sales article), the squeeze of the
condition that facilities are retrieved is executed in order. Moreover when the squeeze of this retrieving condition is exe-
cuted, the facilities which the condition agrees with and the following retrieving condition (the list of the sales articles
and so on) is shown in parallel in the divided screen of display 33. Therefore the change of Ihe retrieving condition and
the retrieving result as the condition changes can be confimied at once on the divided screen. The facilities about the
drop-in place or the destination can be quickly and accurately specified.

Further when the specification of the brands (the sales articles) of the gasoline station is executed in step SX18 of
Figure 49, as shown in Figure 73. the map of all the facilities which correspond to the genre which is chosen in the step
SX1 2 may be shown in 2nd screen 1 08. In this processing, all gasoline stations which are in the specific area are shown
in the 2nd screen. Moreover, only the gasoline station which carries the specific brand (the sales article) which is spec-
ified in the step SX18 is shown at the map of the 3rd screen.

In the above embodiment, the specification of the genre is executed as the 1st retrieving condition. The specifica-
tion of the name of the brand (the sales article) is executed as the 2nd retrieving condition. However this invention isn't

limited to this retrieving condition. For example, the retrieving condition whichextracts the only facilities which are within
the specified distance from the searched guide route may be replaced with the 2nd retrieving condition or the 3rd
retrieving condition. Moreover, the processing same as the setting processing of the nearest facilities of Figure 49 may
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be executed in case of destination setting and so on. That is. in the specification of the destination, each of the facilities

may be specified by the condition of the various choosing such as the genre choosing, the chain shop name choosing
and the sales article choosing and so on. Moreover the extraction (Figure 53) of the following facilities along the route

and/or the extraction (Figure 54) of the shortest straight distance between the guide route and the facilities may be
5 added to the retrieving condition of each facility. 25. The extraction of the facilities along route

Rgure 53 shows the subroutine of the extraction of the facflities along the route. Based on the geographical coor-
dinate data at each of the retrieved facilities, in this subroutine, a geographical shortest straight distance to the guide
route from the facilities is calculated (step SX32). Then the only facilities with the shortest straight distance which is

within the specified value is extracted. Furthermore, the subroutine of this calculation of the shortest straight distance
10 is shown in Figure 54. The above guide route means the guide route data MW which is found by the route search

processing in the overall processing of Figure 5. Figure 55 explains the position relation between the detected facilities

and the guide route. A route to destination from guidance beginning point c is found by the route search processing
(step SA4).

In the extraction processing of the facilities along route of Figure 53, firstly a shortest straight distance to the guide
75 route from each of the facilities is calculated (step SX32). This shortest straight distance is about 1 50 m (step SX34).

Then it is determined whether each of the facilities extracted in the step SX34 are on the right or left side in the moving
direction of the car on the guide route (step SX36). Figure 56 explains the processing of step SX36.

In the Figure 56. coordinate (XI . Y1) indicates the coordinate of the node of the guide route which is near the facil-

ities of the objective coordinate (Xb. Yb). Ck>ordinate (XI. Y1) corresponds to the node SAS1 of the guide route which
20 is shown in Figure 55. Further, as shown in Rgure 55. standard coordinate (XO. YO) corresponds to the coordinate of

the node SAS2 of the guide route or the present position of the car. Therefore, the standard vector a=(ax. ay) which
links coordinate (X1. Y1) and basis coordinate (XO. YO) corresponds to the branch 300 of Figure 55. Furthermore,
standard vector a is a=(ax, ay)=(X1-X0. Y1-Y0) . The node of the coordinate which is the nearest objective coordinate
(Xb. Yb) of the facilities is selected from each of the road data which compose a guide route data MW as this coordinate

25 (X1 , Y1 ) and standard coordinate (XO. YO).

Orthogonal vector c=(-ax, ay) which tums counterclockwise by 90 degrees to this standard vector is defined. Fur-
ther, the objective vector b which links ttie standard coordinate (XO, YO) and tiie objective coordinate (Xb. Yb) of the
facilities shifts to the orthogonal vector c in angle 0. Furthermore, the objective vector b is b=(Xb-XO. Yb- YO)

.

The inner product of such the orthogonal vector c and the elective vector b is defined as follows.

30

c • b= |c| X |b[ X cos e

By tiie way. it is 0 < cos 0 < 1 when the angle is -90 degrees < 0 < 90 degrees. Furtiier it is -1 < cos 0 < 0 for -

180 degrees < 0 < -90 degrees and 90 degrees < 0 < 180 degrees. Therefore, if the value of the inner product of tiie

35 above vectors c and b is positive, the above facilities are on the left side in the moving direction of the car on tiie guide
route. If the above inner product value is negative, the facilities are on the right side in the moving direction of the car.

In tills way, the jDosition on eitiier side of the extracted facilities relative to tiie guide route is determined by the positive

(plus) and the negative (minus) quality of the vector inner product (step SX36).
Therefore if the positive and negative quality of the calculation result of tiie inner product is determined, it can be

40 easily decided whether the object is on the right or left side. This determined right or left data RL is stored in the above
RAM 5. Furthermore, the standard coordinate (XO. YO) which is shown in Figure 56 is the coordinate (node SAS2 in the
Figure 55) of the node which is near the starting point in two nodes of the guide route which is the nearest facilities of

the retrieving object. Conversely, the coordinate (XI, Y1) is the node coordinate (node SASI in the Rgure 55) which is

near the destination. Furthermore, the above orthogonal vector c may be tumed clockwise by 90 degrees to standard
45 vector a. The relative position of each of the facilities to the moving direction of the car of the guide route may be

detected by tine exterior product ( |a| x |b| x sinE ) of the standard vector a and the objective vector b. But. E of sinE is

an angle between tiie standard vector a and the objective vector b and the clockwise turn to standard vector a is plus
(positive).

Moreover, tiie direction of standard vector a may be the north, the south, the east, the west, the moving direction
so of tile present position of the car. the direction to the destination from the car or the direction which tiie operator set and

so on. Therefore the position on either side of each of tiie faciliti^ to the direction which is specified is determined.
When a position on either side of each of the extracted facOities to the guide route is detected in the step SX36 of

Figure 53 and the facility-destination distance Zn from the extracted facilities to tiie destination is calculated (step
SX38). This facility-destination distance Zn is tiie distance along the guide route and means tiie distance along route to

55 destination from the point PP1 which is shown in Figure 55. Thwefore in case of Rgure 55. each straight distance of

branches 364, 365 and 366 is added to tiie straight distance to node SASI from point PP1 and this is facility-destination

distance Zn. Further, the shortest straight distance, i.e. the value which is found in step SX32 of Figure 53 may be
added to this facility-destination distance Zn.
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Then the extracted fadlity data is replaced in line based on the found facility-destination distance 2n (step SX40)
For example, each of the facilities is arranged from the tsggest facilities-destination distance Zn. Then the extracting
condition of facilrties may be set by this facility-destination distance 2n. By the comparison between the distance from
the car to the destinations and the facility-destination distance Zn. the facilities which are farther away than the specified
distance or are farther away from the present position of the car than the specified distance may be excluded from the
destination.

26. Calculation of the shortest straight distance

Figure 54 shows the subroutine (step SX32) of the calcufation of the shortest straight distance between the retriev-
ing facilities at Figure 53 and the guide route. Figure 55 explains the relative geographical position relation between the
facility which is along the guide route and this guide route. Rgure 57 explains the calculation of the shortest straight dis-
tance. As descnbed above, a route from the guidance beginning at point e which is shown in Figure 55 to destination a
is found by the route search processing (step SA4 of Figme 5).

Further the nodes SASI and SAS2 which are shown in Figure 57 correspond to the nodes SASI and SAS2 which
are shown In Figure 55. A geographical shortest straight diSance between coordinate PP2 of one retrieved facility and
the guide route is found as follows. The nodes SASI and SAS2 of the guide route which is the nearest coordinate PP2
at these facilities are selected (step SX42 of Rgure 54). Furthermore, two nodes which are nearest to each of the aimed
facilities in the nodes which are in this guide route are detected by the following processing. Rrst a straight distance
between each node of the guide route and coordinate PP2 is calculated. The nodes which have a straight distance with
a minimum value and the next small value in each calculated straight distance are detected. These two nodes are made
the node which is nearest to the guide route.

Next each coordinate of JJ1 and JJ2 ... of the halfway point which divides in m equally, the straight line which links
these two nodes SASI and SAS2 is calculated from the geographical coordinate of each node SASI and node SAS2
(step SX44). The geographical straight distance of the straight line RR1 and RR2 ... which links respectively halfway
point JJ1 and JJ2 ... and coordinate PP2 of the aimed fadlities are calculated (step SX46).

Next the distance value of straight line RR1 is set as minimum value Rmin in the setfing of an initial value Moreover
initial value "2" is set as condition variable NS (step SX48). This condition variable NS indicates the number of the
above straight lines RR1 and RR2 .... A geographical distance of the NS-th straight line RR (NS) which is specified by
this condition variable NS and the above minimum value Rmin are compared with each other (step SX50). If the value
of the straight line RR (NS) is smaller than minimum value Rmin, the distance value of straight line RR (NS) is set as
minimum value Rmin (step SX52). After substitution for this numerical value, the condition variable NS is increased by
one (step SX54).

'

However, if the minimum value Rmin is smaller than the distance value of straight line RR(NS), the processing of
step SX52 isnt executed and only "T increase (step SX54) of the condition variable NS is executed. It is determined
whether this condition variable NS became bigger or not than the number of the halfway points that divide nodes SASI
and SAS2 into the regular intervals (step SX56). If the result of this step SX56 is NO, processing from step SX50 is exe-
cuted once again. However if the condition variable NS is bigger than the number of the halfway points which divide
nodes SASI and SAS2 into the regular intervals, the processing of steps SX50 to SX56 is ended.

By the processing of above steps SX50 to SX56. the numerical value which is equal approximately to the shortest
straight distance to coordinate PP2 of the aimed facilities from the straight line which links nodes SAS1 and SAS2 is set
as minimum value Rmin. The minimum value Rmin which is found by the above processing is made the shortest facility-
route distance Rmin between the facilities and the guide route. This minimum value Rmin indicates the distance of the
perpendicular line to the straight line which links the nodes SASi and SAS2 from the objective facility. Furthermore the
calculation processing of this shortest straight distance maybe executed as follows. Rrst a straight distance from riode
SASI or node SAS2 to the objective facilities is calculated. Moreover, an angle between the straight line which links
nodes SASI and SAS2 and the straight line which links the node and facilities is found. The shortest straight distance
may be found using the triangle function based on this angle and the straight distance between the node and the facility.

Further, by the position on either side to the guide routewWch is found for by the processing of Figure 53 the fol-
lowing extracting condition may be added. That is, when a median strip exists in the road, it is impossible to turn left at
the ptece except the intersection. Therefore, the fadlities on the left side of such a road at which a car can not turn left
may be exduded. In this case, an extracting means of the road condition to extract environment at each road in the
guide route which is searched is provided. It is determined whether or not to exdude the facllHles which are extracted
by the faality exception means using the result of the step SX36 of Rgure 53 by the road condition read by this extract-
ing means. In other words, it is determined whether the fadlities are on the right side or left side of the guide route in
the step SX36. If the road environment and a position on either side of the fadlities are compared here the above
extracting processing is possible.

Processing by the extracting means of the above road condition is executed as follows. That is, road attribute data
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and attention point data and so on are read from the road data file F4 of each road. The road environment of the guide

route which is nearest to the extracted facilities is determined using this read road attribute data and so on. In other

words, it is determined whether the drop-in to the facilities is difficult or not by the facility exception means. It is possible

to prevent that the facility which is very difficult to drop in is chosen as the destination or the drop-in place.

5 Moreover the transmitted information is taken from the outside system of VICS and ATIS etc. and this Information

may be made an extracting condition of the drop-in facilities. For exarrple. when a parking lot around the destination is

extracted as the drop-in facility and so on, the following processing is executed. By the outside information made avail-

at)le VICS and ATIS etc., the full or the empty condition of each parking lot or the congestion situation of the road in the

this facility neighborhood is added to the extracting condition of the facilities. In other words, the extracting condition by

10 the information which is sent from outside for example VISC or ATIS etc. may be added in the setting of the destination

or the drop-in place. This can prevent the choosing of the facilities which neighbor a full parking lot or a traffic jam
(aowded) road. In other words, the mistake of the facility choosing is minimized. Furthermore, when the car is traveling

more than constant speed, the instruction to begin the setting processing of the nearest facilities and destination-setting

processing cannot be given.

15 As mentioned above, when the user wants to drop in the facilities on the way etc. of the guide route to the destina-

tion which is set at first, the facilities and the distance along the guide route are retrieved considering the present posi-

tion of the car. Therefore, the extracting condition of the drop-in facilities becomes more appropriate and the choosing

of optimal facilities becomes possible. In other words, the drop-in facilities which is far left from the guide route is gen-

erally difficult to read. Therefore it is better that the information of the facilities which is far left from such a guide route

20 isn't displayed on display 33. Further, if facilities along the route are extracted, it can be prevented that unnecessary
information is displayed in the screen and it can be prevented that the facilities are miss-choosen.

Moreover, when there are no drop-in facilities which agree with the request on the way of the route from the present

position of the car to the destination, the following condition is possible. The facilities which agree with the request exist

in a point already passed a short while ago. In this case, in the above embodiment the facilities which the car has
25 already passed along guide route are retrieved and therefore it is possible to choose such facilities.

Further, when plural drop-in facilities are extracted, as mentioned above, if a squeeze condition (the straight dis-

tance from the guide route) is made severe, only the drop-in fadrrties which agree with the request of the user are shown
and the time which facility choosing takes is reduced.

In the above facility setting processing, the facilities may be retrieved in the whole area of the map information

30 based on the guide route and the retrieving may be executed only in the specific area which is described later. In cases
where the facilities are along the guide route, the person who is traveling such a route can drop in the requested facili-

ties without deviating far from the route. Further, if facilities within the requested range from the standard point (the

present place, the destination or the cursor position and so on) are chosen and shown, the required information and the

required retrieving result are provided quickly and clearly to the user. Further, when an extracting result of the facilities

35 is displayed in the screen, if various information of dstance and position relation between each of the facilities and the

guide route or distance from each of the facilities to the destination and so on are shown together, the position of the

required facilities relative to the guide route can be grasped dearly.

27. Postcode choosing data 50

40

In the above setting of the dropnn facilities or the destination, after a specific area is specified by the area specifi-

cation number of the following postcode and so on. the facilities may be extracted in order in the specified area. Rgui-e

58 to Rgure 63 show the structure of various data which is stored in the information memory unit 37. These data are

used with the destination-setting processing of Rgure 64. Postcode choosing data 50 is shown in Figure 58. This post-

45 code data 50 is conrtposed of postcode RDN. street list address LA. size LD. facility genre list address NA. size ND. the

east longitude coordinate PEO of the representative point, the north latitude coordinate PNO of the representative point

and area shape data address EA One area is specified by one postcode RDN. Various data about this specified area
is stored in order from the address in the information memory unit 37 which is specified by street list address 1^ and
facility genre list address NA etc..

50 For example, the memory start address and the memory size in which a street list is stored are specified by the

- street list address LA and the size LD. Likewise, the memory start address and the memory size of a genre list to which

each of the facilities belongs are specified by the facility genre list address NA and size ND. Furthermore, the genre indi-

cates the classification of the destination or the drop-in place, a fieki. a purpose, a use or business contents or facilities

such as the public facilities, traffic facilities, sports/leisure facilities or the shopping facilities such as the gas station, the

55 museum, the golf course, the bookstore, the pharmacy the restaurant etc..

The east longitude coordinate PEO of the representative pooTt and the north latitude coordinate PNO of the repre-

sentative point indicate a center approximately in the area according to postcode RDN. When the map data in the infor-

mation memory unit 37 is displayed in display 33. the geographical coordinates which are specified by the east

38
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longitude coordinate PEO of the representative point and the north latitude coordinate PNO of the representative point
are approximately made the center of the display 33. Therefore, the area which corresponds to the specified postcode
is approximately shown in the center of the display 33. In other words, the map data which corresponds to the postcode
area is approximately shown in the center of the display 33 by the east longitude coordinate PEO of the representative
point and the north latitude coordinate PNO of the representative point. Furthermore, the end or the edge of the area
is sometimes cut in the display of reduced scale.

Data which specifies the outward form of an area which is specified by a postcode RDN is stored from a memory
start address in the information memory part 37 which is specified by the area shape data address EA. Then, data is

stored in a memory area which is specified by the size ED. Utitude data and longitude data (geographical coordinates)
of plural places which circumscribe the area are stored from the memory address in the information memory part 37
which is specified by address EA. One postcode area is specified in map data of an information memory part 37 by lat-

itudes and longitudes of plural places (geographical coordinates). If all latitudes and all longitudes are displayed on dis-
play 33 in a reduced scale, a specified postcode area is completely displayed in a display 33.

Postcode choice data 50 of a Figure 58 is composed of a postcode RDN. a street list address LA. a facility genre
list address NA, east longitude coordinate PEO of a representative point, north latitude coordinate PNO of a represent-
ative point and an area shape data address EA. A postcode RDN is made an index data. Therefore, if postcode RDN
is specified, one area is specified in the map data information memory part 37. This specified postcode (the telephone
number) area is displayed approximately in the center of the display output means (display 33) based on the represent-
ative point data in this area. Further in case of area display, the optimal display reduced scale may be chosen based on
the shape data in the area. In other words, a reduced scale is adjusted and the whole area may be totally disolaved in
display 33:

Moreover, postcode RDN was used to specify an area It may be specified by the telephone number, the city admin-
istration management area number or the personally set number and so on. By the part (the part of the higher rank fig-
ure) of postcode and telephone number, the specific area which has the east longitude coordinate of the representative
point and the north latitude coordinate of the representative point may be chosen. In other words, if a part with postcode
and telephone number is inputted, the area which corresponds to the inputted partial postcode and the telephone
number is specified. For example, when higher rank 2-digit "12" from the 3-digit postcode "123" is inputted, the area
which corresponds to the higher rank "12" of this inputted postcode may be displayed. Moreover, as with the postcode
and the telephone number, the area may be specified by the specific distinguishing number by which every area is dis-
tinguished, or may be classified or divided by the fixed condition. For example, it is a prefecture, a city, a number of a
city or village, the number of a state, the number of a time difference area or the number of a country of the European
collective and so on.

In this way. after an area is specified by the postcode and so on. the nearest facility setting processing of Figure 49
may be executed. Moreover, after area specification, the following street specification is done, and moreover the near-
est facility setting processing of Rgure 49 may be done.

28. Street list data 55

Figure 59 shows the data structure of street list data 55. TTiis street list data 55 is composed of the group data of
the number SS(m) of the streets. This list data 55 is stored from the address at the head of the information memory part
37 which is specified by street list address LA. One piece of street list data 55 is composed of street name SSN. the
east longitude coordinate SEO of the display r^esentative point, the north latitude coordinate SNO of the display rep-
resentative point, shape data address SEA and size SED.

Street name SSN indicates the name of the street of the for example m-th turn eyes. This street name may include
a national highway name (the national highway number), a local road name (the local road number) or an expressway
name (the expressway number). By the east longitude coordinate SEO of the display representative point and the north
latitude coordinate SNO of the display representative point, the longitude and the latitude (the geographical coordinate)
of the representative point at this street are indicated. This representative point is made a point in the center of the
street, but may be made a point at the end in the north, south, east or west of the street or at the start point or the end
point of the street.

The memory start address of the geographical coordinate data of each node which composes this street is speci-
fied by shape data address SEA. The memory size where street shape data is stored is specified by size SED. The out-
ward form of this street is decided by the geographical coordinate data of each of these nodes. Using the geographical
coordinate data of the east longitude coordinate SEO and the north latitude coordinate SNO of these display represent-
ative points and each node, a street diagram is displayed in display 33.

When one street extends over several postcode areas, every postcode area is memorized in the street list data 55
about this street. Because the partial shape of the street in each area is different, the east longitude coordinate SEO of
the display representative point, the north latitude coordinate SNO of the display representative point, and the shape
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data address SEA and size SED are different In other words, when one street extends over two areas, each street in

each area is different Therefore, the display representative point at the street in each area is also different. As a result,

the east longitude coordinate SEO of the display representative point north latitude coordinate SNO of the display rep-

resentative point at the street in each area are recorded as the street data. Further, each street name SSN is the same.

5

29. Facility genre list data 60

Rgure 60 shows the data structure of facility genre list data 60.This facility genre list data 60 is composed of the

data group of facility genre number NC(k). One piece of facility genre list data 60 is composed of facility genre name
10 NM, facility restoration address NLA and size SED. Facility genre name NM indicates the name of the genre.

To the memory area which is specified by size NLD from the memory start address which is specified by facility res-

toration address NLA, list data at the facilities which belong to this genre is memorized. By the data which was read from

the memory which is specified by this facility restoration address NLA and size NLD thereof, the geographical coordi-

nate at each of the facilities and the peculiar name of the facilities which belong to this facility genre name NM are dis-

15 tinguished.

30. Street shape data 65

Rgure 61 shows the data structure of street shape data 65. This street shape data 65 is composed of the data

20 group of the number ES(t) of the nodes. One piece of street shape data 65 is composed of east longitude coordinate

EEO. north latitude coordinate ENO, address ENO and street name SSN. The geographical position of the node about

the map data in information memory part 37 is decided by the east longitude coordinate EEO and north latitude coor-

dinate ENO. Moreover address ENO indicates the address data of the address of this node. When a street is displayed

in display 33. this address ENO is displayed with the street (or the node). This can distinguish each address based on

25 the street.

31. Fadlity list data 70

Rgure 62 shows the data structure of the facility list data 70. This facility list data 70 is composed of the data group

30 of the number IS(u) of the facilities. This facility list data 70 indicates plural facilities which belong to one genre of one
piece of facility genre list data 60 which is shown in Rgure 60.

One piece of the facility list data 70 is composed of facility name IM. east longitude coordinate !EO. north latitude

coordinate INO and address IB. Facility name IM is the particular name of the facilities. East longitude coordinate lEO
and north latitude coordinate INO show the longitude and the latitude (the geographical position) of these facilities. The

35 position on the map of these facilities is specified by this east longitude coordinate lEO and north latitude coordinate

INO. Also address IB irtdicates the address of the address.

Street name SSN is the name of the road which these facilities are close to. But when there is not a neighbor road,

the name of the nearest street is chosen. Further, this street name SSN may be the name of the road which is made
the object for the guidance which is nearest to these facilities. Therefore, when plural streets (or guidable roads) exist

40 around the facilities, plural street names SSN is memorized in one piece of facility data. Moreover, this street name SSN
is the same as the street name SSN of the street list data 55 which is shown in Rgure 59. Further, the guidable road is

the road which is used by the route search processing.

32. Area shape data 75
45

Rgure 63 shows the structure of area shape data 75. This area shape data 75 specifies an outer edge (periphery)

of the postcode area on the map. Therefore, an area range on the map is specified by area shape data 75. A geograph-

ical position of the periphery in the geographical range of the area is specified by plural nodes. One piece of area shape
data 75 consists of longitude and latitude, i.e. east longitude coordinate AEO and north latitude coordinate ANO. More-

50 over, node number data ANC(v) shows the number of the nodes. In other words, the number of the nodes which model
- a periphery in the area is node number data ANC(v).

33. Destination-setting processing (step SA5)

55 Rgure 64 to 65 show the flow chart of the destination-setting processing which is executed with the navigation

device of this invention. The screen of display 33 is divided first in Figure 64 (step SX60). Then tiie input screen of the

postcode is displayed in the 2nd screen (step SX62). The example of the input screen of this postcode is shown in the

2nd screen 1 08 of Figure 68. Moreover a picture for the choice item is displayed in the 3rd screen 110 (step SX64).

40
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As shown in Figure 68. input number display columns 402. number 408 of 0-9 and the "END" letter 410 which
chooses that the number input is complete is displayed In the 2nd screen 108. Moreover, the mouse cursor 406 which
can be freely moved in this screen 1 08 is also displayed. When this mouse cursor 406 is moved onto each number 408
and a fix input key is pushed, a nunnber is recognized with the navigation device. Further, the fix input key is prepared

£ onto the navigation device.

Mouse cursor 406 may be moved by the small joystick. The fix input key may be the switching mechanism into
which this joystick is pushed. Moreover, mouse cursor 406 doesn't have to be displayed in the 3rd screen 1 10. In this
case, each display item in screen 1 10 is chosen by pushing the joystick into the top or the bottom position. Then, in the
frame with the chosen display item, the color is selected and a choice condition is distinguished. By the push of the fix

10 input key after this, the choice of the item which is displayed in reverse is decided upon.
The numerical value which is inputted using the input screen of the 2nd screen 108 of Figure 68 is used as post-

code RDN. When this postcode RDN is inputted, based on this postcode RDN, postcode choice data 50 (the Figure 58
reference) is retrieved from the information memory part 37. From the data group of postcode choice data 50. one piece
of postcode choice data which agrees with the inputted postcode RDN is read from information memory part 37.

15 For example, the letter 41 8 of "representative point map display", the letter 420 of "street name input", the letter 422
of "facility name input" and the letter 424 of "destination setting by another item" are displayed in the item choice screen
(Figure 68) of the 3rd screen 1 1 0. The following processing is executed when the fix key is pushed after the mouse cur-
sor 406 which is displayed in the screen of display 33 Is moved by the operator. VVhen the fix key is pushed, the relative
position of mouse cursor 406 on the screens 108 and 1 10 is detected (step 8X66). That is. when the fix key is pushed.

20 a position on the screen of mouse cursor 406 is distinguished by CPU2. Then the information contents which are dis-
played in the position of this mouse cursor 406 are chosen. For example, if the fix key is pushed when the mouse cursor
406 is overlapped and displayed on letter 418 of "representative point map display", the processing of a map display by
this representative point is chosen.

Next, the choice of "destination setting by another item" is determined (step SX68). The processing of Figure 64 is

25 ended when this "destination setting by another item" is chosen. The processing by which a destination is set from the
area which is specified by the postcode is canceled. Therefore, when the determination result of the step SX68 is
"YES", setting processing subroutine of the destination which is based on another item is executed (step SX70). In the
example of the destination setting which is based on another item, the destination is selected straight from the address
of the destination. When the subroutine of this step SX70 is ended, the flow is returned to the overall processing of Rg-

30 ure 5.

However when the determination result of the step SX68 is "NO", processing since the step SX72 is executed. In
the item choice processing by the steps SX64 and SX66. when either the representative point map display processing,
or the street name input processing or the facility name input processing is chosen, this choice result is memorized iri

the RAM 5 as mode set data MD.
35 If "destination setting by separate section eyes" isnl selected and the other processing. e.g. "representative map

display" are specified, the item choice picture which was displayed in the 3rd screen is displayed in the 2nd screen (step
SX72). After this, the mode which is chosen in the 3rd screen of Figure 68 is determined. In other words, the selection
of the mode to display a representative point map is detennined by the mode set data MD (step SX74). If "representa-
tive point map display and the destination setting" is selected subroutine is executed (step SX76).

40 However, if the representative point map mode isn*t selected or if the processing of "representative point map dis-
play and destination setting" of the step SX76 is ended, the determination of the following step SX78 is executed. In

other words, it is determined whether the mode selection is a street input mode or not (step SX78). If the street input
mode is chosen, the "display of street name and destination setting" subroutine is executed (step SX80).

When the "display of street name and destination setting" subroutine is ended or the determination result of the
<5 step SX78 is "NO", the determination of the step SX82 is executed. That is. it is determined whether setting mode by

genre is chosen or not (step SX82). If the setting mode by genre is chosen, the "genre list display and the destination
setting" subroutine is executed (step SX84). If the subroutine of this step SX84 is ended or the result of the step SX82
is "NO", the push of the return key is determined (step SX86). If a return key is pushed, processing since the step SX62
is executed once again. In other words, a picture for the postcode input is displayed in the 2nd screen. However if a

so return key isn't pushed, the flow is returned to the overall processing of Rgure 5. In other words, if the return key is
pushed, the display condition of display 33 is returned to the previous condition.

34. Subroutine of map display of representative point and destination setting

55 Figure 65 shows the subroutine of the map display of the representative point and the destination setting. First the
postcode choice data 50 which is specified by postcode RDN is read from information memory part 37. Further, this
postcode RDN is inputted in the step SX62 of Figure 64. Moreover the area shape data address EA and size ED vvhich
is recorded in this postcode choice data 50 are extracted.
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From the memory area which is specified by this area shape data address EA and size ED. the east longitude coor-

dinate AEO and north latitude coordinate ANO (the Figure 63 reference) of each node are read in order to set an outer

edge (the periphery) of the area. Then, a maximum and a minimum value of the east longitude coordinate AEO of each

node (step SX90) are extracted. Likewise, the maximum and minimum values of the north latitude coordinate ANO of

5 each node are extracted.

From the maximum and the minimum values of each of the these east longitude coordinates AEO and each of

north latitude coordinate ANO. the reduced scale when displaying a map in display 33 is found (step SX92). For exam-

ple, a geographical distance to the direction of the east longitude is calculated from the maximum and the minimum val-

ues of the east longitude. Likewise, the geographical distance to the direction of the north latitude is calculated from the

10 maximum and the minimum values of the north latitude. Further, by an optionally reduced scale from the actual size of

the screen, a geographical distance to the direction of the east bngrtude and the north latitude which can be displayed

in the divided screen of display 33 is understood. The reduced scale to display the geographical distance to the direc-

tion of the north latitude and east longitude in the specified area \s calculated backward from the geographical distance

which can be displayed in the screen. When this reduced scale is found, a specified area is wholly displayed in the

75 divided screen.

In other words, the end of the area which is specified by postcode RDN is not broken, the whole area is displayed

in the 3rd screen 11 0 of display 33 (step SX94). Further a geographical range in the specified area of postcode RDN is

decided by area shape data 75. Moreover, the map data which is displayed in display 33 is memorized in information

memory part 37.

20 An example of the specified area which is displayed in this appropriate reduced scale is shown in Figure 69. This

specified area is the range which is surrounded by the dotted line 456 of Figure 69. Further, the turning points 460 and
462 which are shown in this Figure 69 indicate a node. Moreover symbol 452 irviicates the present position of the car.

Curves 458 and 459 indicate roads. Further, the shapes of all the streets or the main streets in the specified area are

together displayed in the step SX94. In this case, street shape data 65 in each area of this Rgure 61 is used.

25 Further, the choice processing of the appropriately reduced scale in the st^ SX92 may be omitted and the reduced

scale may be chosen manually by the operator. Moreover, the map in the wide range which includes the area which was
specified by postcode RDN may be displayed in the 3rd screen 110. In other words, the map (the wide area map) may
be displayed at the reduced scale which is bigger than the properly reduced scale where the specified area can be
effectively displayed in the 3rd screen. Further when the processing of step SX92 is saved, the area map which is dis-

30 played in display 33 is expanded most and is displayed. Moreover, the east longitude coordinate PEO of the represent-

ative point and the north latitude coordinate PNO (the Rgure 58) of the representative point in the specified area are

centered in the 3rd screen 110.

When an area map is displayed in the 3rd saeen 110 of display 33, all facilities are displayed in the specified area

using the figure symbol which was memorized in the flash memory 3 (step SX96). The facility list data 70 of Rgure 62
35 is used in the display of these facilities. A specific symbol is displayed in the geographical coordinate of each of the facil-

ities. For exanple. this symbol is a star, a circle, a triangle, a square, a fork, a glass, a bag. a flag and a house and so

on. Further, only when the area map which was most expanded is displayed on the 3rd screen of display 33. may these

facilities be displayed.

After this, an optonal point in the cfisplay map area is specified using the mouse cursor 406 which is displayed in

40 display 33. In other words, by the operation of the operator, mouse cursor 406 is moved and a fix key is pushed. The
display position of the mouse cursor 406 when this fix key is pushed is made the request destination of the operator.

Therefore, the display position of the nriouse cursor 406 when the fix key is pushed is acquired (step SX98). A actual

geographical coordinate position is calculated from this cursor display position by the calculation which used a map
reduced scale etc.. The geographical coordinate position which was found by this calculation is memorized in the RAM

45 5 as the entry destination data TP (step SX1 00).

When the processing of this step SX100 is ended, tiie flow ts returned to the destiniation setting processing of Rg-
ure 64. Further, the drop-in place may be also set according to the procedure which is the same as the above. When
the drop-in place is set by the processing which is the same as the processing of Rgure 64, a geographical coordinate

in the drop-in place is memorized in the RAM 5 as drop-in place DP.

50

35. Display of street name and destination setting subroutine

Rgure 66 shows a display of the street name and a destination setting subroutine. When the determination result

of step SX78 is YES in Figure 64, the processing of this Rgure 66 is executed. Rrst. all streets in the area which isspec-

55 ified by the postcode RDN are read (step SX110). The list of all tiiese streets is made using the street list data 55 of

Figure 59. Street names in the area which is specified by postcode RDN are memorized in this street list data 55. Only

street names are extracted from this street list data 55 and a street list is made.
The list of the street names which is made in the step SX110 is displayed in the 3rd screen 1 10 of display 33 (step
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SX1 12). Further when there are many street numbers SS(m), all the streets can not be displayed together in display 33.
In this case, the screen of display 33 is saolled and the street names of the remainder are displayed in order. The dis-
play example of the street list is shown in Figure 70. Also, when this street list is displayed, each street name may be
reported by sound.

When a street list is displayed in the step SX112, the mouse cursor 406 is also displayed in the screen 1 08 of dis-
play 33. Then, the display position of mouse cursor 406 when the fix key is pushed is acquired (step SX114). It is dis-
tinguished which street is chosen by the display position of this mouse cursor 406 (step SX116).

The east longitude coordinate SEO of the display representative point and the north latitude coordinate SNO of the
display representative point of the street which is chosen in this step SX116 is read from street list data 55 (step
SX118). Moreover, street shape data 65 of the chosen street is read from information memory part 37. This street
shape data 65 consists of the east longitude coordinate EEO and north latitude coordinate ENO of each node and the
shape of this street is decided. Therefore, from the east longitude coordinate EEO and north latitude coordinate ENO
of this each node, the maximum and minimum values are detected (step SX120).

The detection of the maximum and the minimum values of the directions of the east longitude and the north latitude
of this node coordinate is a processing as in the step SX90 in case of the above area map display By the found maxi-
mum and the minimum values of the directions of each of the east longitude and the north latitude, the appropriate
reduced scale of the map which is displayed in the display 33 is found. In other words, the reduced scale in which the
specified whole street can be conrpletely displayed in the divided screen is found. By this, thus found reduced scale, a
street.is displayed in the 3rd screen 110 of display 33 (step SX122). When this street is displayed, each address is dis-
played together with this street Further, this street name may be reported by the sound with the display of this street.

With the street display in the 3rd screen, the street list is displayed in the 2nd screen (step SX123). An example of
the street which is displayed in the 3rd screen 110 of display 33 is shown in Figure 71, The chosen street is distin-
guished from the other roads In the 3rd screen 1 10 as shown in this Figure. In this Figure 71 . it is shown by thick line
500- Further, the color of this specified street is different from the other road and it can be easily distinguished. Also, the
chosen street names are displayed by letter 504 in display area 502 at the upper part of the 3rd screen 1 10. Further,
these displayed street names are used by the street name SSN of street list data 55. Letter 506 in Figure 71 indicates
an address. For this displayed address, the data of the adjress ENO of street list data 55 is used.

The calculation of the appropriate reduced scale in the step SX122 may be omitted. In this case, a map displayed
for a street to be most expanded or a map (wide area map) in the wide range is displayed. Moreover, it is adjusted to
the representative point of the street to become the center of screen 100. The representative point of this street is
decided by the east longitude coordinate SEO and the north longitude coordinate SNO of the display representative
point in the street list data 55.

When a specified street is displayed in the 3rd screen 1 10 in this way. the optional spot along the street is specified
as the destination by mouse cursor 406. That Is. a position of the mouse cursor 406 on screen 1 10 when the fix key is
pushed is detected (step SX124), Also, it is determined whether the return key is pushed or not (step SX125). If the
return key is pushed, the display condition of display 33 is returned to the previous condition in processing. In other
words, processing Is returned to the step SX72 of Figure 64. Also, if the return key isn't pushed, an actual geographical
coordinate position when the fix key is pushed is calculated from the displayed cursor position. The geographical coor-
dinate position which is found by this calculation is memorized in the RAM 5 as entry destination data TP (step SX126).

When the processing of this step SX126 is ended, the flow is returned to the destination-setting processing of Fig-
ure 64. Furthermore the setting of a drop-in place may be also done according to the procedure which Is the same as
the above. In other words, an area Is specified by postcode RDN. A specific street is chosen from all the streets in this
specified area, and moreover a specific spot is chosen on the map of the displayed street. This specified spot is mem-
orized in the RAM 5 as drop-in place DP.

All the streets in the specification area are put on the list in the display of the street names of Figure 66 and the
destination setting in this way. Then one street where the destination exists is selected from the list of street names. A
map of the selected street is displayed in the screen. And then on the map of this street, a specific spot Is chosen as
the destination by the mouse cursor. Therefore the destination or the drop-in place can be easily specified from the
name of the street. Further when the street is displayed In the step SX122, the whole specification area which includes
this street may be displayed.

36. Genre list display and destination setting subroutine

Figure 67 shows a genre list display and a destination setting subroutine. In this Figure 67, first, the genres of each
of the facilities in the area which is specified by postcode RDN are put on the list (step SX130).

This genre is put on the list using the facility genre list data 60 of Figure 60. A memory area in the information mem-
ory part 37 of this facility genre list data 60 Is specified in the facility genre list address NA of postcode choice data 50
and size ND.

0e36l67AtJ_>
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Next, the facility genre number NC(k) of the facility genre name NM is read from facility genre list data 60. Then the

genre list is displayed in the 3rd screen of display 33 (step SX132). A screen display example of this genre list is shown

in Figure 72. After this, the display position of mouse cursor 406 in the screen 1 1 0 when the fix key is pushed is acquired

(step SX134). in other words, the genre name of the display position of the mouse cursor when the fix key is pushed is

5 made a choice genre. Also, it is determined whether the return key is pushed or not (step SX135). If the return key is

pushed, the flow is returned to the step SX62 of Figure 64 from the processing of Figure 67,

If the return key isn't pushed, it is determined that the genre which is displayed in the position of the cursor 406 is

chosen (step SX1 36). The facilities which belong to this specified genre are put on the list (step SX1 38). In other words,

the facilities which correspond to the chosen genre are put on the list using the facility list data 70 of Rgure 62. The

10 memory area of facility list data 70 is specified by the facility list address NLA and size NLD. Facility list address NLA

and size NLD are included in facility genre list data 60. In other words, if the genre is specified, the list of the facilities in

the specified area and belonging to the genre is. at once, read from the information memory part 37.

Next, only the facility name IM of facility list data 70 is extracted and the list is displayed in the 3rd screen of display

33 (step SX140). Moreover, the genre list is displayed in the 2nd screen (step SX141). Then, the display position of

75 mouse cursor 406 in the screen 110 when the fix key is pushed is acquired (step SX142). The facilities of the display

position of this cursor 106 are set as the destination (step SX144). In other words, chosen facilities are memorized in

the RAM 5 as entry destination data TP.

Also, it is determined whether the return key is pushed or not (step SX145). if the return key is pushed, the process-

ing is returned to the step SX72 of Figure 64. However if the return key isn't pushed, the processing since the step

20 SX1 46 is executed. In other words, when the return key Is pushed, the display condition of display 33 is returned to the

previous display condition.

If the return key isn't pushed, east longitude coordinate lEO and north latitude coordinate INO of the chosen facili-

ties in the step SX144 are read from facility list data 70.

A map around the specified facilities is displayed in the 3rd screen of display 33 based on this east longitude coor-

25 dinate lEO and north latitude coordinate INO (step SX1 46). Moreover, the facility list is displayed in the 2nd screen (step

SX1 47). Further, the reduced scale of this displayed map may be the reduced scale by which a map is displayed to the

maximum or the reduced scale which is chosen by the operator. Moreover the facility name may be reported by sound

together with the display of the map of these specified facilities and neighborhood. Further, the processing of the steps

SX1 46 and SX1 47 may be omitted.

30 It is determined whether the return key is pushed or not after the display of the step SX147 (step SX148). If the

return key is pushed, the processing of the step SX140 is again executed. However if the return key isn't pushed, the

flow is returned to the destination-setting processing of Figure 64. In this way, the genre is specified from the specified

area in the genre list display and the destination setting of figure 67. Then the requested destination is specified from

the list of the specified genre. In this way, at the destination-setting processing of this embodiment, a specific area is

35 specified by the postcode RDN and plural kind (three kinds. 3 nrxxies) pieces of infornrration are displayed in display 33.

Then a destination is specified from the map or the list etc. which is dispfayed in each mode. For exanrple. a street is

specified in the specified area. Because this specified street is cfisplayed in the map. a spot is specified as the destina-

tion on the street of the map. Because the retrieving of a destination is done step-by-step through the area specification,

the street specification, the genre specification and so on in this way, the specification of the destination is simpler. Also,

40 when the return key is the pushed in each display condition of the embodiment, the display is returned to the previous

choice screen.

37. Application example of destination setting or drop-in place setting processing

45 The destination setting processing may be implemented as follows. First an area is specified by the postcode. Next.

a specific street is chosen from all the streets in the area. Moreover, when the genre is specified, the facilities which

correspond to the specified genre and are around the choice street are put on the list. Lastly, the requested destination

is chosen from the facility name that is put on this list. Therefore, the required destination can be retrieved from the

street and neighborhood and the specific genre.

50 Moreover, the destination setting processing may be executed as follows. An area is specified by the postcode.

Next, a specific street is chosen from the streets in the area. The facilities along the chosen street are put on the list.

Lastly, a required destination is chosen from the facility name that is put on this list. Therefore, a required destination is

extracted along the specific street in the specific area.

Moreover, the destination setting processing may be again executed as follows. Rrst. an area is specified by the

55 postcode RDN. After this, a specific genre is chosen. Next the street name where each of the facilities corresponding

to the specified identical genre exists is enumerated. Then facilities are chosen based on this street name list When a

destination is set, it can be retrieved in the order of the area, the genre and the street.

This invention isn't limited to the above embodiments, and various changes and modifications are possible in the
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range which doesn't deviate from the object of this invention. For example, in the street choice in the step SX1 1 6 of Fig-
ure 66, the street list is displayed in display 33 as shown in Rgure 70 but this may be done as follows. That is. an area
is displayed in the divided screen of display 33 as shown on the 2nd screen 110 of Figure 69 and each street name is
also displayed on the screen. Then, when an optional geographical coordinate on the display area is chosen by mouse
cursor 406. an expansion figure which particularly includes the choice part is displayed at once. In case of the display
of the expansion figure, the facilities in the possible display range of display 33 are also displayed together. Therefore,
each of the facilities along the specific street in the specific area can be retrieved while the map is seen.

Further an area is specified by the postcode in the each embodiment, but this postcode can be replaced with the
whole or the higher rank part of the telephone numbers. That is. an area is specified only by the outskirt telephone
number and an area is specified using an outskirt telephone number and several digits of the remainder of the tele-
phone number which exclude the outskirt telephone number. That is. an area is specified only by the outskirt telephone
exchange number. Further, the higher rank part or all the postcodes may be inputted.

Moreover after the step SX94 or SX96. the processing may jump to the step SX1 10 or step SX130, By this, a list
or a diagram of the streets, a list or a position of the facilities in the displayed area is outputted by display and/or by
sound. Also, the processing of the step SX94 may be executed in the step SX1 12. Moreover the facility list display in
the step SX140 may be again replaced by the map display of the facilities in the step SX96. the positions of the facilities
may be displayed on the map together with the facility list display. By this, the diagram of the street in the specified area
or the position of the facilities in the specified area is displayed. Further, the order of step SX146 and step SX144 may
be the exchanged.

Moreover the choice by the mouse cursor may be executed by the sound from the operator. In this case, the item
(a genre, a street name, a facility name and so on) which is required from a list that is outputted by a display and/or by
sound is specified by being pronounced by the operator.

In each embodiment, the retrieving processing of the destination or the drop-in place based on the input of the post-
code RDN is executed before route search processing (step SA4). However this retrieving processing of the destina-
tions or drop-in places may be executed on the way by the guide/display processing of the step SA5. In other words, on
the way of the guide route, according to the request of the operator, a new drop-in place or a destination is set. But this
operation is executed on the condition that the car stops or goes slowly. By this, the destination or the drop-in place is
easily changed and set Moreover, the extraction of each of the facilities may be executed by a business time in the
choice of the destination and the dropping in place. For example, the facilities which are doing business from 1 1 AM to
1 1 PM may be extracted.

Moreover, again an address of a prefecture name, a state name, a dty name, a town name and a village name may
be used for the retrieving condition of the destination or the drop-in place. A field, a kind of business, a brand, a sales
list of articles and a sales article may be used as the genre of the retrieving condition. Each of the facilities may be clas-
sified or retrieved by the price, the achievements, or the results of the concrete sales article at each shop. In other
words, ail the kind of internal information which shows the internal characteristic of the facilities by which each facility is
extracted may be what is on one of the sales list of articles and so on. The internal information is a category of business,
a brand, a list of articles, a price, achievements, results, business time and so on.

Moreover, the retrieving or the extraction may be done by the outward information which shows the outward char-
acteristic of the building, for example, the number of the floors, the floor area, the height, the advertisement body, the
color, the site, the zoning, the plane shape or the solid shape. Also the ground or the underground building such as the
facilities, as the building does not only con-espond to the destination and the drop-in place but also to the guidable spot
such as the detailed place name or the address and so on. A start point or the start spot at which guidance can begin
and so on are included in the present position of the car which is made the retrieving start point of the guide route or
the cardinal point in case of map display.

Also, the street in the area is specified by the extraction of the facilities of the above embodiment. In other words,
the facilities in the specific street and neighborhood in the area are extracted but this may be done as follows. For exam-
ple, the famois facilities in the specific area. e.g. the facilities which are within the fixed distance from every station of
the bus. the streetcar, the subway and so on may be extracted. Moreover, an agency, an intersection name, commem-
oration facilities in the prefecture, towns and villages and so on, e.g. Tokyo Tower, Olympia Park. Imperial Palace, a cas-
tle, Washington Monument and so on are included in the famous facilities.

In the destination-setting processing or the drop-in place setting processing, the extraction of the facilities by the
new retrieving condition is executed according to each retrieving result. However, the various retrieving conditions to
extract these facilities may be compounded by plural retrieving conditions. For example, when extracting facilities in the
area, the extraction of the facilities by the genre and so on and the extraction of the facilities along the street may be
overlapped and executed at the same time.

Also, in the above embodiment, the retrieving condition and the extraction result by the retrieving condition are com-
bined respectively in order and displayed in the 2nd screen and the 3rd screen. For example, when the retrieving con-
dition is displayed in the 2nd screen, an extraction result by the previous retrieving condition is displayed in the 3rd
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screen. Then when the choice of the retrieving condition in the 2nd screen is executed, the retrieving condition which

was displayed in the 2nd screen is displayed in the 3rd screen and a new retrieving result is displayed in the 2nd screen.

In other words, the latest information at the time of each operation is displayed in the 2nd screen. Moreover when
the choice of the retrieving condition is operated, the information of the 2nd screen is moved to the 3rd screen and the

5 new retrieving result and so on are displayed in the 2nd screen. However this may be done as follows. That is, each
retrieving condition, e.g. the list for the choice of the genre or the street and so on and the facility extraction result for

each retrieving condition may be displayed in the 2nd and the 3rd screen in cin optional combination. For example, the

retrieving condition may be displayed in the 3rd saeen and the past facility extraction result which is extracted by this

retrieving condition may be displayed in the 2nd screen.

10 Also, the screen division of the display 33 is executed by the operator's choice operation of the retrieving condition

and so on in the above embodiment but may be executed by the following environmental change. For example, it may
be executed simultaneously with the direction that the retrieving processing should be started and may be executed
when the retrieving condition is inputted or the retrieving result of the chosen retrieving condition is displayed. Also, it

may be executed when the divided screen display is demanded by the operator, a change of the running corxJition of

15 the car, a change of the speed of the car. a change of the direction of the car, a advanced change of the car, a change
of the distance to the destination or the drop-in place, the destination is changed or the car deviates from or enters the

range of the house map which is stored in the information memory part 37. It may be executed when a change of a run-

ning time, a change of a temperature of a drive source (a engine, a motor), a change of a number of rotations of the

drive source, a change of the time, a change of remain value of fuel or a change of a voltage or a electric current of a
20 battery (an accumulator, a cell) occurs. It may be executed when an environment change (a change of a light (after a

sunset, in a sunset or in a daytime), a temperature, a humidity, a wind pressure, a amount of rainfall (a rainfall, a snow
quantity or a noise)) occurs.

Similarly the cancellation of the screen division may be executed by a change in the operation by the operator, the

choice of the retrieving condition, retrieving processing ending or display of the retrieving result. Moreover, it may be
25 executed when a change of a running condition of the car. a change of a speed of the car. a change of a drection of the

car. a late change of the car, a change of the distance to the destination or the dropping in place is made, the destination

is changed or the car deviates from or enters the range of the house map which is stored in the information memory
part 37.

It may be executed when a change of a running time, a change of a temperature of a drive source (a engine, a
30 motor), a change of a number of rotations of the drive source, a change of the time, a change of remain value of fuel or

a change of a voltage or a electric current of a battery (an accumulator, a cell) occurs. It may be executed when an envi-

ronment change (a change of a light (after a sunset, in a sunset or in a daytime), a temperature, a humidity, a wind pres-

sure, a amount of rainfall (a rainfall, a snow quantity or a noise)) occurs. As explained in detail above, in the destination-

setting processing of this invention, a screen is divided and a retrieving condition and a retrieving result are displayed

35 in parallel in each port of the divided screen. Therefore, because a retrieving condition of a destination is squeezed
step-by-step, it has the effect that the destination can be more handily retrieved and so on. Especially when an address
in the required destination and so on is not understood and clear, the destination can be retrieved based on the number
which specifies an area.

40 38. Application example of all embodiments

The SCTeen division of the display 33, division cancellation (the combining of the screen) or the changing of a nav-

igation operation is executed by the choice operation of the operator or the change of the present position of the car in

each of the above embodiments but may be executed by the following environmental change. For example, it may be
45 executed when a change of a running condition of the car, a change of a speed of the car. a change of a drection of the

car, a late change of the car, a change of the distance to the destination or the drop-in place occurs, the destination is

changed or the car deviates from or enters the range of the house map which is stored in the information memory part

37. It may be executed when a change of a running time, a change of a temperature of a drive source (a engine, a
motor), a change of a number of rotations of the drive source, a change of the time, a change of remain value of fuel or

50 a changeof a voltage or a electric current of a battery (an accumulator, a cell) occurs. It may be executed when an envi-

ronmental change (a change of a light (after a sunset, in a sunset or in a daytime), a temperature, a humidity, a wind
pressure, a amount of rainfall (a raintall. a snow quantity or a noise)) occurs. Further, the various sensors are necessary
to detect the environmental change. For example, the light sensor which is equipped with the photoelectric change
device and so on is i^ed for the detection of the light change of the environment.

55 A division position is not limited especially in the screen of the display 33 in this invention. Moreover in the above
embodiments, the screen of the display 33 is divided in the vertical direction and the 2nd screen and the 3rd screen
have equal areas. However, the display area of the 2nd screen may be smaller than the display area of tine 3rd screen.

Conversely, the display area of the 2nd screen may be bigger than the display area of the 3rd screen. Also, when the
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display screen of display 33 extends in the vertical direction, the screen is cut in the horizontal direction and the 3rd
screen may be a screen above and the 2nd screen may be a screen below. Further, the 3rd screen in this case means
the screen which displays higher necessity map information for the operator. Moreover, in each embodiment, the screen
is divided in two but may divided into more than two screens. For example, the 2nd screen of the above embodiment is

5 divided in the level direction and the 2nd screen divides into the upper side and the under side. Then the geographical
information which is different from may be displayed in each part of the divided screen.

Moreover, in the each embodiment, the geographical information is displayed in each of the 2nd screen and the 3rd
screen. It may be done as follows. For example, a television picture Is displayed in the 2nd screen. The map information
and so on may be displayed in the 3rd screen. Further when the saeen division cancellation is indicated by th& user in

10 the each embodiment, one map Is displayed on the whole screen of display 33. In case of this division cancellation, the
map which was displayed in the 3rd screen may be displayed in the whole screen of display 33.

(1) In addition to the above, the screen may be divided up/down or top of the slant/below the slant and so on except
to the left/right, and the display area of both screens may be different. In this case, the image memory 10 is divided

15 according to these division forms and the addressing of each image memory device is also divided according to
these division forms. AJso. the nunnber of the divided screens may exceed two. and division number of image mem-
ory 10 is increased according to this and the number of the palette RAM 204 and 208 of Figure 18. 208 is also
increased.

(2) The information which is displayed in the 3rd screen 1 10 (or the 2nd screen 1 08) of Figure 1 0 or Figure 1 4 may
20 be the simple map of Figure 1 7 in addition to the above (1). In this case, the processing of the step SK16 or SK24

is executed in the steps SC8, SC20, SD12 and SD14 or the steps SC6. SC18, SB18. SB22. SK8 and SK12.
In addition to the above, in the step SK4, the operation of the touch switch on the icon which is displayed in

display 33 or the switch which corresponds to this Icon may be distinguished. This icon is "direction of map".
The operation by the operator according to the icon may be also distinguished in the steps SB4, SB10. SE4.

25 SE12. SG10 and SG4 in addition to the above matter. This icon is \vhole route display" in the step SGIO. "fore
route display" in the step SE12. "reduced scale change" in the step SG4 and SE4. "screen division" in the step
SB10 and "division cancellation" in the step SB4.

The map which is displayed in each screen in case of screen division processing of Figure 8 may be chosen
manually. In this case, when "details" which are displayed by the icon are chosen, the whole screen which displays

30 mainly only the turnpike (the guldable road) is changed to the divided screen which contains a non-turnpike (the
backiane or the non-guicteble road) and the divided screen which displays only the turnpike (the guidat)le road)
from. Also when "outline" which is displayed by the icon is chosen, the whole screen which contains a non-turnpike
is changed to the divided screen which displays only the turnpike and the divided screen which contains a non-turn-
pike.

?5 Also, the condition of the display map may be chosen manually in the step SD4 of the 3rd screen processing
of Rgure 1 1

.
In this case, when "intersection" which is displayed by the icon is chosen, the whole screen of the road

map is changed to the divided screen which shows the turn direction on either side In the intersection or in the turn-
ing spot and the divided screen of the road map. By the above, the display contents before the screen division are
displayed in one screen after the division and the contents which the operator wants to have displayed by the dis-
play changing are displayed in the other screen after the division.

(3) In addition to the (1) and (2). the changing to the division display may accept the change of the azimuth of the
car. In this case, based on the information from the atisolute azimuth sensor 21 or the relative azimuth sensor 22.
the processing enters the step SKI 2 SKI 4 • • • , the step SK8 -> SK10 the step SK20 SK24
-^^ • • •

,
the step SK22 SK24 -» • •

, if the azimuth of the car shift s the fixed angle (e.g. ±45 degree or ±30
5 degrees) from "the north". Or it may be determined whether or not the distance to the destination or the drop-in

place from the car became less than a fixed distance in the step SD2 of Rgure 1 1 . In this case, the category of busi-
ness, the brand, the price, the name, the telephone number and so on of the destination or the drop-in place are
displayed in the 3rd screen in the step SD4.

(4) The detailed oriented road map which contains the bacWane may be displayed in the 2nd screen 108 of Figure
0 10. Figure 14 or Figure 16 (or the 3rd screen 1 10) in addition to the (1) (2) and (3).

In addition to the above, the step SK2 may be omitted, and as the divided screen by each processing of Figure
6 is displayed, the processing may enter the step SK6 SK7^ • • •

. Or as the divided screen by each processing
of Rgure 1 9 or Rgure 21 is displayed, the processing may enter the step SD2 or the step SD1 0. The display con-
tents of the divided screen are changed at the same time by this.

5 In addition to the above, in every divided screen, the icon of "details", "outline", "intersection", "direction of
map", "screen division", "reduced scale change", "fore route display", "whole route display" and so on may be dis-
played, a switch according to this icon may be operated by the operator and the display contents may be individu-
ally switched to every divided screen.
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(5) As the screen is divided by each processing of Rgure 6. Rgure 19 or Figure 21. it may return to the single

screen display in addition to (1) (2) (3) and (4). In this case, the map information which is displayed In this single

screen may be the map information which was displayed in either part of the divided screen, or was not displayed

in both parts of the divided screen or may be previous map information before the screen division.

5 In this case, the changing to the single screen based on a change of the distance from the turning spot or the

intersection to the car may be performed by a changing operation of the operator as mentioned above, a change of

the travelling condition of the car, a change of the speed of the car. a change of the azinruith of the car. a change of

the distance to the destination or the drop-in place or so on.

According to this display changing, the steps SKI 6. SK24. SD4. SC6. SC8. SCI 8, SC20, SK8. SK10. SKI 2,

10 SKI 4. SK20. SK22 and SK24 are the executed. In this case, display information is not displayed on a divided

screen but is displayed in the whole screen of display 33.

(6) In the Figure 10, Figure 14. Rgure 16, Rgure 20. Figure 24. Figure 25. Rgure 30. Figure 32, Figure 33. Figure

41, Figure 42. Figure 43. Figure 44. Figure 51. Rgure 52, and Figure 68 to Figure 73 of the above embodiments,
the screen which is nearer the driver is the 3rd screen 1 10. However, this 3rd screen 1 10 and 2nd screen 108 may

15 be exchanged depending on whether the car has the steering wheel on the left side and the right side or depending
on the change of the travelling condition of the car. In this case, based on a change of the distance from the turning

spot or the intersection to the car. the changing operation of the above operator, a change of the travelling condition

of the car. a change of the speed of the car. a change of the azimuth of the car, a change of the distance to the

destination or the drop-in place or so on. the change of the computer program of the flow chart of Rgure 6, Figure

20 19. Figure 21, Figure 22, Figure 27. Rgure 34. Rgure 35. Figure 36, Figure 37, Rgure 38. Rgure 39, Rgure 49,

Rgure 64. Rgure 65, Rgure 66 and Figure 67 is executed.

In this change, the information which is displayed in each portion of the divided screen is exchanged in the dis-

play processing of the stepsSCe. SC8. SC18. SC20, SD12. SD14. SE120. SG16. SK12. SK14, SK8. SK10, SK20,
SK22. SK24. SL12. SL34, SL36, SP14, SP38. SP40. SQ26. SQ28. ST12. ST14. SU12. SV22. SX12, SX14, SX20.

25 SX22. SX62. SX64. SX72. SX94. SX112. SX122, SX123. SX132. SX140. SX141, SX146 and SX147.
Or the information which is displayed in the 2nd screen 108 is moved to the 3rd screen 110, the information

which is displayed in the 3rd screen 1 10 is moved to the 2nd screen 108 and both display screens are switched in

the steps SC6 and SC8. the steps SCI8 and SC20. the steps C18 and SC20, the steps SKI 2 and SKI 4. the steps

SK8 and SK1 0. the steps SK20 and SK22, the step SK20 and the SK24 etc.. Therefore the display contents of each
30 part of the divided screen can be exchanged with each other.

(7) In addition to the above matter, the map which is displayed in the 2nd screen of the 1st embodiment may be the

map which ranges to north direction, northeastern direction, eastern direction, southeastern direction, south direc-

tion, west direction, southwestern direction or northwestern direction of the map which is displayed in the 3rd

screen. In this case for example, it is determined whether or not the mode which is determined in the step SB16 of

35 the 1st embodiment is the map display mode which connects with (ranges to) the directions.

Then if the mode is the mode which corresponds to this step SB16, the map display which fits in this mode is

executed in the step SB18. For example the map v*^ich is displayed in the 3rd screen is made the screen oriented

in the north direction.

In this case, the map display mode which ranges for east is chosen. Further geographical coordinate detection

40 in the map ranging part is executed in the step SD20 that crossing point CSP in the edge part of the 3rd screen in

Rgure 1 1 (the 3rd screen display processing) is detected. In other words, the geographical coordinate of the east

edge of the map which is displayed in the 3rd screen is detected in this step SD20. Then the map which is con-

nected with the east edge of the map which is the displayed in this 3rd screen is displayed in the 2nd screen in the

step SB18 of Figure 6 according to the mode choice. Moreover this operation may be detected based on the oper-

as ation of the operator, the operation of the installation person or so on in the map display of the 2nd screen.

Moreover the position of the operator (driver) may be detected by the object detection sensor, e.g. the infrared

sensor prepared for the navigation device surface and neighborhood or so on. Then, the map display processing

of the 2nd screen may be executed by the position of this operator. Moreover the map display processing of the 2nd
and 3rd screens may be executed by a change of the travelling condition of the car or a change of the speed of the

50 car vyhich is detected by a speed sensor or so on. Moreover, the map display of the 2rxl and 3rd screens may be
executed by a change of the azimuth of the car which is detected by a relative azimuth sensor. The change of 'the

distance from the turning spot or the intersection to the car, the change of the distance to the destination or the

drop-in place are detected by the travelling position of the guide route and the display of the 2nd and 3rd screens

may be executed according to the detection result

55 (8) In addition to the above, the map which is displayed in the 3rd screen may be the map information which shows
the area around the car, the start point, the destination, the drop-in place or the chosen optional part. Then the map
which connects with one azimuth of all the azimuths of the map which is displayed in this 3rd screen may be dis-

played in the 2nd screen. In other words, a map around the destination (the drop-in place, the specification place
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or so on) is displayed in the 3rd screen. Moreover the map which is connected with the map of this 3rd screen and
contains the guide route which connects from the start point to the destination may be displayed in the 2nd screen.

Processing in this case is also executed in the step SD20 of the 3rd screen display processing of Figure 11 as in

(7). In other words, the geographical coordinate which corresponds to the edge of the map which is displayed in the 3rd
screen is detected in the step SD20. Then the map which connects with the geographical coordinate of the edge of this

3rd screen is displayed in the 2nd screen in the step SB18 of Figure 6.

Moreover the map which connects with the 3rd screen and is displayed in the 2nd screen may be the map which
connects to the prolongation of the car. In other words, a map around the destination is displayed in the 3rd screen
when the car isnt running on the guide route. The map which connects with the 3rd screen is displayed in the 2nd
screen.

However, because the car isnl running on the guide route, the guide route doesnl have to be included in the 2nd
screen. Additionally, the map in the direction which is unrelated to the position of the car or the guide route may be dis-
played in the 2nd screen. Moreover, again the display center of the maps which are displayed in the 2nd and 3rd

75 screens may be switched around. The display ranges of each nnap of the 2nd and the 3rd screen do not overlap each
other and the geographically left maps may be displayed in these screens. Each part of the maps which are displayed
in the 2nd and 3rd screens may overlap. This invention is not limited to the above embodiments and it is possible to
change some kinds in the range which doesn't deviate from the spirit of this invention.

For example the memory medium to store the various data which is shown in Figure 2 may be the memory medium
20 e.g. a floppy disk or so which can be written on. Moreover, the navigation device may be equipped with the voice input

device which is equipped with the analog/digital converter. Then each operation may be executed by sound direction
which is inputted by this voice input device. Also, in each embodiment the screen of one display 33 is divided into two
display screens.

It may be implemented by two display devices. In other words, two liquid crystal displays are adjacent neighbor and
25 are an-anged in the inside of one box. Then before the division, one map is displayed by two liquid crystal displays.

When division is directed, the different map information is displayed in each liquid crystal display. Moreover in the nav-
igation device of this invention, all or partial processing of the above flow charts may be executed in the information
management center of VICS or ATIS etc..

This processing result (tiie processing information) is received witii the data transmitter/receiver unit 27. For exam-
30 pie the destination setting processing (step SA3) of Figure 5 and route search processing (step SA4) and so on are exe-

cuted in tine information processing center where map information is accumulated. Then identified guide route data is

transferred to the navigation device of this invention through the data transmitter/receiver unit 27. In the navigation
device of tiiis invention, the processing of a guidance display is executed based on the guide route data sent.

In other words, the information of the retrieving condition of the destination or drop-in facilities and the route search
35 condition and so on is sent from the navigation device of this invention to tiie information management center. In tiie

information management center, the retrieving of the required facilities and the search of tiie route to the destination are
executed based on tills condition. Then information about tiie retrieving, extraction and search result is transmitted to
the navigation device from the information management center with the map information and so on. In the navigation
device, based on this received retrieving, the extraction and the search result, retrieved facilities are displayed in tiie dis-

40 play 33. In this way, the retrieving, the extraction, the search of each of facilities are possibly based on the details and
latest information about each of the facilities around the present position of the car.

Also in case of this facility retrieving, the retrieving which is considered the environment change of the circumfer-
ence road (establishment of the one-way traffic road and so on) is possible. Further in this case, the information about
each of the facilities which are accumulated in the information nnanagement center must be always renewed. Moreover

45 the information memory part 37 which stores each program which is explained by this invention and the information of
the map and ttie display symbol and so on may be used by the general computer device. In ottier words, the program
which is memorized in information memory part 37 is made the program which can be executed in the general compu-
ter.

Then, tiiis navigation processing can be also executed by this computer device, if ttie device which can detect the
present position by GPS reception device 25 and this information memory part 37 are connected with ttie carry-type
computer device. Moreover, this invention can be applied to vehicles other than a car as a navigation device of a ship,

or the aircraft and the map which is used for navigation may be a chart and a submarine map and so on In addition to
a road map. Moreover, again tfiis invention may be applied to tiie carry-type navigation device in addition to the naviga-
tion device which is attached to moving bodies such as the car. In otiier words, this invention may be applied to the small
navigation device which can accompany by the human and which is used in cycling, travelling, mountaineering, hiking,
fishing or so on.

£0
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Claims

1 . A device for displaying a map, comprising:

5 1st means for dividing a screen, which displays map information, into more than one screen;

2nd means for showing stored or received 1st map information in at least one screen of the divided screen;

and 3rd means for preferaby concurrently displaying 2nd map information which is different from said displayed

1 St map information in at least one screen except the screen in which said 1 st map information is displayed,

road classification or a direction of a map of the 1 st map information which is different from the road classifica-

10 tion or a direction of a map of the 2nd map information.

2. The device for displaying a map according to claim 1 . wherein said road classification is information about a guid-

able road and a non-guidable road for navigation.

15 the 1st map information is an information of the guidable road and the non-guidable road for navigation,

and the 2nd map information is information only about the guidable road for navigation.

3. The device for displaying a map according to any one of claims 1 and 2, wherein the 1st map information is dis-

played by a map oriented in the north direction (north-up map).

20

and the 2nd map information is displayed by a map oriented in the travel drection (head-up map).

4. The device for displaying a map according to any one of claims 1 to 3, which detects a change in the display con-

tents of the screen which displays said map information.

25

makes a map information which is cfispiayed before the 1st map irTformation is changed on account of said

detection result.

and makes a map information which should be displayed after the change to the 2nd map information is made
on account of said detection result.

30

5. The device for displaying a map according to any one of claims 1 to 4. wherein a display screen is divided or not

divided, before said display contents are changed

and a change of said display contents is made in response to a change made by the operator, a change of a
35 travel condition of the car, a change of the car speed, a change of the azimuth of tiie car. a change of the dis-

tance from a turning point or an intersection to the car and/or a change of the distance to a destinatidn or a
drop-in place.

6. The device for displaying a map according to any one of claims 1 to 5, wherein said 1 st map information and/or 2nd
40 map information is changed to another map information in succession.

wherein a part of or all display contents of said divided screen are changed individually in succession or at the

same time.

or in accordance with a further change in the display contents of the screen, said divided screen is made a sin-

45 gle screen,

the map information which is displayed in the single screen may be the 1st map information, the 2nd map infor-

mation, a map information other than the 1st map information and the 2nd map information and/or a previous

map information before screen division.

and the change of said display contents is made in response to a change made by the operator, a change of

50 the travel condition of the car. a change of the car speed, a change of the azimuth of the car, a change of the

distance from a turning point or an intersection to the car and/or a change of the distance to a destination or a
drop-in place.

7. The device for displaying a map according to any one of claims 1 to 6. wherein the screens where the 1st map infor-

55 mation and the 2nd map information are displayed exchange their contents.

tills exchange is made in response to a change of a distance from a point, an operation by the operator or an
installation person, the driver's detection of the position, a change in the ti-avel condition of the car. a change
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of the car speed, a change of the azimuth of the car, a change in the distance from an intersection or turn point
to the car and/or a change in the distance to a destination or a drop-in place,

and the 1 st map information or the 2nd map information is shown in the part of the divided screen which is near
the driver.

8- The device for displaying a map according to any one of claims 1 to 7. which searches a route to the neighborhood
of a destination or a drop-in place from the neighborhood of a starting place or the present position of a car,

said map information is related to said searched route,

the 1 St map information is infomiation of a simple map which designates the geographical relation between the
neighborhood of the starting place or the present position of the car and the neighborhood of a destination or
a drop-in place,

the 2nd map information is detailed geographical information around the present position of the car,

or the 1st map information is t>ased on the travel information of the car in a searched route,
the 2nd map information is detailed geographical information near the present position of a car.

or the 1st map information is information about a turnpike and a non-turnpike or an object road and a non-
object road of navigation, and
the 2nd map information is information only about a turnpike or an object road of navigation,
or the 1 st map information is displayed by as a map oriented in the north direction (north up map) and the 2nd
map information is displayed as a map oriented in the direction of travel (head up map),
or the 1 st map information is information of a map which maintain the north as an absolute azimuth in to the
direction of either one of the screens.

and the 2nd map information is Information of a map which maintains the moving direction of a car to the direc-
tion of either one of the screens.

25

9. A device for displaying a map. comprising:

1st means for dividing a screen, which displays map information, into more than 1 screens;
2nd means for displaying stored or received 1st map information in at least one screen of tiie divided screens:

30 and 3rd means for displaying a 2nd map information which is different from said displayed 1 st map information
in at least one screen except in the screen in which said 1st map information is displayed,
the 1st map information is shown by spedfied processing.

and the 2nd map information is map infonnation which is joined or connected to the 1st map information.

35 10. The device for displaying a map according to claim 9. wherein the 1st map information is information of a simple
map which designates tiie geographical relationship between the neighborhood of tiie starting place or the present
position of the car and the neighborhood of a destination or a drop-in place or is map information designating the
neighborhood of the car.

and the 2nd map information is map information which is joined to tine 1 st map information and is map informa-
tion of a connection or destination direction of the car or map information about the way between the neighbor-
hood of the starting place or present position of the car and the neighborhood of a destination or a drop-in
place.

45 11. The device for displaying a map according to any one of claims 9 and 10. wherein said map information includes
guidable road information, non-guidable road information off navigation. 1st map information or/and 2nd map infor-

mation.

12. The device for displaying a map according to any one of claims 9 to 1 1 . which detects a changing of a display con-
tents of screen which displays said map information.

makes a map information which is displayed before the change to the 1st map information according to said
detection result,

and makes a map irrformation which should be displayed after said change to tine 2nd map information accord-
ing to said detection result.

1 3. The device for displaying a map according to any one of claims 9 to 12. wherein a display screen is divided or not
divided, before said display contents are changed,
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and a change of said display contents is made in response to a change made by the operator, a change of a
travel condition of the car, a change of the car speed, a change of the azimuth of the car, a change of the dis-

tance from a turning point or an intersection to the car and/or a change in the distance to a destination or a
drop-in place.

5

14. The device for displaying a map according to any one of claims 9 to 13. wherein the reduced scales of maps which
are displayed in the divided screens are changed individually or are connected and changed together.

15- The device for displaying a map according to any one of daims 9 to 14, wherein said 1st map information and/or

10 2nd map information is changed to another map information in succession.

wherein a part of or all display contents of said divided screen are changed individually in succession or at the
same time.

or in accordance with a further change in the display contents of the screen, said divided screen is made a sin-

'5 gle saeen again and the 1st map information, the 2nd map information, map information other than the 1st

map information and the 2nd map information or the previous map information before screen division are dis-

played in the single screen.

and the change of said display contents is made in response to a change made by the operator, a change of

the traveling condition of the car. a change of the car speed, a change of the azimuth of the car, a change of

the distance from a turning point or an intersection to the car and/or a change of the distance to a destination

or a drop-in place.

16. The device for displaying a map according to any one of darms 9 to 15, wherein the screens where the 1st map
information and the 2nd map information are displayed exchange their contents.

25

and this exchange is made in response to a change of a distance from a point an operation by the operator or

an installation person, by detection of the position of a driver, a change of the travel condition of the car. a
change of the car speed, a change of the azimuth of the car. a change in the distance from an intersection or

turn point to the car and/or a change of the distance to a destination or a drop-in place,

30 and the 1st map information or the 2nd map information is shown in the screen of the divided screen which is

near the driver.

17. The device for displaying a map according to any one of daims 9 to 16. wherein the 1st map information is dis-

played as a map oriented in the north direction and the 2nd map information is displayed as a map oriented in the
35 direction of travel,

or one of the 1st map information and the 2nd map information is information of a map which maintains the

north as an absolute azimuth to the direction of either one of the screens,

the other is information of a map which maintains the moving direction of the car as an azimuth to the direction

40 of either one of the screens.

the 1st map information and the 2nd map information have the same reduced scale or different reduced scale

from each other.

the 2nd map information connects the north, the north^st. the east the southeast, the south, the southwest,

the west or the northwest of the 1 st map information,

''^ and this exchange is made in response to a change of a distance from a point an operation by the operator or

an installation person, detection of the position of a driver, a change of the travel condition of the car, a change
of the car speed, a change of the azimuth of the car. a change of the distance from an intersection or turn point

to the car and/or a change of a distance to a destination or a drop-in place.

so 18. The device for displaying a map according to any one of daims 9 to 17, wherein the 1st map information is map
information which indicates a car, start place, a destination, a drop-in place or a neighborhood of a chosen optional

part, " -

the 2nd map information is information of a map which connects with this 1st map information.

the map of this 2nd map information moves with the map of said 1st map information or moves with the one
ahead or behind along tine progress direction of the car or identifies tiie route in the map of said 1 st map infor-

mation.

and the centers of the map displays are switched around and the display ranges of the maps do not
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overlap with each other or overlap rn part

19. A device for displaying a map, comprising:

1st means for dividing a display screen into more than 1 screens;
2nd means for displaying 1st guide route information in at least one screen of the divided screens;
and 3rd means for preferably concurrently displaywtg a 2nd guide route information which is different from said
displayed 1st guide route information, in at least one screen except in the screen in which said 1st guide route
information is displayed.

20. The navigation device according to claim 19. wherein ttie device is a navigation device for guiding a route according
to a beforehand set route.

searching a route when the search of a route whirfi is different from the beforehand set route is directed,
displaying information of the beforehand set route cK a 1 st guide route information in at least one screen of the
divided screen.

and displaying information of the route which is different from the 1st guide route information as a 2nd guide
route information in at least one screen except in the screen in which said 1st guide route information is dis-
played.

21
.
The navigation device according to any one of claims 19 and 20. wherein the device is a navigation device for guid-
ing a route according to a previously set route.

searching a new route when the new route search is directed if the car deviates from a previously set route,
displaying information of the previously set route as a 1st guide route information in at least one screen of the
divided screen.

and displaying information of the route which is different from the 1st guide route information as a 2nd
guide route information in at least one screen exc^ in the screen in which said 1 st guide route information is

displayed.

22. The navigation device according to any one of claims 19 to 21, wherein 1st and 2nd guide route information are
identified and information regarding the route from the car's starting point or the neighborhood of the present posi-
tion to an inputted destination or the neighborhood of a drop-in place information on a route connection between
the guide route from which the car has deviated and the present position of a car. is received.

23. The navigation device according to any one of daims 19 to 22. wherein every time a search direction i& inputted,
the 1st guide route information and/or the 2nd guide route information are changed to the other guide route infor-

mation.

24. The navigation device according to any one of claims 19 to 23. wherein every time a search direction is inputted,
the 1st guide route information is changed to the 2nd guide route information and the 2nd guide route information
is changed to the identified or newly received guide route information.

25. The navigation device according to any one of claims 19 to 24. wherein the 1st and 2nd guide route information is

the main name of a guide route, the name of a passage point, the full length of the guide route and/or required pas-
sage time.

26. The navigation device according to any one of claims 19 to 25. wherein when either the 1 st or the 2nd guide route
information is chosen, guidance by the chosen guide route is begun, the screen is divided and/or the divided screen
is made a single screen which displays only the chosen guide route.

27. A navigation device for guiding a route according to a previous guide route information, comprising:

1st means for outputting guidance information to the display device which displays guide route information;
2nd means for searching guide route information different from the previously set guide route information:
3rd means for dividing a display screen of said display device into more than 1 screen, when the guide route
information which is different from the previous guide route information is identified by said processing for

searching;

0836167A1 I >
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4th means for displaying 1 st guide route information of the previous guide route information in at least 1 screen

of the divided screens;

and 5th means for displaying 2nd guide route information of the guide route information different from the pre-

viously set guide route information in at least 1 screen except in the screen which displays the 1st guide route

5 information.

28. The navigation device according to claim 27, wherein the 2nd means search guide route information different from

the previously set guide route information, when the present position of the car does not correspond to the previous

guide route information.

10

29. The navigation device according to any one of claims 27 and 28, wherein the guide route information different from

the previously set guide route information is information on a return route to the searched route, a destination, a

drop-in place or the previously set guide route.

15 30. The navigation device according to any one of claims 27 to 29, wherein the searched route or the previously set

route is displayed in the other screen of a divided screen,

and the reduced scale of the display on each screen of a divided screen is the same as that on the screen

before division.

The navigation device according to any one of claims 27 to 30, wherein said navigation device also displays the

route to a present position from the point at which the car left the above search route,

said navigation device also displays the route which runs to the return spot from the above leaving spot in the

25 search route, but is not used

and/or the above navigation device also displays the geographical relation between the return route and the

search route.

32. The navigation device according to any one of claims 27 to 31 . wherein the display is controlled for the whole retum

30 route which is displayed in a divided screen and reduced scale of the display is decided for this whole return route

to be displayed in a divided screen in this display control.

the display is also controlled for the whole deviation which is displayed in a divided screen and the reduced

scale of the display is decided for this whole deviation route to be displayed in a divided screen in this display

control,

or the display is also controlled for the whole nonrunning route not used, which is to be displayed in a divided

screen and the reduced scale of the display is decided approximately generally for this route that is not used
and is to be displayed in a divided screen in this display control.

40 33. The navigation device according to any one of claims 27 to 32. wherein a present position in the route which is dis-

played in a divided screen becomes the center of a saeen,

an absolute azimuth in the north is maintained in the direction of either one of the screens,

and/or the progress direction of a present position is maintained as the direction in either one of the screens.

45

34. The navigation device according to any one of claims 27 to 33, wherein the divided screen is combined before, divi-

sion of this screen is executed which is prompted by the fact that the present position does not correspond to the

search route, by a change made by the operator, a change in the running condition at a present position, a change
of the speed at a present position, a change of an azimuth at a present position, a change in the distance from a

50 turning point or an intersection to a present position and/or a change of the distance to a destination or a drop-in

place,

this divided screen is combined by a change in the distance to the search route, a change made by the oper-

ator, a change of the running condition at a present position, a change of the speed at a present position, a
55 change of an azimuth at the present position, a change in the distance from a turning point or an intersection

to the present position and/or a change in the distance to a destination or a drop-in place,

and map information which is displayed before screen division, previous search route or map information which

includes the present position is displayed in the screen after combination.
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35. A device for displaying a map, comprising:

1st means for retrieving geographical object information which indicates the place of this geographical object
and a plurality of memorized geographical objects;

5 2nd means for setting at least one retrieving condition by this reference;
3rd means for outputting a retrieving resuJt:

4th means for dividing a display screen of said display means into more than 1 screens;
and 5th means for displaying different information in a retrieving condition and/or a retrieving result in each
screen of this divided display screen.

10

36. The device for displaying a map according to claim 35. wherein the retrieving condition and the retrieving result are
each displayed in one screen of the divided display screen.

or an intermediate result and a last result of retrieving are each displayed in one screen of the divided display
15 SCTeen,

or different retrieving conditions are displayed in each one screen of the divided display screen,
or a result which Is retrieved by a different retrieving condition is displayed in each one screen of the divided
display screen.

or the retrieving conditions and the retrieving resuft are displayed.
or in plural retrieving processing which is executed by a series of retrieving procedures, plural new retrieving
processing contents are displayed by this retrieving procedure.

37. The device for displaying a map according to any one of claims 35 and 36. wherein a reduced scale of the display,
of each divided screen is decided for the intermediate retrieving result or all last retrieving results to be displayed

25 in the display map.

38. The device for displaying a map according to any one of claims 35 to 37. wherein the retrieving condition is.

a condition to specify an area with all or a part of cfistinguishing numbers which specify an area,
30 a condition of a street in this area to specify or extract,

a condition to extract a geographical object which is in this street neighboriiood in a distance from the street.
a condition to extract a geographical object by a genre, business contents and /or a price of goods/service,
a condition to extract a geographical object in business time or a business list of articles.

a condition to extract a geographical object by the number of floors of the building/facility.

35 a condition to extract a geographical object by the distance from the present position, the car or guide route.
combined of at least one condition from a condition to extract a geographical object by the direction of a relative
position from a present position, a car or a guide route,

and these combinations are changed according to a changing order or fixed condition.

40 39. A method for displaying a map, comprising:

the 1st step of dividing a screen which displays map information into more than 1 screens;
the 2nd step of showing stored or received 1st map information in at least one screen of the divided screens;
and the 3rd step of preferably concun-ently displaying a 2nd map information which is different from said dis-

45 played 1 st map information in at least one screen except in the screen in which said 1 st map information is dis-
played,

road classification or a direction of a map of the 1st map information which is different from road classification
or a direction of a map of the 2nd map information.

so 40. A method for displaying a map, comprising:

the 1st step of dividing a screen which displays map information into more than 1 screens;
the 2nd step of displaying stored or received 1st map information in at least one screen of the divided screens;
and the 3nd step of preferably concun-ently displaying a 2nd map information which is different from said dis-

ss played 1 st map information in at least one screen except in the screen in which said 1 st map information is dis-
played.

the 1st map information being shown by specffied processing,

and the 2nd map information being map information which is joined to tiie 1st map information.
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41. A method for displaying a map, comprising:

the 1st step of dividing a display screen into more than 1 screens;

the 2nd step of displaying 1 st guide route information in at least one screen of the divided screens;

and the 3rd step of preferably concurrently displaying a 2nd guide route information which is different from said

displayed 1st guide route information in at least one screen except in the screen in which said 1st guide route

information is displayed.

42. A method for guiding a route according to set guide route information, comprising:

the 1st step of outputting guidance information to display device which displays guide route information;

the 2nd step of searching different guide route information from the previous set guide route information;

the 3rd step of dividing a display screen of said display device Into more than 1 screen, when the guide route

information which Is different from the previous guide route information is identified by said processing for

searching;

the 4th step of displaying the 1st guide route information of the previous guide route information in at least 1

screen of the divided screens;

and the 5th step of displaying 2nd guide route information of the different guide route information from the pre-

vious set guide route information in at least 1 screen except the screen which displayed the 1st guide route

information.

43. A method for displaying a map, comprising:

the 1st step of retrieving a geographical object to information which indicates a place of this geographical
object and a lot of memorized geographical objects;

the 2nd step of setting at least one retrieving condition by this reference:

the 3rd step of outputting a retrieving result:

the 4th step of dividing a display saeen of said display means into more than 1 screens;

and the 5th step of displaying different information in a retrieving condition and/or a retrieving result in each of

these divided display screens.
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